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Chapter 1
An Introduction:
Building a KnowledgeKnowledge-Creating School
Introduction
Since the foundation of Pui Ching Middle School in 1889, three campuses were
set up in Guangzhou, Hong Kong and Macao respectively. Throughout the century,
the school has been devoted in providing quality education to its students.
Outstanding individuals such as Dr. Daniel C.Tsui, the awardee of Nobel Prize in
Physics, and Dr. Shing-Tung Yau, the awarder of Fields Medal, are both graduates of
the school.
In 1997, when Hong Kong was returned to the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) as a special administration region (HKSAR), the SAR government was
determined to develop information technology (IT) education. Pui Ching Middle
School was chosen as one of the pilot schools to integrate IT in teaching and
learning. Soon, the school received funding from the Education & Manpower
Bureau (EMB1) for promoting the “P.C. Spirit Project” which aimed at cultivating an
IT environment in education and building respective IT facilities in the campus.
Within a few years, Pui Ching Middle School has become one of the model schools
for IT-orientated education in Hong Kong.
To align the Hong Kong education system with global ones, the government
decided to shorten secondary education from seven years to six years in 2006. To
accommodate with this, a new project named “School of the Future” was launched
in Pui Ching Middle School. Its objective is to develop Pui Ching into a school of
and for the future with a modernized campus with a nice learning environment.
In this chapter, we are going to have an overall discussion on the objectives,
implementation and future direction of the “School of the Future” project in Pui
Ching Middle School.

Education of Future
In the 21st century, faced with the challenges of education reform and the
knowledge-based economy, schools have to reset their future plans and visions.
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EMB has been renamed as Education Bureau (EDB) in 2007.

Cheng (2006) pointed out that the third tide of education reform is the school’s
capacity to keep up with future trends. To meet the needs of globalization,
information-system advances, and the changing economic structure, schools are
urged to reconsider their curriculum, teaching techniques and approaches. Pui
Ching’s “School of the Future” project is designed under three principles: First,
“Facilitating education with IT”, “Developing multiple
whole-person education”, and “the Triplization of paradigm”.
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Facilitating Teaching & Learning with the Support of IT
IT education starts with technology and technical skills. Today, IT has become
an indivisible part of learning. In July 2004, the Education Bureau (EDB) published
its 2nd report – “IT for learning: Empowering Learning and Teaching with
Information Technology”. The report stipulates that promoting “IT in education”
was more than “education in IT”, and it needed to go with a paradigm shift. The
report envisioned the schools and classrooms of tomorrow:
“Students, teachers, schools, and other stakeholders will use IT effectively as a
tool for enhancing the effectiveness of learning and teaching, with a view to
preparing out students for the information age, turning schools into dynamic and
interactive learning institutions, and fostering collaboration among schools, parents
and the community.”
To assure teaching and learning quality, promoting IT in education is a must,
and we suggested this should go with learner-centered learning so that new
technology can be used in empowering future learning and teaching.
Developing Multiple Intelligences & Whole-person Education
In the past decades, policy-makers and educators in different countries adopted
modern education models and techniques to enhance teaching quality. The idea of
diverse learning (“the Six Arts”) is rooted in the Chinese philology since the ancient
times. As early as the Spring and Autumn Period, the importance of multiple
intelligences and whole-person education was recorded in literature: “To protect and
admonish the king, and to educate people with rites for country development, it is
important to teach them the Six Arts: Li (rites), Yue (music), She (archery), Yu
(charioteering), Shu (literature/ calligraphy), Shu (maths)” (Rites of Zhou, Offices of
Earth, Szeto). Similar concepts could also be found in the History of Ming, one of
the official Chinese historical works known as the Twenty-Four Histories of China.
Gardner (1983) developed the Theory of Multiple Intelligences which suggests it is
the responibility of schools to help students develop multiple intelligences, including
interpersonal, intrapersonal, muscial, bidily-kinesthetic, spatial, naturalistic,
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linguistic, and logical-mathematical abilities. As we can see, multiple intelligences
and whole-person development is emphasized in both Chinese and Western cultures,
whatever in past or in present. Researches on the human brain found that left
hemisphere is for logical thinking and language while the right hemisphere is for
creativity and art. Learning effectiveness can be enhanced under balance operation
and development. These researches support the Chinese concept of “the Six Arts”
and the Western theory of Multiple Intelligances. More importantly, they showed the
significance of multiple development on human intelligences.
Triplization of Paradigm
Under globalization, having global awareness and interpersonal networks are
becoming increasingly important. Restructuring learning environments and
redesigning the curriculum can be the way out. Traditional, school-bounded learning
should be replaced with individualized, localized, and globalized paradigm.
Supported with IT, networks, local and global learning resources, as well as practical
experiences of schools, the new curriculum should be comprehensive and interactive,
with globalized, localized, and individualized contents. Students under the new
system are expected to be self-motivated life-long learners, who may suit very well
in the globalized world.

The “Future School” Project in Pui Ching
Building and designing the future school is an on-going job for educators.
When we type the term ‘school of the future’ in the Google search engine, it showed
more than five hundred billion results in July 2007. This number quickly grew by
twenty millions in a month. Recently, the Microsoft company launched a project to
cooperate with local governments to build “schools of the future” in twelve
countries. One of the “future schools” in Philadelphia suggested 5 factors for its
success: (1) an devoted, connected learning community, (2) an effective advanced
curriculum-driven setting, (3) a flexible and sustainable learning environment, (4) a
cross-curriculum integration of research and development, and (5) professional
leadership. The case in Philadelphia is a valuable model for other countries and
places to develop their “School of the Future”.
In 2006, the “School of the Future” project was started in Pui Ching, three
principles were set: (1) integrating IT and modern technology in infrastructures; (2)
developing multiple intelligences and whole-person education of students; and (3)
replacing traditional paradigm with the Triplization of learning. We hope to help
students develop their interests, excel their potential, develop global vision, and
3

build up interpersonal networks. Four core sections were suggested to realize these
goals: (1) building new learning environments, (2) restructuring the curricular, (3)
developing intelligent community, and (4) implementing E-leadership.
Building New Learning Environments
Concerning environmental protection, technology, aesthetic & physical
trainings, and knowledge management, campus development is divided into four
parts, which are all empowered with IT.
Building a Green School
The importance of environmental protection is emphasized around the globe. In
fact, schools can also play an effective part in teaching students to respect life and
the nature. Tree and plants are widely grown in the campus. A natural trail, gardens,
and open cafés are built. To induce learning interest, wireless Internet service is
provided in the school area including the nature trail, so that students can enjoy
mobile learning activities using their mobile phones and laptops. Cameras linked to
the Internet are installed in the gardens, so students in Pui Ching can observe and
make records of the plants’ growth online. These may help students to learn more
about the natural world and the importance of life and environmental protection.
Building a Technologic School
A modernized and technologic school environment may help increase students’
motivation and interest to learn. Scientific discoveries and researches may also
instill a probing mindset in students. This is why technology is essential in building
a campus that enhances learning. Firstly, the Pui Ching natural trail is built with a
mobile learning system, in which its content or theme can be modified in the
school’s server to accommodate with the needs of different subjects, such as English,
Sciences, Mathematics, and School History. Secondly, all classrooms in Pui Ching
will be transformed into global classrooms, in which computers, projectors,
LCD-TV sets, smart-boards, audio and video-conferencing tools are installed.
Students can make use of these and interact with foreign students regardless of the
distance. Thirdly, campus televisions broadcast international, local and mainland
news so that students can have better knowledge and concern about the things
around them. Fourthly, GIS learning is possible in the multi-media geography
classroom with the use of wireless Internet service and mobile phones. Fifthly,
classrooms are installed with WiFi so students can connect to the school’s Intranet
with their mobile phones. Mobile learning, which involves individual students to
download and answer questions with their phones, allows all students to participate
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in class. Teachers can also check their performance and give feedback immediately.
This implies that classroom activities are no longer restricted to be mere talking and
listening. Lastly, laboratories are also installed with equipments so that the
observation of outdoor creatures is possible indoors. This makes it easier for
students to conduct research about the natural environment.
Providing Aesthetic & Physical Facilities
To promote sports and art in school, sports and art facilities are built to support
the “One Person, One Sport/Art Scheme”, which aims at developing students’
non-academic potentials, physical health and creativity. Physical education is put
under the official curriculum. Sports facilities, including an indoor sport centre, a
covered playground, an all-weather stadium, fields for long jump and throwing, and
a gymnasium facilitated with computers and electronic measuring equipments, are
built to meet the needs of Pui Ching students.
Besides, facilities for artistic activities are designed to develop different artistic
talents of students. The Music Center contains equipments for playing, recording
and dubbing music. Students can make use of them to create their own music pieces.
The Visual Art Center is not only suitable for traditional painting and model making,
it also provides electronic devices for short films and animation production, sound
effects production, film editing and still photography. The Performing Art Theatre
has lighting and sound systems for drama, music and dance performance. The
Communication Learning center provides interview rooms and recording facilities
so that students can practice their communication skills without any noise
disturbance. Lastly, the Exhibition Center provides full services for seminars,
exhibitions and large-scale learning activities.
Under the “One Person, One Sport/Art Scheme”, students may choose a kind of
aesthetic activities and a kind of sports to learn in their school years. The facilities
are effective aids to their learning progress and interest.
Building a Knowledge Management System
Knowledge management is very useful for a school’s long-team development.
In order to preserve and manage teaching materials, teaching experiences,
assignments, examination questions, students’ work and projects, Pui Ching has
developed the e-Academy, a database accessed by teachers and students according to
their respective user-rights. The e-Community is also set up as an online forum for
students, teachers, parents, professionals, and other Web-users. Through online
discussions and knowledge-creating activities, knowledge can be created and shared
in an open and secure environment.
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Restructuring curriculum
In the report titled “Empowering Learning and Teaching with Information
Technology” (2004), the Education Bureau (EDB) came up with several strategies
when deciding the future development of IT in education based on current strengths
and identified barriers: (1) IT should act like a lever to support and catalyse
education reform initiatives; (2) leadership capabilities of schools’ management
teams should be well developed so that the schools can make holistic and strategic
plans to realise school goals with the help of IT; (3) further integrate IT into the
curriculum as well as the learning and teaching processes; and (4) clearly define
“Information Literacy” levels to set targets for students to develop IT skills and use
them on learning and communication.
The new curriculum designed for the “School of the Future” project in Pui
Ching is based on EDB’s suggestions along with the principles of individualized,
localized, globalized learning, as well as whole-person development.
Globalized Learning
Globalized learning is a major trend for today’s education. It aims at (1)
providing students with global visions and stronger interpersonal networks, and (2)
encouraging e-collaborative learning so that world-class teaching resources,
techniques, and creative methods can be introduced to the school. These upgrade
students’ capability and intelligence. To implement globalized learning, Pui Ching
has refurnished all classrooms into global classrooms which are an ideal
environment for students to learn about the world.
The new curriculum focuses on project learning. Pui Ching Students are
grouped with foreign students in partner schools to research on certain topics,
through which they learn about the cultures, values, and norms of different countries.
Currently, an online discussion and debate project with schools in Beijing and
Singapore as well as a research project with a school in SuZhou have already begun.
The school is also going to organize collaborative learning activities with schools in
England and Australia. These multicultural interactive activities allow students to
widen their horizons and improve their language ability.
Localized Learning
Localized learning makes use of local resources and turn the surrounding
environment into a place for learning. Through joining voluntary services in local
communities, students can learn about the life of people from different social
backgrounds and sectors. Their sense of belonging to the place they live may be
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strengthened, and their knowledge about society may increase. On the other hand,
the community is a source of resources to support schools and improve education
quality. Also, in the Pui Ching “School of the Future” plan, plants, gardens, and the
green classrooms in the campus are essential in localized learning. These stress the
importance of protecting and preserving surrounding environments.
Life education, environmental education, and social participation are the core
topics under localized education. Teachers are encouraged to integrate local issues
with their respective subjects so that students can relate textbook knowledge with
their daily lives. One example is that social issues are presented in the form of drama
as an assessment in the language subjects. During script writing, students may
research, discuss and act to show their viewpoints on a local issue, which deepen
their understanding on the issue. There are also plans to invite environmental
organizations to set up devices around the campus to record environmental
conditions in the school area, so that environmental protection can be done better.
Individualized Learning
Since people have different talents and aptitudes, the traditional, standardized
curriculum fails to meet the needs of most learners. As a result, subject
diversification and learning specialization are advocated. Subject diversification
means that schools should offer a variety of subjects for students to choose from
according to their interest and talents, while learning specialization suggests schools
to provide specialized courses for students to study specific topics in depth.
The Pui Ching campus contains a variety of facilities and digital devices to aid
students develop different talents based on their personal uniqueness. At the mean
time, aesthetic and physical education is already under the official Form One
curriculum. The whole form is arranged to have art and P.E. lessons together.
Students with similar interests and aspirations can group together to receive
professional training.
The Pui Ching Intranet has been upgraded to hold learning materials, lesson
plans and assignments for all forms. Smarter students can even download the
materials of higher forms for self-learning purposes. This self-learning project has
already been carried out in computer studies in Form One. If a student has
completed the assigned modules, they can move forward to the Form Two
curriculum by downloading those materials so their learning progress would not be
hindered. Such individually tailored learning experiences can hardly be achieved
with the traditional approach. In addition, it is very flexible and convenient.
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Whole-Person Education
It is essential for schools to consider both individual uniqueness and learning
progress of students to maximize teaching effectiveness. Therefore, the idea of
whole-person education, which encourages development in all directions, should be
promoted.
The “Future School” project in Pui Ching is an integration of modern campus
facilities, the concept of multiple intelligences and a whole-person education
curriculum, providing students with a space to explore, to perform, and to develop
their abilities. Table 1.1 gives a summary on how the school’s vision, the curriculum
and the campus environment are coordinated to achieve whole-person education.
Organizing a large-scale performance show can be an example of whole-person
education. Students with different talents and interests are responsible for different
things: Orchestra members play their instruments in the music performance; Drama
Group members share the work of script writing, acting and backstage support; the
Animation Team can make multimedia trailers to promote the show; the Art Group
may design the stage; the Sound Effect Team can create theme music for the show;
and the Technical Team may control the microphones, lights and projectors during
the show. In this way, students with may excel their potentials and contribute in
different ways.
Turning away from the traditional education approach which focuses on
academic aspects, the school has to allocate more resources on campus building to
pave the way for whole-person education.
Table 1.1 Campus Building and Whole-Person Education
Six Arts

Multiple Intelligences

Whole-Person Education

Rites

Interpersonal

Life Education

Digitalized Campus Building

Intrapersonal
Music

Musical

Art Education

Green

Archery

Bodily Kinesthetic

Physical Education

Technology

Charioteeing

Spatial

Humanities Education

Aesthetic & Physical Education

Naturalistic

Science Education

Knowledge Management

Verbal-Linguistic

Chinese Education

Calligraphy

English Education
Mathematics
Notes:
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Logical-Mathematical

Mathematics Education

The Development of Intelligent Community
Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) identified two types of knowledge which
complement each other: Tacit Knowledge and Explicit Knowledge. Through creative
individual or group activities, one type might convert to the other (Nonaka, et. al.,
1998). Wang (2000) pointed out that new organizational knowledge is created from
interactions of individuals with different types of knowledge (tacit or explicit). The
Intelligent Community (i-Community) of Pui Ching is a new infrastructure in the
school of the future, which aims at facilitating individual and group interactions so
as to develop collaborative learning activities in the school-based forum. Students
can learn to cooperate and communicate with others. Their creativity and critical
thinking can also be developed.
The I-Community is a school-based online forum acting as an unstructured
knowledge repository. Being school-based, the forum is designed, directed and
administrated by the school. Students can gain access to the forum at any time and
anywhere through the Internet. Another characteristic of the forum is that users can
remain anonymous or use nicknames, but for security reasons, the administrator may
track them with their IPs when necessary. The forum is unstructured, so students can
talk about any topics without serious guidelines. All discussions are stored and
students can go through the flow of conversations, to review how participants started
from divergent points of view and arrived at the final agreement after debates. In
fact, the discussion process is the essence of learning in the I-Community.
The Intelligent Community is also open to public, so as to gather high quality
comments from professionals, teachers, parents, peers, and other Web-users. Such
e-collaborative learning community helps to upgrade discussion quality and foster
knowledge conversions and generation.
Different from traditional teaching and learning approaches, education in the
knowledge-based economy should focus not only on increase in knowledge, but also
wisdom. Towards the direction of whole person education, the Intelligent
Community of Pui Ching provides collaborative learning opportunities with the use
of technology, which brings education into a new era.
Implement of e-leadership
The success of building a future school depends on the development of
e-leadership and e-leaders with new organizational culture and practices.
e-Leadership in Pui Ching refers to the renewal of organizational culture,
including the building of e-Culture, e-Management, e-Assessment, and
e-Curriculum (Yip, Cheung & Sze, 2004). The e-Culture aims to promote the use of
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IT among students, parents, teachers, and staff, so that they will “learn about IT”, to
“apply IT at work”, “maximize IT utility” and “use IT with creativity”.
e-Management aims at computerizing the management of general affairs, financial
affairs, student affairs, teaching resources, and teaching outcomes. The data can be
analyzed as a criterion of teachers’ performance and students’ learning effectiveness.
e-Assessment means using the computer system to evaluate students’ performance
and record the results of successive assessment. Students’ work can also be shared
online so that they can learn from each other. e-Curriculum refers to uploading the
digital versions of course materials, assignments and requirements onto the
e-Learning system so students can retrieve them when needed. The IT team, such as
IT coordinators, IT pilot teachers, IT technicians, and IT prefects are responsible in
promoting IT in the school. When the IT team matures, they may take the lead in
developing IT in the school.

Summary
Adopting experience from Hong Kong’s first five years of using IT in
education, Pui Ching’s “School of the Future” project switch the focus from building
technologic infrastructure to using IT to support education. The school spends a lot
of resources on campus construction, environmental improvement and curriculum
design to provide a modernized, high-tech environment for students to learn.
Changes on the paradigm help students to develop multiple intelligences and
obtain whole-person development with individualized, localized, and globalized
learning opportunities. Ultimately, we hope that students’ learning ability can be
enhanced, so that they can have better knowledge and wisdom for higher
achievements in the future.
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Chapter 2
Learning in an Individualized Environment
Introduction
Rapid globalization and technological advances have brought major changes to
the world, new aims and atmosphere in the education sector are then resulted. The
widening uses of information communication technologies (ICT) link up countries,
organizations, groups and individuals, and the idea of building the global village is
no longer a dream.
In the modern world, the economic structure demand knowledge-based human
resources. Global citizens are assumed to have broad mind sets to deal with the
diverse challenges in the new era. However, the existing curriculum in Hong Kong
is biased on language and mathematics, undermining students’ talent on other
aspects, like art and music. Teachers are often the center of the learning processes
and the curriculum may not cater students’ individual needs. Undoubtedly, a number
of students may lack the chance to perform their talent under traditional schooling.
It is important for schools to evaluate its goals and direction with reference to
local and international trends. In the new era, the role of school is not only to
transmit knowledge on limited topics and skills for a certain stage of production to
suit society’s needs, but to support learners in developing multiple intelligences and
their lifelong learning ability so that they have enough creativity and knowledge to
live and contribute in the diverse global age (Cheng, 2000).
In this chapter, the individualized learning environment in Pui Ching Middle
School will be introduced. How the environment helps student in learning and
capacity building will also be discussed.

Development of Individualized Learning
Although most people agree that learners should take the initiative in learning,
learners are seldom placed at a critical position in traditional schools. Recently, a
shift from teacher-centered to learner-centered learning is suggested by educators.
The latter is different from the former as it emphasizes the role of learners with this
rationale: Individuals are unique with different needs, desires, talents, life
experiences, cultural backgrounds and even emotional states. The purpose of the
learning paradigm is to create the necessary environment and experiences for
12
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students to discover and construct knowledge for themselves, so they will develop
into members of the “communities of learners” who seek to make discoveries and
solve problems (Barr & Tagg, 1995).
According to Cheng (2000), learning individualization refers to the transfer,
internalization, and development of related external values, knowledge, technology,
and behavioral norms to meet individual characteristics. Individualized learning
suggests that each learner is special in terms of background, experiences, needs,
learning style, and intelligence, thus one standard curriculum is unable to satisfy all
learners. Individualized learning services place the learner at the center of the
learning experiences to build up a self-directed, autonomous environment for
learners to engage actively. This helps them to incorporate new information with
what they already know and to create new knowledge (Barr & Tagg, 1995).
Besides, individualized learning is characterized by high flexibility for students
to explore, experience and discover things that they are interested in. In this way, the
curriculum becomes more attractive and interesting to students, pulling them to learn,
think and create actively and willingly. Through active participation, students may
gain a higher level of self-motivation, self-actualization and satisfaction.
Individualized learning can act as a platform to develop multiple intelligences
since it can be adjusted to meet individual needs. Learners’ potentials can also be
explored better because one can dwell into an aspect more specifically. To realize
this, it is necessary to redesign or tailor-make programs, in terms of its objectives,
contents, methods, and schedules according to individual needs.
Multiple Intelligences & Contextual Multiple Intelligences
The Theory of Multiple Intelligences attracted attention from educators in the
past few decades. In fact, the concept of multiple developments has long been
promoted by the traditional Confucius philosophy since two thousand years ago. As
early as in the Spring & Autumn Period, Chinese educators came up with the idea of
“Six Arts” which refer to six practices in ancient China: Rites, Music, Archery,
Charioteering, Calligraphy, and Mathematics. Men who excelled well in these six
practices would be considered a perfect gentleman. The idea of Six Arts reflects the
importance of multiple development in traditional Chinese culture. Gardner’s
Theory of Multiple Intelligences (1983) shares similar concept as “Six Arts”. It
suggested that a variety of intelligences are processed by individuals who manifest
different intelligences at varying levels. Thus, each person has a unique ‘cognitive
profile’. Eight kinds of core intelligences are suggested: Linguistic,
logical-mathematical, spatial, bodily kinesthetic, musical, naturalistic, interpersonal,
and intrapersonal.
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‘Verbal-linguistic’ has to do with words in spoken or/ and written form.
‘Logical-mathematical’ refers to the ability to use logic, abstractions, inductive and
deductive reasoning, and numbers. It is often assumed that people with this
intelligence naturally excel in mathematics or other cognitive activities. ‘Spatial’
reflects one’s intelligence on vision and spatial judgment and manipulation. ‘Bodily
kinesthetic’ is the intelligence on movements and actions, which generally adapts at
physical activities like sports or activities utilize movement. ‘Musical’ refers to the
intelligences in rhythm, music, and hearing. ‘Naturalistic’ has to do with the nature,
nurturing, and classification. ‘Interpersonal’ refers to the interaction with others.
They have the ability to cooperate, communicate effectively and work as a part of
the group. ‘Intrapersonal’ is the intelligence to do with oneself. People who are
strongest in this intelligence prefer to work alone and usually highly self-aware and
capable in understanding their emotions, goals, and motivations, they display strong
concentration on the subjects and often have high level of perfectionism.
Cheng (2000) developed the Contextual Multiple Intelligences (CMIs) based
on the Multiple Intelligence Theory and it suggested education should develop
students’ intelligences in six areas: technological, economical, social, political,
cultural, and learning. Technological intelligence refers to the ability to think, act,
and manage technologically and maximize the benefits of different types of
technology. Economic intelligence is the ability to think, act and manage
economically and to optimize the use of various economic resources. Social
intelligence can be reflected by the effectiveness in developing harmonious
interpersonal relationships and the ability to think, act, and manage socially. Political
intelligence is the ability to enhance win-win outcomes in situations of competing
resources and interests, it also includes the ability to think, act, and manage
politically. Cultural intelligence refers to the ability to think, act, and manage from
cultural perspective, and optimize the use of multi-cultural assets and create new
values. Learning intelligence is the ability to learn and think creatively and critically,
as well as to optimize the use of biological and /or physiological abilities.
Among six intelligences, Cheng (200) takes learning intelligence as central
since the ability on learning how to learn systematically, creatively, critically, and
persistently build up the acceleration of the development of all other CMIs. The
relationships between six CMIs are interactive and mutually reinforcing with the
learning intelligence, they can be transferred from one to another and the
development of CMIs is the basis condition for the development of individuals.
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Individualized Learning & Multiple Intelligences
Students are viewed as indifference and the importance of examination is
emphasized in traditional learning. However, the rapid changing environment clearly
shows that it is time for schools to rethink what learning is, to reform the current
teaching and learning, as well as how to develop students’ talents in a better way so
that they can cope with future challenges.
In this sense, promoting individualized learning is an important and essential
step. Individualized learning encourages learners to develop the talents in a multiple
way according to their ability, and it breaks down the limits of traditional learning,
thus, an integration of knowledge and whole-person development are promoted.
Students can further develop their talents and explore the areas that they interested in
multiple ways. Self-satisfaction from learning fused self-motivation and this
encourage students to learn.
With the use of Information Technology (IT), individualized learning can be
developed in digitalized learning environment. Based on the concept of Six Arts,
Multiple Intelligences and Contextual Multiple Intelligences, as well as the Eight
Key Learning Areas by the Educational Bureau, four major learning aspects are
developed in Pui Ching.
Table 2.1 The Concept of Whole-Person Education in Different Approaches
Six Arts

Multiple Intelligences

Whole-Person Education

Rites

Interpersonal

Life Education

Intrapersonal
Music

Musical

Art Education

Archery

Bodily Kinesthetic

Physical Education

Charioteeing

Spatial

Humanities Education

Naturalistic

Science Education

Verbal-Linguistic

Chinese Education

Calligraphy

English Education
Mathematics

Logical-Mathematical

Mathematics Education

Notes:

An integration of knowledge is promoted in learning and it is believed that
students can be better served by a broaden vision of education in an individualized
learning environment. Providing suitable environment for students in developing
multiple intelligences is important, and therefore new facilities and curriculums are
implanted in the digitalized learning environment of Pui Ching
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Development of Individualized Learning Pui Ching
Aim at providing high quality education to students, a project named ‘Future
Pui Ching’ is launched recently. In order to develop multiple intelligences of
students, new learning spaces, including new buildings, have been developed. The
project focuses on students’ development with three objectives: the development of
life, the development of knowledge, and the development of wisdom. All of them
are closely related and mutually enhanced.
For life & Environmental Development
Life education is a core subject in the curriculum of Pui Ching. The life &
environmental development focuses on personal growth with life education and
environment education. With the special designed facilities and curriculum, students
can learn the meaning of life and how to develop a meaningful life with commitment
and chase for advance, as well as serving the local society and the world with
passion, justices, and ethics. It also develops students with a sense of respect to life,
including human being and the natural environment, as well as sense of belonging to
the school, society, nation, and the world.
Table 2.2 Facilities on Life & Environmental Development

Facilities

Content

Campus TV

Broadcasting interschool, local, and international news

Student Activities Center

Place for social activities

Learning Path on School History

A learning path for school history

Camellia Garden

Garden for Camellia

Herbal Plants Garden

Garden for herbal plants

Garden of non-flowering Plants

Garden for non-flowering plants

Tropical Plants Garden

Garden for tropical plants

Green House for Orchid

Green house for Orchid

Natural Trails

A walking trail in natural environment

Green Paths

Green paths link up different buildings in school area

Ecology Learning Zone

An area for natural science learning

Outdoor Theatre

Open area with plants

Open Forum

Open area with plants

Lab on Natural Science

A lab for natural science learning

Café

Open area with plants, seats, and tables for social gathering

Notes:
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The buildings in life and environmental development help students in
developing interpersonal, intrapersonal, and naturalistic intelligences.
For Development of Knowledge
In traditional learning, the concept of knowledge usually limited in certain
subjects, like language, mathematics, sciences, and history, etc. The developments
on art and physical education are neglected, and this is not in line with the concept
of multiple intelligences. A renewed curriculum is promoted in Pui Ching which
emphasized the importance of multiple intelligences. New facilities are built to
provide space for professional physical development (including basketball,
volleyball, handball, badminton, swimming, table-tennis, etc) and aesthetic
development (including orchestra, Chinese orchestra, choir, digitalized music
creation, visual art, drama, etc).
Table 2.3 Facilities on Physical and Aesthetic Development
Facilities

Content

Physical Development
Multi-Function Stadium

A multi-functional playground for basketball, tennis, football, volleyball, and
handball

Tracks

For track events, including short run, long run, and hurdle race

Sand Pool (Field area)

Long jump and triple jump

Covered Playground

A multi-functional covered area for student activities and sport activities

Indoor Sport Center

Indoor area with air-conditioners fro sport activities, like badmintons, table
tennis and mass dancing

Gymnasium

Indoor gymnasium with training machinery

Mountaineering Site

Training area for mountain climbing and mountaineering

Dancing Room

Room with mirrors for dancing

Throwing Field

Field for shot, discus and javelin throwing

Aesthetic Development
Music Center
Music Theatre

Providing a place for music learning, sharing, demonstration

Recording Studio

Recording and music creation

Over-Dubbing Studio

Skilled music recording and creation
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Visual Art Center
Visual Art Studio

Studio for visual art

Multi-media Lab

Lab with facilities for visual and audio processes

Animation Studio

Making animations and films

Workshop on Photography

Photography learning

Center for Performing Art

Place for dance show, drama, films, opera, and TV production

Exhibition Center

A multi-function showroom for artworks and exhibitions

Multi-Function Theatre

Theatre with terraced seats for talks, debate, drama, music

Notes:

In Pui Ching, students are required to choose one kind of physical activity and
art activity for long-term learning. The facilities on physical and aesthetic
development not only enlarge the knowledgebase of students, but also help in
exploring the potentials of students with upgrading their physical ability and ability
in appreciating arts, and all of these are helpful in developing bodily kinesthetic,
spatial, and musical intelligences.
For Wisdom Development
Learning is the path of wisdom, and it is important for students to learn ‘how to
learn’ with technology in the new era. In late 90’s, Pui Ching realized the importance
of information technology in future society and therefore they introduced IT
facilities and learning tools into the school. Global, mobile, and collaborative
learning through the network are suggested. Moreover, system for monitoring
students’ performance is used to record the developments on both academic and
non-academic aspects with virtue, wisdom, physical ability, communication ability,
appreciation of the beauty, and soul. A detail record would be formed and become a
personalized learning portfolio, so that students can have a better understanding on
their talents and weaknesses. The uses of technology also enhance self-learning,
especially for those with better ability, they can upload ad download the learning
materials they needed from the system according to their ability. The facilities aim in
managing knowledge and promote self-learning with technology so that learning
intelligence and technological intelligence can be developed.
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Table 2.4 Facilities on Wisdom Development
Facilities

Contents

Global Classroom

Global joint lesson with schools in foreign countries and Greater
China by using broadband and video-conferencing

Mobile Learning

Anytime and anyplace learning by using mobiles and special
designed networks, instant upload and download, and feedback
allowed

e-Collaborative Learning Environment

Built with the e-Academy and e-Community for learning and
communicating

English Learning Court
English Learning Corner

Special room for English activities

English Café

A café that use English for operation

English Global Classroom

Global classroom for English learning

Communication Lab

A lab separated rooms, camera and recording system for public
speaking, discussion, and other communication skills training. Live
image can be viewed in the lab

Learning Paths

Facilitated with IT for mobile learning

Notes:

Learning in the individualized Environment
The individualized learning environment of Pui Ching is constructed with four
areas: Life & Environmental, Aesthetic, Technology, and Knowledge Management.
With the uses of different facilities and buildings, students can obtain multiple
intelligence development according to their interest and ability.
Life & Environmental Learning
In promoting life and environmental learning, green fields, green houses, green
paths and lab on environmental science are built.
Large greened area not only improves the environment of the school, it also
provides learning opportunity to students. By growing and managing the plants, it
helps students in developing a sense of responsibility since they need to take care of
the plants and maintain them in good condition. The facilities also provide extra, real
and practical knowledge on plants to students they can learn from observing and
growing the plants in person, and compare their personal experience with what they
learnt on textbooks. With using the wireless Internet services and recorder, students
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can make a detail visual record of the plants through the Internet. The café provides
a place for students to gather and enjoy the natural environment.
In addition, the lab provides natural learning space with scientific tools. By
doing experiments, naturalistic observation and conducting researches, students can
have a better understanding on the natural world, and the relationship between
human and natural environment. This helps them to understand the importance of
environmental protection and the meaning of life, as well as how to respect life.
Student’s activities center has been set up for student social activities and
self-studying. By joining the social activities in the center, students can get to know
each other in the campus and build up friendship through the communication, and
learn how to respect others, cooperate and lead through the activities. Students’
social intelligences and interpersonal intelligences can be enhanced. The setting of
school history path helps students to build up a sense of belonging to the school and
the knowledge on school history.
The school also spent resources in repairing the old buildings and constructing
green-fields in school area so as to provide better learning environment to students,
teachers and staff. The communication and gathering activities provide opportunities
for students to develop their social skills and respect people with different
backgrounds, as well as develop a sense of belonging to perceive the school as their
‘second home’.
Physical & Aesthetic Learning
In Pui Ching, students are required to choose a kind of sport to learn according
to their interest and ability. The facilities provide space for physical learning and
help students to develop intelligences and abilities on sports. In fact, since most
sports required cooperation and communication, they enhance students’
development on both interpersonal and social intelligences. Students also learn how
to control their emotion during difficult time and develop concentration, and this can
be viewed as intrapersonal intelligence in Gardner’s theory. The building of indoor
sport center, covered playground and multiple-function stadium provides all-weather
sites for sport activities. The newly developed gym is supported by newest
machinery that linked with computer and electronic measuring facilities in recording
the performance of the users, and therefore the physical ability of the student can be
known immediately and they can know what and how to improve.
In fact, students can develop social, political and learning intelligences through
the activities with using the facilities. Sports require strategy to win, both leadership
and cooperation are important, whatever the students are leader or members in a
team. The sport activities train up their social skills since they need to build and
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maintain good relationship with others, and they learn how to face and solve
problems with creative means so as to seek win-win outcome.
Aesthetics Development in Pui Ching can be divided into music and art.
Students based on their interest, are required to choose one of the art activities to
learn during school years. Both art and music are the ways that human express their
soul and emotion, by joining activities on art and music in the learning spaces,
students can develop their intrapersonal intelligence and interpersonal intelligence as
they have a better understanding on their emotion feelings and learn how to express
it in aesthetic ways. The facilities in Music Center and Visual Art Center provide
space and tools for students to learn, to share, and to create. Students can create
short movies and animations with computers and software, or insert visual and audio
effects with using the facilities in the multi-media lab. The audio, lighting, and
recording facilities in the Center of Performing Art make it an excellent place for
activities like orchestra, dancing, and drama. Creating artworks also stimulate
students’ creativity and imagination, and from the appreciation of artworks from
different countries, it enhances the development of cultural intelligence to students.
Multi-media tools also helps student to develop technological intelligence by using
them ethically in the creation processes.
The Exhibition Center and Multi-Function Theatre are supported by wireless
Internet facilities. Globe video-conferencing can be held through the Internet and
both of them enhanced the exchange of knowledge. The communication lab helps
students to develop their communication skills, public speaking and group
discussion activities can be recorded so that students can playback to review their
performance with instant feedbacks from teachers and classmates.
Technology Learning
A modernized learning environment can encourage and motivate students to
learn, and this is especially important to science studies. The learning paths in Pui
Ching are controlled by the school system and the content can be changed with
subjects. It can be English learning path, Mathematics learning path, and Science
learning path, by linking up the system, learning content can be changed and being
shown on mobiles with wireless Internet services, and students can learn the
knowledge on different subjects by walking on the path. Broadband Internet service
is provided in all classrooms and offices, students can go on the Internet by using the
computer in school area. Newly developed facilities, global classroom, and mobile
learning, are being used in teaching. The global classroom contains computer,
overhead projector, LCD-TV, smart-broad, wireless audio facilities, and
video-conferencing. By using the facilities, students can experience interactive
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learning activities with foreign students without the limitations of space. Moreover,
since mobiles can be used in learning with wireless Internet services (WiFi),
students can use mobiles to connect with the school intranet system to upload
assignments and download learning materials, or asking questions to teachers, and
teachers can respond to students in short time. Campus TV have been introduced to
broadcast the school, interschool, local, regional, national and international news
and information, students can sit in the classroom and obtain the newest social,
political, and economic development of the world. This helps students to develop
their intelligences on political, social, cultural, and economic aspects, and it also
widens students’ horizon on social, nation, and international affairs and the global
trends, as well as building up a sense of belonging to both the country and the world.
Learning with technology helps students to develop their intelligences on
several aspects. First, by introducing IT in learning provides extra opportunity and
knowledge for students on technology development and practical experiences on
how technology should be used properly and meaningfully, this enhances their
development of technological intelligence. Besides, the facilities link up the students
in other countries and students of Pui Ching. The virtual lessons through the Internet
encourage knowledge and culture exchange, and this is a great opportunity for them
to develop cultural intelligence. Throughout the communication and interaction with
others, students also improved their interpersonal skills and social skills,
interpersonal and social intelligences can be developed.
Knowledge Management
Applying knowledge management in teaching and learning is essential for
school’s long-term development. In order to collect the knowledge from
organization members and make it become school’s intellectual capital, e-Academy
and e-Community are set up. Teaching skills, learning materials, examination paper,
model answer, assignments and projects are saved on the system. Teachers and
students can download the materials they need according to their using right. The
e-Community is a virtual space for discussion and social interaction, knowledge
development, transformation, and creation are encouraged so as to enlarge students’
knowledgebase, upgrade analytical ability and creativity, and transform knowledge
into wisdom. Students with better ability on learning are encouraged to learn more
than the curriculum suggested and they can get the learning materials they needed
from the e-Academy, this stimulates their motivation to learn. The e-Community can
be served as an unstructured knowledge repository, knowledge from the participants
is saved in the system and it can be searched with using the search engine.
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In fact, researches in education reflected that there is a need for student to
develop certain skills or competences, and upgrade the ability in the new era. The
multiple intelligences development in Pui Ching provide students with extra chances
in seeking better performance and further developments on the area they interested
in or talented at, they also help them to have a balance capacity building on other
aspects, an improvement on the general ability can be obtained through learning
activities while it also concerned the needs and abilities of each student. Through the
learning activities in the environment, students learnt tacit, explicit, and new
knowledge. It covered different kinds of knowledge and intelligences that usually
not included in textbooks, students’ talents can be developed under the guidance of
teachers. Individualized learning environment also provides students a window for
meeting the knowledge or intelligences that they never know before, the explorative
learning widen their horizons and help them to find out their talents and interests.
With a better understanding on their own ability, it helps them to improve their
performance and make suitable decision on future learning.

Conclusion
The individualized learning environment in Pui Ching provides maximum
support in multiple intelligences development with considering the needs of students.
The facilities provide student with both opportunities and resources in developing
the eight multiple intelligences and six contextual multiple intelligences. Learning in
the individualized learning environment helps students to seek a balance
development of different intelligences, and the capacities in different aspects can be
achieved. Since students can further develop the intelligences and abilities they
talented at, learning can be better suit the needs of students, with extra freedom and
flexibility.
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Chapter 3
Learning in Boundaryless Environment
Introduction
No doubt, we are living in an ever-changing world. Globalization and
technological advances breakdown the limitations of time and space among
countries, communication and reallocation of human resources become rapid, the
development of knowledge also speed up and hybrid through intensive movement.
The concept of building a boundaryless world brings both opportunities and
challenges to education. Educator and researchers suggested new curriculums in
schooling and they highlighted the importance of individualized multiple
intelligences learning localized learning, and globalized learning (Cheng, 2000). In a
globalized world, students are required to have knowledge and vision on different
fields: on the place they live, on the nation they belong to, and the world they live in.
With the development of IT and the use of information communication
technologies (ICTs), boundaries among people, organization, nations, as well as time
and space, are missing. Students not only learn form books but all around the world
at anytime and anywhere they like, new learning methods and tools provide new
learning experiences to students with improvement in learning effectiveness.
In this chapter, boundaryless learning environment of Pui Ching will be
introduced, and how the new ICT tools help in learning and network building will
also be discussed.

Learning Without Boundary
Globalization changes economic structure of the world, it also changes how
people perceive the world, the nature of human, as well as the development of
individual and society.
Changing Perceptions
In an industrial capital economy, individuals are loosely linked: competitions
and conflicts between people are emphasized. Ideology, cultural differences and
technological gap limited international collaborations and interflows of information
and knowledge. People is assumed to be a component of the social machine that
each of them responsible for a part of the production processes and therefore they
only ended to have the type of knowledge or skill that meets certain stage of
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production. Society put most of their attention on economic, social, or political
development while ignoring other aspects like art and cultural (Cheng, 2000).
Education is also affected by the industrial capital economy. The role of school is
limited in providing the required human resources for social development, and
knowledge that unrelated to production, lifelong learning or development of
knowledge on other aspects are usually being neglected in government policy.
However, globalization suggested the world is going to be a global village with
multiple intelligences (MI), and the citizens of the global village assumed to be a
multiple person who with different talents, intelligences and knowledge in multiple
aspects. The society is assumed to be knowledge-based: information use, technology
use and the ability to communicate in different culture environment are important
(Cheng, 2000). New assumptions on human society bring changes on education.
Education in MI society is no more a factory to produce workers but an institution in
helping students to develop multi-intelligences and lifelong learning. Knowledge
and intelligence is no more bounded to certain subjects but from all directions, and
knowledge itself is mutually depended and developed with global interaction and
collaboration. The boundaries among knowledge are blurred and a multiple
development on different intelligence become must for survival.
Technological Development & Learning
Carnoy (1993) found that information and innovation are the bases of
globalization and both of them are highly intensive, and therefore globalization
should have a profound impact on the transmission of knowledge. In fact,
technological innovations and the use of ICTs, as well as the knowledge
development itself strengthen the effects of globalization while globalization
reinforced them, and on the other hand enhance the process of knowledge
dissemination and transformation as they diminish the impacts of time and space
(Bunt-Kokhuis, 2004). Technologies provides convenient, fast, stable and costless
way of communication, and the interaction between people in different countries
become rapid, this is beneficial to the development of knowledge since it requires
intensive discussion and exchange of ideas, other kinds of expression also allowed
in using ICT like 3D model, or insert visual image of experiment. Individual, or
organization, or countries can share their knowledge, research and new findings
immediately with others, and they can make feedbacks or comments without
geographical limitations.
Actually, new technologies are being used in education too. Daun (1997)
suggested that the implications of globalization for education should include
maximizing the global relevance, support, intellectual resources, and initiative in
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schooling, teaching, and learning. The use of new technologies also enhance the
existence of new pedagogies, like web-based learning, mobile learning, international
visit, international exchange programs, international partnership in teaching,
partnership learning in individual, group and class level, interactions and knowledge
sharing through video-conferencing, etc. Knowledge can be transferred through
simple online settings but it extended the knowledge of learners from small groups
to local, or even global levels.
Triplization in Education
Cheng (2000) suggested the theory of CMI-Triplization paradigm for reforming
education, which highlighted the importance of developing multi-intelligences, and
individualized, localized, and globalized learning.
According to Cheng (2000), learning individualization refers to the transfer,
adaptation and development of related external values, knowledge, technology, and
behavioral norms to meet the individual needs and characteristics. Individualized
learning suggested that each learner is unique with different background,
experiences, needs, and learning style, and therefore one curriculum cannot satisfy
the needs of different learners, individualized services on learning should be
considered. Moreover, it is necessary to have individualized design or tailor made
programs, including target, content, methods, and schedules, for learners so that
learning can best suit the needs of them. Learning is a self-actualizing and rewarding
process, learners discover, experience, and enjoy the learning process. They do not
just sitting down and listening to their teacher but learnt according to their ability.
Since the learning program is well designed to suit learner’s personal needs, they are
more self-motivated and willing to learn. Teachers can have better understanding on
students’ potential and intelligences too.
Learning localization refers to transfer, adaptation, and development of related
values, knowledge, technology, and behavioral norms from/ to the local contexts
(Cheng, 2000). It is the adaptation of external values and norms to meet the local
needs and the enhancement of local values, norms participation and involvement
through local networking, adaptation of external technological, economical, social,
political, cultural, and educational initiatives while meeting the needs and
expectations, relevance and legitimacy, as well as the culture and tradition of the
Community (Tam at al., 1997; Kim, 1999; Cheng 1998). Localized learning
provides the next generation with knowledge on local issues, and it enhances
site-level motivation and initiatives, as well as the involvement and support on
community affairs (Kim, 1999; Cheng, 1996)
In developing localized learning, school-based needs and characteristics, social
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norms, and ethos should be taken into consideration (Tam et al., 1997; Kim, 1999;
Cheng, 1998). Maximization on local relevance, community support and initiative in
education, such as introducing parental involvement in learning, home-school
collaboration, school-based management, are important in the design of curriculum
(Sabar, 1991, 1994). A localized curriculum provides opportunities to learners to
have a better understanding of the outlook on local situation in different aspects:
cultural, economic, history, traditions, and social affairs, it enhances the involvement
of learners to the community and provide a solid base for them in studying local or
regional issues, it also helps in constructing identity and a sense of belonging to the
place they live in.
Cheng (2000) refers globalization to the transfer, adaptation, and development
of values, knowledge, technology and behavioral norms across countries and
societies in different parts of the world from society, community, and individual
levels. A globalized curriculum provides learners with a clear picture about the
world and global issues that human are facing, including economics, polities,
technology, and societies with different culture. The use of technologies on
globalized learning helps learners in breaking down the vertical, horizontal,
geographical and external boundaries on learning too, large amount of world class
learning materials, whatever in books or other kinds of expressions, can be transfer
through the Internet and learning is no more limited in a classroom. People from
different parts of the world can join together and talk about the issues that they
interested in without the boundaries of time and space.

Boundaryless Learning Environment in Pui Ching
In order to develop a boundaryless learning environment for students, new
facilities are designed and used in Pui Ching.
Noticed the importance of Internet on learning, Pui Ching started to develop
information technology in school and connected to the Internet in late 90’s. All
classrooms in the school are linked with the World Wide Web in broadband with
using multi-media computer. In 2007, WiFi is built in the school. Students can go on
the Internet with their mobiles, including cell phones and laptops. Besides of the
WiFi, the school spent resources and capitals in developing the boundaryless
learning environment, Communication Learning Center, Smart Classroom, and
Global Classroom are built with IT tools.
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Communication Learning Center
Although communication skills are not a single subject in the formal
curriculum, it is getting more and more important in today’s society. In fact, it is
essential for people who live in a globalized world.
In Pui Ching, a Communication Learning Center is designed for
communication learning activities. Actually, the center is a multi-function room that
contains four separate interviewing rooms for small group discussion, a control
room and an open area for large group discussion, which is outside the interviewing
rooms. There are tables and chairs in each interviewing room so that students can
discuss in a conformable environment. The rooms are facilitated with video cameras,
microphones, as well as the recording system, and therefore both the image and
sound can be recorded and transferred to the televisions in the open area
immediately. The open area contains LCD-TVs for students and teacher to observe
the discussion in different rooms at the same time.
Smart Classroom
According to Xie, Shi & Xu (2001), smart classroom as an augmented
classroom in which tele-education functions can be seamlessly integrated with the
face-to-face education environment, and the facilities of smart classroom can be
divided into infrastructure and mobile devices, virtual and audio facilities.
The Smart Classrooms in Pui Ching are facilitated with multi-media computer
and Internet services. An interactive smart board is used as a platform of interaction
among parties. Besides, video and audio recording facilities and video-conferencing
are provided so that the lesson can be recorded and make as a reference to other
members in the school. Robotic cameras are linked with the Internet services so that
visual image and audio information can be transferred to the other sides. Wireless
microphones and speakers allow teachers moving around and this provides
flexibility on teaching (table 3.1)
The smart classrooms in Pui Ching are designed for multi-purpose use, which
is a mixture of ordinary classroom and high-tech smart classroom so that the utility
of classrooms can be maximized. When the smart classroom is not in used, teachers
and students can still use it as an ordinary one since whiteboard, TV and VCRs are
provided.
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Table 3.1 Facilities of Smart Classroom in Pui Ching
Facilities

Content

Virtual
Infrastructure
Multi-media computer

Control and link all other IT facilities in the classroom

Internet & network

Fast and stable linkage between the schools and the outside world, provide a
pool of information for learning

Video-conferencing

Having discussion with the outside parties

Video recording

Recording the learning activities in the classroom

Smart-board

Providing a platform for interaction

Visualizer

Teachers can provide extra, hand writing information to student

Screen

Showing the image

Overhead projector

Projecting image in the screen so that all students can see

Mobile
Robotic cameras

Showing the real time situation of the classroom

Laser pointer

Pointing the image for explanation

Smart pen

Special designed pen for writing in the smart-board

Audio
Infrastructure
Speaker

Making the sound louder

Audio recording

Making audio record of the lesson

Microphone

Transferring the voice or sound

Mobile
Wireless Microphone

Transferring voice and sound without the limit of wires

Notes:

Mobile Classroom
Although education researches noticed the potentials of using mobile as a
learning platform, it is still in its infancy (Bauman, 2003). Briefing speaking,
learning with mobile has been defined as learning that take place via such wireless
devices as mobile phone, personal digital assistant (PDA), or laptops (Vavoula, Glew,
Taylor, Sharple, Lefrere, Lonsdale, Naismith and Waycott, 2005). Past researches
found that mobiles can be used in teaching language (Thornton & Houser, 2004),
natural science (Chen, Kao, Yu & Sheu, 2004), and even medicine and health (Wood,
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Keen Basu & Robertshaw, 2003).
New technology scared schools as it required large amount of investment on human
and physical capitals, but mobile is an exception since the network is already set up
and most people, including students and teachers, know how to operate a mobile
very well. The mobile classroom in Pui Ching is mainly empowered by mobile
network and broadband network.
Fig 3.2 Mobile Learning Setting in Pui Ching

Notes:

The hosting servers Internet connection provider provides online services to the
school in linking up the schools’ system and the Internet. Students can link with the
Intranet of the school with their wireless Internet services at anytime and anyplace
they like. The Intranet of the school constitutes with two parts: e-Academy and the
e-Community. The e-Academy is closely related to formal learning. By using the
mobiles, teachers can upload the teaching materials onto the system and students can
download the materials with the same way. Through the mobile network, students
can download the learning materials outside the school area too, or they can go on
the e-Portfolio to check their academic and non-academic achievement and update
their learning plan.
Global Classroom
Boundless is one of the most obvious natures of the globalized world. To suit
the need of the future society, learn globally becomes the trend.
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In short, global learning is the learning that makes use of networks and
computer-medicated systems to encourage international dialogs and resources
sharing (McIsaac, 1993). Global learning in Pui Ching developed on the use of
smart classrooms, by using the facilities, both hardware and software, students in
Pui Ching can have lesson with students in other countries. Both parties can see each
other on the screen by using the cameras and hear each other with the speakers and
microphones at real time. The instant image can be transferred through the Internet
so that reaction of students and the expression of teacher can be clearly seen. The
two classrooms share the same image on the board, and students can write on the
board with specially designed smart pen or just simply touch the screen with their
fingers. Teacher’s writing will be shown on both sides so that all students can read.
Since students can see each other, they can have discussion with using the
video-conferencing, and their teacher can give guidance and information on the
topic immediately.
Learning in the Boundaryless Environment
The facilities in the Communication Learning Center, Smart Classrooms,
Mobile Classroom, and Global Classrooms provide better learning environment and
they help in breaking sown the boundary on learning.
The Communication Learning Center provides space for students to develop
their linguistic, interpersonal, and social intelligences while it also extents their
knowledge horizontally, from discussion and exchanging ideas and opinion, they
learn how to express themselves in a polite, reasonable, and skillful ways. Although
the discussions occur in the small interview rooms, other students and the teacher
can observe the discussion in the open area. Besides of using in training discussion
skills, the rooms also used for training public speaking and debate skills.
It should be noted that both students in the interview rooms and the open area
are learning at the same time in this specially designed classroom. Teacher and other
students can see the performance of the groups and discuss their performance, or
give comments, and suggestions, without disturbing the discussion. Teacher can also
explain to students what and how to improve the performance of the group
immediately. For those who join the discussion in the interviewing rooms, they can
practice their communication skills in an environment without noise. Since the
discussion has been recorded, the group members can review their performance after
they finished discussing, and they can know how others comment on their
performance, including content, tone, body language, etc.
The Communication Learning Center breaks down the boundary on learning in
several ways. Traditionally, learning only occurs in a classroom that with physical
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limits, discussion and critique can hardly occur at the same time since the noise will
disturb the speaker. However, with the use of new technology and special settings,
students can learn at the same moment in different ways: as participate, who is
practicing the skills in the discussion; or as an observer, who is studying others’
performances. Teachers, as a facilitator, can offer guidance to the observers for
discussions, and discuss the performances with the participants in different rooms
with the playback after or in the lesson. As the discussions are recorded with both
sound and image, it can be saved as files and used as teaching materials or for
students as reference.
The facilities in the smart classrooms are excellent for recording and viewing.
The robotic cameras can zoom in and out so that details can be shown too. For
teachers, the facilities in the smart classrooms provide convenience on teaching; for
example, they can write on the smart-board and provide extra information and
explanation without reprinting the notes to all students. For other teachers, they can
observe the lesson through the camera in other rooms synchronously and discuss the
teaching of the teacher and the responses of students. This is very important to the
design of lesson and teaching materials. Parents can also review the lesson and the
performance of the students so that they can have a better understanding on the
learning environment of the school and the learning of their children.
The cameras are also used in security control in Pui Ching, the administrator
can view the situation of the classroom at anytime and anyplace as it linked with the
Internet.
Mobile Classroom breaks down the limitation of a physical classroom, even
student is not in the school area, they can keep learning with a tiny mobile. In Pui
Ching, linkage between mobile network and school’s system is set, teachers can
upload the questions that related to the lesson onto the e-Academy and then ask
students to download the questions in the lesson. Students have to discuss the
questions and answer them by using their mobiles and send their answer to the
system. Teachers can check back their answer immediately and see of they get the
correct answer or not. This helps the teachers to know the understanding of the
students and the effectiveness of teaching. Furthermore, the mobiles provide instant
communication with both visual and audio information to the users. When students
come across with something interesting or they don’t know, they can record it and
share with their classmates and teachers through the mobiles; this is helpful in the
development of knowledge and transfer of knowledge. Teachers can also record the
first hand learning materials with the mobiles and upload it onto the school system.
Mobile learning brings new learning opportunities in lower cost. As most
people familiar with the operation of mobiles and the cost of using a mobile is much
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lower than before, the school can spend less resource in the development of mobile
learning. As the wireless Internet connection is getting popular and the service
providers offer more connecting points, it is convenience to use the service in public
areas.
In addition to cost, mobile learning also breaks down the boundaries of time
and space on learning. The portability and immediateness make learning can be
anywhere and everywhere, learning is no more limited in a physical classroom but
extended to local community, or the foreign countries. The immediateness of the
system and mobiles also provide newest information for teacher on students’
understanding and teacher can adjust their teaching immediately to achieve best
result.
Based on the facilities in the smart classroom, global classroom can be
developed by using ‘Bridget’. Synchronize live lesson with other classes in different
countries is possible with using the system. The most attractive point is that
coursework is displayed on the smart-board and client software makes it shared by
both sides; interactions, interpretation, and discussion allowed. For example if one
side write on the board with the pen, the same word will appear on the screen of the
other side at the same time. With the special designed pen, students in different
classrooms can write on the board directly and teachers can mark the answer or add
required information easily. Since the cameras and the wireless microphone system
are installed and capture the teacher’s image and voice, both sides can see each other
on the screen, both verbal and non-verbal reaction of both teachers and students can
be seen. Teachers and students can move around and control the cameras with using
the remote. With using the recording system, words and annotations that teacher
makes on the materials and discussions take place in the class, can save on the
Intranet and share with school members for further discussion.
Global learning helps student to develop global knowledge and worldwide
vision from communicating with different people in different cultural context. For
example, students of Pui Ching can have discussion and lessons with students in
Australia, and they not only learn the knowledge provided by teacher but also the
culture of Australians through the interactive communication. Students can develop
existing knowledge and create new knowledge through online discussion, what they
learn from is no more limited to teachers, but people from all around, peers,
professionals, experts, from both local and overseas. Discussing with others widen
their horizons and provide opportunities for them to have a better understanding
about the world they live in and the global issues. This develops students’ cultural,
political, and economic intelligences with intercultural communication skills. From
the discussion, students can obtain extra knowledge on culture, history, political and
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economics about other countries, and it also includes the value, and belief of a
nation, or certain groups of people. It helps students to develop critical thinking and
communication skills.
The setting of the Communication Learning Center, Smart Classrooms, Mobile
Classroom and Global Classrooms not only provide new learning experiences to
students but also extend learning outside the school area. Individualized learning
develops students’ personal talents with considering their interest and ability; a
balance development of different intelligences can be obtained too.
In the future, connection between people, organizations and countries will be
close and rapid. The Communication Learning Center develops student’s ability in
communicating with different people under different situations. Mobile Classroom
allows students to learn inside and outside the school and it breaks the boundaries of
district and city, province and country. Students can learn on the public transports by
using the mobiles and the wireless Internet services, even they are not in Hong Kong,
they still can use the mobiles to connect to the school’s Intranet. The tiny size of
mobiles makes it easy to carry around and builds the connection with other parties, a
closer relationship between the communities and school can be developed. Global
Classroom strengthen the connections between students, school and the global
community, learning is extending and crossing countries, students can learn both
formal and informal channels all over the world. By communicating with people
around the world, interpersonal network and knowledge can be built with providing
global visions to students.

Conclusion
Learning environment is important to learning. In order to achieve better
learning outcome, it would be important for school to construct a boundaryless
environment. The technological tools and facilities in Pui Ching create new learning
opportunities to student in individualized, localized, and globalized learning.
However, it should be noted that teachers and teaching methods are also critical for
learning, and environment and technology itself cannot replace teaching.
On the other hand, the newly developed learning environment links the school
with outside world which removes the horizontal boundaries on subject, space &
time; vertical boundaries on level & age; geographical boundaries on place &
nations; and external boundaries on roles and identity. The wide use of ICTs and the
development of new learning environments, students can learn with world class
resources, knowledge can be built and interpersonal network can be developed too.
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Chapter 4
Learning in ee-Collaborative
Collaborative Environment
Introduction
In the past decade, the rapid proliferation of collaborative learning has been one
of the more enduring features of the education al environment (Hsu et al., 2007).
With the use of the information technology communications (ICT), communications
can be everywhere by using the Internet. School should utilize the opportunities that
brings by the new technologies and related tools to maximize learning effectiveness,
building a collaborative learning environment on the virtual space is one of the
ways.
To develop computer medicated collaborative learning, special designed
environment is built in Pui Ching Middle School (Pui Ching). The environment is
mainly constructed with two components: the e-Academy and the e-Community. In
the setting of the environment, both members of the school and the non-members
can join together and discuss with each other, and knowledge can be built with
social interactions. Peers, parents, teachers, professionals, and all other web-citizens
can be participated in the collaborative learning processes. Throughout the social
interaction among participants, knowledge, intelligences, and generic skills can be
built. Autonomy and social support are ensured in the e-collaborative environment
of Pui Ching to enhance learning motivation. In this chapter, the development and
the elements of the e-collaborative learning environment, and the learning in the
environment in Pui Ching will be introduced and discussed.

e-Collaborative Learning
Collaborative learning is not something new, however, building specific
collaborative learning environment on the virtual space is remaining a relative new
and challenging idea for schools.
Collaborative Learning
To Dillenbourg (1999), the broadest definition of ‘collaborative learning’ is that
it is a situation in which two or more people learn or attempt to learn something
together. One of the most obvious differences between collaborative learning and
traditional learning is the former learn through active cooperative and collaborative
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task, individuals in collaborative learning build knowledge by communication with
others and joint work (Hsu et al., 2007), while the latter learn passively from books
or delivery from teachers in most of time.
The collaborative learning concept is based on the three premises of effective
learning, which are active learning and construction of knowledge, cooperation and
teamwork, and learning through problem solving (Alavi, 1995). Collaborative
learning involves interpersonal processes by which a small group of student works
together to complete a problem-solving task designed to promote learning and it
emphasizes on the result of joint work (Alavi, Wheeler & Valacich, 1995).
Puntamkebar (2004) suggested that the interaction between individual in
collaborative learning activities, including divergent perspectives and shared
knowledge building, is one of the most important facets of collaborative learning.
Individuals bring their own ideas and unique knowledge into the interaction, and the
move from seemingly divergent perspectives to collaborative knowledge building.
Obviously, this is a social process among group members who could adopt various
strategies for resolving differences including asserting dominance, acquiescing, or
some form of reciprocal sense making.
Face-to-face collaboration learning with peers, teachers, and friends, can be
conducted in classroom. When learners engage in joint activities like conversation,
debate, and discussion, they enable a more comprehensive conception and
understanding to student by revealing different views, and they enhance
understanding of knowledge and are conductive to the pursuit of knowledge (Hsu et
al., 2007).
e-Collaborative Learning
Education researchers and teachers have already noticed the need for a more
student-active, social, as well as cooperative approach to schoolwork (Yang & Liu,
2003), and the use of technology provides extra collaborative learning opportunities
without sitting in a classroom. The increasing complexity of I.T. has resulted in the
need for learners to interact and work toward group goals (Hsu et al., 2007), and
learners learn through social interaction and conversation by using online
communication channels without the limits of time and space.
Closer connections between parties and construction of knowledge are found
with e-collaborative learning. In the e-collaborative learning environment, student
who comes to discussion with his or her own understanding of the domain might
obtain a broader or deeper comprehension of the topic after social process through
online communication channel, and apply it in other situation (Puntamkebar, 2004).
Puntambekar (2006) conducted a research to analyze knowledge construction on the
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WebBoard and found creation of new knowledge in e-collaborative learning
environment is built on social interaction, individuals create new understandings
based in the discussions that they had and develops shared understanding.
Internalization is found from students who join the discussion; they had a deeper or
a broader comprehension of the topic, and apply it in other situations. McLouglin
(2000) conducted a research on online conferencing and the collaborative learning
activities, and found it has potential to play a very important role in the development
of higher order thinking, however, learning environment must be carefully designed.
Conte (as cited in Yip, Cheung & Sze, 2004) analyzed virtual collaborative learning
of school, and found stronger connections between the school, students, and parents
have been established through the communication in the community. Participants
got closer to each other.
In fact, the core concept of e-collaborative learning is similar to collaborative
learning in classroom, but the environment has moved from reality to virtual space,
from face-to-face to online communication. Since the learning outcomes arise from
its collaborative actions, the quality of interactions among learners and the
environment will influence learning processes (Hsu et al., 2007), and therefore it is
important to build an environment that support e-collaborative learning.
Building of e-Collaborative Learning Environment
Researches found learning motivation is a necessary force in any kind of
learning, and in turn a major outcome of active learning (Harasim et al., 1997).
Since collaborative learning depends on the active participation of students and their
willingness to share, whether the environment enhances learning motivation is a
critical factor for success. Learners’ motivation is determined by lots of factors,
learning environment is one of them. An environment that can enhance learning
motivation, encourage knowledge exchange, develop generic skills, satisfy the
psychological needs of learners, and without the vertical, horizontal, geographical,
and external boundaries, is the best for e-collaborative learning as it can promote
active participation of social interaction and increase the quality of interaction.
Enhancing Learning Motivation
To enhance learning motivation, an autonomy and social supportive
environment is needed. Both the Achievement Goal Theory and Self-Determination
Theory highlighted the importance of autonomy in learning motivation, and related
studies found students who feel that they are learning in autonomous and supportive
learning environment are more intrinsically motivated (Deci & Ryan, 1985) and
with higher self-esteem and perceived competence (Ryan & Grolnick, 1986). The
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social-cognitive theory suggested the social contexts created in the learning
environment not only influence academic motivation and achievement, but also the
willingness of share and learn.
In support of knowledge building in virtual collaborative learning, a networked
environment in which students can post their responses or ‘notes’ and link their
‘notes’ to those of others will be essential, distributed learning through an online
interactive environment should offer sufficient possibilities for electronic
apprenticeship if learning is a process of actively meaning construction. Fairness
must be ensured so that everyone shares the same opportunity to express and read
other’s opinion, sufficient channels for the interaction should also be provided. A
user-friendly system for messages sending and feedbacks receiving is needed for
rapid communication and interaction between members as it enhances learning
motivation (Lee, 2000).
Suggested by Wallace (1996), individuals tend to be active and speak more in
an open and friendly environment, in fact, an open environment attracts people with
different background to share their view, and the hybrid of views fuse the discussion,
and creation of ideas, as well as the participation of collaborative learning (Martinez,
2001). Friendly and mutually supportive atmosphere encourage participates to share
divergent opinions and build closer relationship with each other, this also encourage
learners to engage into the collaborative learning (McConnell, 2000; Mitchell &
Sackney, 2001; Stacey, 1999). However, in maintaining good atmosphere in the
e-collaborative learning environment, some control on security and social order may
need.
Generic Skills Building
Accordingly, generic skills are also known as ‘key competencies’ (Australian
Education Council, Mayer Committee, 1992) that are those essential for
employment and for personal development, fulfillment, community life, and active
citizenship (Gibb & Curtin, 2004). Generic skills are fundamental to help students
learn how to learn, and nine types of generic skills are identified as essential
(Education Bureau): collaboration, communication, creativity, critical thinking,
information technology, numeracy, problem solving, self-management, and study.
Some divided the skills into six types: base/ fundamental, people-related,
conceptual/ thinking, personal, business, and community (Gibb & Curtin, 2004;
Leggett, Kinnear, Boyce & Bennett, 2004). It is suggested that computer mediated
collaborative learning provides opportunities in developing generic skills of students,
such as problem solving and communication (Barrows & Kelson, 1995), it also
provides opportunities for learners to engage collective meaning making
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(Puntamkebar, 2006).

e-Collaborative Learning Environment in Pui Ching
In order to promote e-collaborative learning, special designed learning
environment is used in Pui Ching. The environment is constructed with two main
components: the e-Academy and the e-Community.
The e-Academy
The e-Academy of Pui Ching is a systematic and organized self-learning
platform to students, it contains six parts: the e-Learning Center, e-Assessment
system, e-Portfolio, Learning Resources Center (school-based and interschool), as
well as Teaching Resources Center.
Series of learning materials has already been uploaded to the resource systems
and students can download the materials by linking to the school’s system at
anytime and anywhere they want without the limitation of their forms and classes.
Past learning materials are saved in the system so that students can review them if
necessary. Teachers, parents, and peers reviews on good work of students are
allowed since the works of students are save on the system, good practices can be
shared too. Students can also obtain learning materials and information from the
school-based resources through the Intranet, and the interschool resources through
the Extranet.
The e-Assessment system assesses students’ academic performance in
electronic way, teachers can upload the test to the system and students are required
to complete it within given time. Students can know both the score and correct
answer immediately after they submitted the test. A detail explanation, and where
they can find the related content in the textbook, will be given too. The test result
will be recorded in the system automatically so that teachers can keep a record on
the students’ score and the report with the information on the questions that student
answer correctly and wrongly. Students can also ask questions through the system
after they received the test score.
The e-Portfolio records the performance and development of each student in
both academic and non-academic aspects when they are studying in Pui Ching.
Academic performance of each year will be recorded in the system, and the
participation on extra-curricular activities, the merits and the demerits will also be
recorded too. A detail report will be given to students at the end of school year so
that students can review their performance and seek improvement in next year.
Teachers can also see the development of each student and provide suitable and
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necessary assistances to them when needed.
The Teaching Resource Center is for teachers to share their ideas and materials
in teaching. By putting the materials online, teachers can upload good materials,
reuse good materials, and edit old materials, for lesson design and materials making.
This enhances teaching quality and effectiveness since teacher can spend less time in
searching suitable information but obtaining quality-teaching resources. The center
also provides space for teachers to discuss so that they can share their experiences in
teaching.
e-Community
While the e-Academy acts as organized learning system, the e-Community is
an informal and unstructured learning system for self-learning. According to
Misanchuk & Anderson (2001), a cyber community is “a group of people who
brought together to share and generate knowledge in a mutually supportive and
reciprocal manner”, it emphasizes on ownership, social interaction, individual
identity, participation and knowledge generation. In fact, this may well explain the
aims for building up the e-Community – learning, knowledge building, and
intelligences building with group efforts by using technological tools.
The e-Community of Pui Ching mainly composed with a school-based forum,
the private message (PM) function can be used as interpersonal communication, and
participants can post the message on the forum as group and public communication.
The forum offers a virtual space for both the school members and the public to
communicate and develop knowledge by open and asynchronous communication.
Since the forum is open to public, the outsiders can join the discussion after the sign
up for the membership. Participants can leave a message or start a discussion in
different types according to the topics: the main gate of Pui Ching, academic
discussion, classes and societies, and others, each of them contain a number of
sub-forums. The forum allows searching on past discussion and both text and
graphics can be shared. A full record of discussion flow can be called out by using
the search engine.
Students, or any participants, can go on the forum with the Internet and start a
discussion with the topic they want to discussion, and others can make a reply on
that without the limitation of time, space, identity, nationality, and education
background. Since participants need not to reveal their roles in reality, they share
equal opportunities in voicing their opinion and equal power in leading the
discussion. The free and flexible atmosphere on the forum results in open,
democratized, and active exchange of knowledge in both tacit and explicit. When
more participants join the discussion, different opinion can be accumulated and
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shared and throughout the intensive exchange of ideas and feedbacks, new
knowledge can be formed with knowledge conversion.

e-Collaborative Learning in Pui Ching
The e-Academy and the e-Community in Pui Ching construct the
e-Collaborative learning within an autonomy and social supportive learning
environments, student not only learn from teachers, but also from peers, parents,
professionals, and all other web-citizens on the Internet.
Collaborative Learning in the e-Academy
The e-Academy not only provides extra learning materials to students but also
stimulates their motivation on learning. The flexibility and autonomy on learning
provided by the e-Academy is definitely an advantage to motivation since students
can control and plan how and what to learn with their ability, progress and interest.
Students with better ability or knowledge in certain subjects can learn faster and
more than required without affecting their formal learning, and students who are
letting behind can find suitable supplements for progress and improvement. All
students share the learning resources in the system and they can download them
when they feel need.
As the work of students can be shared and reviewed by others, including
teachers, parents, and peers, collaborative learning can be practiced. Teachers,
parents, and peers can comment on student’s work, and student can discuss with
them too. The feedbacks from teachers, parents, and peers help student to learn as
they can make necessary improvement on that, or they can also make a reply for the
comment and discuss with others. The different viewpoints from peers, teachers, and
parents stimulate critical thinking and further discussion, and this will finally
develop better understandings on the related issues to parties with motivation to
explore more.
Students of Pui Ching can acquire a pool of quality explicit knowledge from the
e-Academy, as the resources are in organized structure and systematically recorded,
it supports formal learning and explicit knowledge development. Different from
sitting in the classroom, the combination of learning materials is designed by the
student itself, and this can highly suit the real needs of explicit knowledge
development but also provide sufficient opportunity for discussion.
Teacher’s Resources Center provides space for teachers to share and discussion
teaching materials and method online. Throughout the communication, teachers can
exchange their experiences and discuss problem on teaching, they can learn from
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each other and improvement can be made.
Generic skills can be developed through the self-learning in the e-Academy.
Since students have to arrange their learning on themselves, study skills can be
trained, and as they need to collect useful information and materials, and use
different learning tools, and apple the knowledge they learnt in daily life, all of these
help the students to build up abilities to practice and good attitudes on learning.
Communication skills can be developed through the discussion and interaction with
peers, teachers, and parents in the e-Academy.
Collaborative Learning in the e-Community
The characteristics of the e-Community encourage collaborative learning with
learning motivation. People, including students, teachers, staff, parents, and all other
web-citizens, can join the discussion and share their point of views without the
limits of roles, it means that students can discuss with the professionals, or students
can be ‘teachers’ and others may learn from them in some topics. The e-Community
is a public sphere for knowledge generation with vertical boundaries on age, social
identity, race, and education levels. Because individuals are coming from different
sectors with different background, the opinion and knowledge is diverse and the
hybrid of views enlarges the horizons of students, and knowledge is shared and built
through diverse ideas. The ideas on the e-Community are no more limited on the
knowledge on the textbooks, knowledge outside the syllabus can go into the school
and discuss by the students. From the intensive discussion, the students can know
more about the topic from the information and tacit knowledge provided by others.
The debate raises the underlying problem and stimulates the student to seek more
knowledge on that and discuss in a more in-depth extent. The in-depth discussion
provides deeper understanding, more knowledge, and intelligence to the students. In
the process of discussion, students also need to engage, rethink, and react, and
therefore they are actively learning in the e-Community.
It is unusual for people to share their implicit knowledge in public space but the
e-Community offers a chance for the exchange of both implicit and explicit
knowledge, new knowledge is created from interactive activities of participants,
which is the fruit of communication, collaboration, and cooperation. By exchanging
personal experience or opinion on the forum, implicit knowledge can be transferred
from one to many. When more people join the discussion with their ideas, implicit
knowledge with different standpoints will accumulate and similar views come
together and form small groups, continuous discussion among individuals and small
groups build general agreements and meanings, and it transfer into explicit concept
that shared by most participants through social interaction, and finally become
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explicit knowledge. The process that students move from assimilation to
internalization and construction is an important process in collaborative learning. An
application of the explicit knowledge in other situations may reflect student’s
learning in the collaborative learning environment. The knowledge from discussion
can be newly developed or reinforced the existing knowledge or values.
Without the limitation of subjects: academic, news, social issues, and even pop
culture, can be topic for discussion. This highly activates and expands the content of
discussion and blurs the horizontal boundaries of subjects and fields. By joining the
discussion in the e-Community, students can learn factual knowledge, or hear the
ideas that they never think about and worth to explore, both of them attract them to
stay and keep on expressing actively. The types of knowledge they learnt could be
wide, discussions with professionals also provide them with in-depth understanding
on the issues.
As past studies found, the conversation with members, non-judgmental
feedbacks, divergent opinions and co-creating knowledge are great motivation to
learners (Martinez, 2001; Murphy, 1995; Warshauer, 1996), these are also true in the
e-collaborative environment. There is no limitation of curriculum in the
e-Community and therefore participants can talk about the knowledge that they
really interested from different point of view. In fact, participants of the
e-Community are not isolated by actually ‘living’ as citizen who shared equal
opportunities to learn, and they connected with each other in group discussion and
interpersonal communication by using ICT, social interactions among groups are
encouraged.
Fair opportunity for interaction is ensured as participants can express their
opinion on the forum without censorship, whatever it is generally agreed by public
or not. However, system administrator will delete defamatory and inappropriate
wordings, say foul language, and a warning will be given to the author. This is for
security reason and to maintain a supportive atmosphere to encourage
communication, cooperation, collaboration, and constructive discussion. The
mutually supportive and interactive environment fulfills the relatedness needs and
encourages social interaction, participants try to speak up and this stimulates further
elaboration and development of conversation. By integrating divergent opinions, it
leads to deeper discussion and stimulate higher-order thinking, this helps students to
build intelligences.
Friendship can be developed through intensive social interaction and rapid
communication and this is especially true to those with similar interest or opinion. In
the e-Community, knowledge does not build by single individual but a group of
participants, and the process requires them to contribute, to construct actively, and to
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create meanings for new knowledge, sometimes corporation may need. The
discussion not only provides opportunities on learning but also better understanding
on other participants for interpersonal relations, the friendship built in the
e-Community through online interaction also attractive to participants.
Asynchronous conversation in the e-Community allows participants to join and
feedback at anytime at convenience, knowledge development will not cease even
someone leave the discussion, and participants can go back whenever they like, or
search back the topic they interested and discuss again, this helps in building
connection among participants too.
Throughout the social interaction in the e-Community, students not only learn
new knowledge but also develop generic skills. The e-Community provides
opportunities for student to practice communication skills. Since the e-Community
contain ‘citizens’ from different parts of society, it means that students may have to
communicate with someone who has different views and background with them, and
they learn how to communicate with different people in a polite way. Students need
to discuss with each other in a text-based forum, they are required to have better
ability in expressing that keep the message clear, simple but meaningful and rational.
This improves their communication skills and interpersonal relationship. In fact, the
forum also a channel of group and public communication, persuasion and
negotiation skills, or public relation skills, leadership, spirit of teamwork may also
needed, all of these improve the collaboration skills of students.
The discussion processes also train students’ ability in conceptual thinking and
problem solving. Usually, participants talk about the problem or the interesting
school or social issues they come across in reality on the forum, they share their
feelings and opinion on that. Problems or issues in reality do not have specific
theories or standardized solution, and therefore students need to set out multiple
hypotheses or generate more information from different fields an different people
build a logical system and find a way to settle the problems. With communicating
with different people on the e-Community, they see how others think and solve the
problems, and this provides information for them in building up the hypotheses.
Before that, they need to organize the information they have in a systematical way
so that they can have a clear picture on what the problem is. In fact, students not
only think but also receive and combine the ideas from different people in social
interaction and form their own solution. Students need to think deeply and collect
sufficient numbers of usable and suitable materials from the conversation, and this
develops their ability of systematic and critical thinking. Discussion on divergent
ideas provides chances for the existence of new solution and new meaning.
Communication with different ideas stimulates creativity and paves the existence of
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multiple new ideas, both problem solving skills and creative thinking can be
developed.
As a citizen of the e-Community, participants should discuss in a polite manner
with appropriate wordings and respectful to each other so as to maintain the social
order and the good atmosphere of the community. This actually a kind of civic
learning and citizenship developing that seldom learn in normal lessons. As the
discussion goes on, conflicts between participants may occur, and therefore they
have to learn how to lead back the discussion to correct track and settle the conflict
in a reasonable, polite, and gentle ways. This somehow helps students to develop
self-management skills.

Conclusion
Knowledge, technology, and communication are important factors for the
success in the new era. In this paper, we introduced the design of collaborative
learning environment in Pui Ching, and how students can learn through the system.
Collaborative environment are built with the assumption that students will
co-construct knowledge and move towards a shared understanding (Puntambekar,
2006). The success of e-Collaborative learning is decided by multiple factors:
environment, people, atmosphere, and social order. The e-Collaborative learning
environment in Pui Ching provides sufficient knowledge and space for social
interaction for participants with different background in a fair, open, friendly, and
mutually supportive atmosphere which encourage participants to express, stay, and
join the process of knowledge development, as well as knowledge construction, in
the autonomy social supportive learning environment. From the collaboration with
both school members and non-members from outsides, students not only learn
factual knowledge but also develop with intelligence and generic skills, including
higher-order thinking and critical thinking. In turn, the learning outcome and the joy
from discussions stimulate student’s learning motivation.
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Chapter 5
Learning in an Intelligent School
Introduction
Recently, the term organizational learning has appeared increasingly in
research or other publications and its popularity is fueled by the challenges from
globalization on social and economic aspects (Maier, Prange & Rosenstiel, 2001).
To survive in a globalization market with even keener international competition,
the organizations must have a broad spectrum of competence, including the ability
to foster their acquisition of knowledge (Starbuck, 1992; Tenkasi & Boland, 1996).
However, it is not enough for an organization to only be a learning organization,
they must develop and to be an intelligent organization with multiple intelligences.
School, as an organization for learning, also need to develop capacity and
continuous development to achieve its goals, turning the school to be an intelligent
school is an important step. Learning in an intelligent school is not limited to
students but also including teachers, staff, and the managements, as well as the
whole school.
In this chapter, the experience of Pui Ching in building an intelligent school
will be shared, and the learning with performance management, knowledge
management, and competence management in the intelligent school will be also
discussed.

Intelligent School
Garvin (1993) suggested that an intelligent organization is a learning
organization that skilled at creating, acquiring and transferring knowledge and at
modifying its behavior to reflect the new knowledge and insights. Applying this
concept into Education, an intelligent school is a learning organization that able and
expert in creation of knowledge, obtaining knowledge, and transferring knowledge,
and it must promote organizational learning, keen in knowledge creation and
intelligences development, help students to develop knowledge and intelligences,
and manage the school with intelligences.
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Organizational Learning & Intelligent School
Organizational learning is an essential process for the organization to be a
learning organization, and being a learning organization is the base for continual
development of the organization (Lin & Zhou, 2004). It is a concept that has been
proposed to describe knowledge acquisition by organizations (Garratt, 1987; Garvin,
1993; Probst & Buhel, 1994). It views the organization as a living organism that
can learn from the outside world and the knowledge it learns can enhance the
effectiveness of the organization. Watkins & Marsick (1993) and Yang (1994)
suggest there are seven characteristics of a learning organization: continuous
learning, collaborative learning, connected network, collectively distribute and
share of knowledge, creativity, capture and codify of knowledge, and capacity
building. This is also true to an intelligent school. The building of network connects
members and allows the development of collaborative learning and knowledge
sharing, through the interaction in the collaborative learning process, members
captures and codifies knowledge and creates new knowledge based on the existing,
this finally builds the capacity.
In the rapid changing world, an intelligent school must continually adapt and
learn in order to respond to changes in environment and grow so that it would not
be weeded out. Encouraging knowledge building and knowledge using in intelligent
school is important, and the school should continuously develop skills at creating,
acquiring, organizing, sharing, and applying of knowledge among members and to
design its behaviors (Choo, 1995).
Knowledge Creation & Intelligences Development
In fact, an intelligent school must be a knowledge-creating school. As Choo
(1995) suggested: an intelligent organization is one that successfully at
continuously expanding, renewing, refreshing, and developing higher-order
meta-knowledge, and it uses to create, integrate, and invigorate all its intellectual
resources in achieving superior levels of performance. Creating with new ideas, or
integrating existing ideas to from new ideas, is the fuse of the intelligent
organization for further development. However, an intelligent school not only keen
in creating new knowledge, but it creates with the support of environment and
management. A boundaryless environment and the practice of performance
management, knowledge management, and competence management are suggested
in helping the creation of knowledge (Yip, Cheung & Sze, 2004).
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Boundaryless Organization
Ashkenas et al. (2002) indicated that all boundaries in the organization should
be reshaped, including vertical, horizontal, external, and geographical, so that the
organization can be able to adjust to changes quickly and creatively. Moving this
idea into school, an intelligent school should reshape the existing boundaries, for
example boundaries on progress schedule, curriculum, assessment, and learning
resources so that it can be a boundaryless school (Yip, Cheung & Sze, 2004).
Boundaryless environment enables the intelligent organization to react and create
quickly, and the boundaryless environment helps the intelligent school to face the
changes and create knowledge.
Strategic management supports knowledge creation in intelligent organization,
it also helps the intelligent school in organizational learning and knowledge
creation, and therefore an intelligent school should also include performance
management, knowledge management, and competence management into common
practice.
Performance Management
Pentti Sydanmaanlaka (2002) suggested performance management is the
continuous improvement of performance as an objective. Measuring the
performance helps in assessing progress toward achieving predetermined goals,
and performance management is building on that process, adding the relevant
communication and action on the progress achieved against these predetermined
goals (Bourne, France & Wilkes, 2003). Performance management and
improvement can be thought of as a cycle, which includes objective setting and
planning, reviewing and coaching, evaluating and future development (Pentti
Sydanmaanlaka, 2002). Goals and objectives are established in the setting and
planning, the management gives feedback and makes adjustments in the reviewing
and coaching, and the performance is formally evaluated and improvements are
suggested with the feedbacks. In an intelligent school, performance management
can be done in three levels: students, teachers, and the organization. From
observing and analyzing the performance of the students, teachers, and the
organization as a whole, clear objective for improvement can be made, suitable and
necessary coaching can be given to needed parties.
Knowledge Management
Knowledge management is the continuous application of new knowledge as
an objective, it concerns on the creation of knowledge in an organization, and this
is not limited to anyone of the organization but all members in the organization.
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Dalkir (2005) defines knowledge management as the deliberate and systematic
coordination of an organization’s people, technology, processes, and
organizational structure in order to add value through reuse and innovation. And
this coordination is achieved through creating, sharing, and applying knowledge as
well as through feeding the valuable lessons learnt and best practices into corporate
memory in order to foster continued organizational learning. Choo (1995), in the
study of intelligent organization, suggests that an intelligent organization adopts a
holistic approach to knowledge management that successfully combines tacit,
rule-based, and background knowledge at all levels of the organization. Tacit
knowledge is cultivated in organization culture that motivates with shared vision;
personal knowledge is leveraged with explicit knowledge for the design and
development of innovations. Strategic vision and operational expertise are fused in
creative action. Learning begins with new knowledge that may be developed
in-house, or may come from external sources, but all of them must be applied to
change the organizational goals and behaviors in order for learning to be
completed.
For intelligent school, knowledge dissemination is very important, and it needs
to ensure that both tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge of every individual are
widely shared throughout the school and even with the world. Knowledge
management enhances both the dissemination of knowledge, collection of
knowledge and creation of knowledge in systematic ways, and therefore managing
knowledge strategically is critical.
Competence Management
Competence management is the continuous improvement of competence as an
objective. Competence is the ability to perform tasks, and competence
management aims to develop organization ability to coordinate and commit
resources for respectively the realization of the organizations goals and objectives
and the creation and distribution of customer value structurally and systematically
so as to develop competitive advantage. Competence can be obtained through
strategic management with considering the four cornerstones that aspires to
recognize and capture the dynamic, systemic, cognitive and holistic nature of
organizational competences: the ability to respond to the dynamic nature of an
organization external environment and of its own internal processes; the ability to
manage the systemic nature of organizations and of their interactions with other
organizations; the ability to manage the cognitive processes of an organization; and
the ability to manage the holistic nature of organization as an open system. In the
school setting, it has to upgrade the ability of the students continuously, and to
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improve the ability of the school in facing challenges from globalization. Systems,
external communication, and new methods on teaching and managing have to
create.
Multiple Intelligences School
Since the intelligent school is viewed as a living organism, MacGilchrist,
Myers & Reed (1997) identify nine intelligences for school to achieve which
involves the use of wisdom, insight, intuition, experience, knowledge, skills, and
understanding, namely: contextual, strategic, academic, reflective, pedagogical,
collegial, emotional, spiritual, and ethical. Contextual intelligence is the capacity
of a school to see itself in relationship to its wider community and the world of
which it is a part, and it is a capacity that enables a school to read its overall
context in a way that it is neither overwhelmed by it nor distanced from it, and is
able to respond to both its positives and negatives.
Strategic intelligence refers to the ability to bring goals of the school and
school members together with a strategic way. It also includes the ability to
anticipate and manage change, as well as respond appropriate to the present and
create the future. Through the use of this type of intelligence a school is able to
plan the action needed to achieve improvement, and has the capacity to put vision
into practice.
Academic intelligence concerns the value placed on high quality study and
scholarship. It incorporates notions of value added, the characteristics of effective
learning and teaching and the key importance of high expectations. Academic
intelligence values and promotes teachers; learning because it recognizes that it is
inextricably linked with students; learning. Reflective intelligent covers core skills
and processes of monitoring, reflecting upon and evaluating the effectiveness of
the school in general and, in particular, the progress and achievement of the
students, and therefore it is closely related to academic intelligence.
Pedagogical intelligence refers to if a school sees itself as a learning
organization, it ensures that learning and teaching are regularly being examined
and developed so that they never become orthodoxy. Collegial intelligence is the
capacity for staff to work together to improve their practice in the classroom, and
there is recognition of the need to support teachers learning continuously in a
variety of ways.
Emotional intelligence is to do with a school capacity to allow both the
feelings of students and staff to be owned, expressed and respected, and it also a
vital capacity for learning and a key factor of effective leadership which includes
self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, empathy and social skills (Goleman,
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1998). Spiritual intelligence is characterized by a fundamental valuing of lives and
development of all members of a school community that they all are contributors
of the school, and it also concerns the capacity to enable deep learning to occur, it
sparks inquiry, ideas, observations, insights, empathy, artistic expression, earnest
endeavor and playfulness. Ethical intelligence incorporates the clear statement of
values and beliefs covered in a school aim statement. It concerns the way a school
conveys its moral purpose and principles such as justice, equity and inclusively.
The nine intelligences are interdependent and maximum in impact when used
in combination, each of them has the potential to be developed and improved.

Building an Intelligent School
Schools, as a place for learning, must keen in creating knowledge and
developing intelligences, and this is not only to some students but all members in
the school. In Pui Ching, intelligences are developed with teaching and learning
through performance management, knowledge management, and competence
management.
Performance Management
Performance management is about continuous improvement of performance
that is members of the organization, as well as the organization as a whole, learn
and seek better performance. A performance problem can be any gap between the
desired results and the actual outcome, and the improvement is any effort targeted
at eliminating the gap. In an intelligent school, performance management is related
to improvement on teaching effectiveness and learning effectiveness. In Pui Ching,
performance management is implanted in learning, teaching, and organizational
level, and academic result is the data that mainly used in understanding
performance.
Assessment can be used as an integral part of learning rather than just a
standardized test. As Mentkowski (1998) mentioned ‘assessment should be viewed
as continuum, centered on the individual student, whose learning cycle includes
performance, self-assessment, and feedback’. Assessment can be “certification”,
“diagnostic” and “improvement” (Nevo, 1995), and the concept
“Assessment-for-learning” is what Pui Ching believed in developing the
e-assessment system and e-portfolio.
The e-Assessment System is an online tool that provides teachers and students
with diagnostic information on how well students are learning, and it helps both
teachers and students to understand the problems and difficulties on learning. By
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using the e-Assessment System, students can take web-based test or submit
assignment online. Grading and comment on students’ assignment are made online,
and after the submission of assignments and tests, immediate feedbacks are provided,
and the scores of assignments and tests are saved automatically so that it is
convenience to both students and teachers in reviewing the performance. Re-submit
of assignments are allowed and therefore students can improve their work with the
feedbacks from teachers. The aggregate class results in pattern are shown to teachers
so that adjustments on teaching can be made, and the questions used for homework
and tests can be saved and retrieved for future use.
The e-Portfolio provides full record on students’ development, each student of
Pui Ching is a separate account and it saves both the academic performance and
non-academic development of the student. On academic learning, students’
examination results, assignment scores and tests results are recorded systematically,
and for non-academic learning, students are evaluated with six aspects: moral,
intellectual, physical, social, aesthetic, and religious. Printed records are given to
each student at the end of school year so that they know their performance on both
academic and non-academic aspects. The e-Portfolio provides clear and detail
records to students, teachers and the student can review the records when needed.
For students, they can have a better understanding on their development, this is very
important when making career choice, and they know both their advantages and
weaknesses by analyzing the report. For teachers, as comprehensive information is
provided, they can provide suitable and necessary help to students to obtain better
performance. Since non-academic performance is also included, it is useful in
measuring learning effectiveness.
For teachers, it is important to evaluate the teaching effectiveness, and
academic performance of students is one of the most effective indicators. In Pui
Ching, both students’ performance in tests and exams are used to analyze the
teaching effectiveness of teachers. Examination is a standardized way in measuring
students’ performance, while homework and test question are decided by individual
teachers subjectively, a large difference between examination mean and general
performance mean reflects the varies in quality of teaching. A special designed
system is used in Pui Ching. By comparing students’ performance in examination
and general performance along school year, average weighted score is used in
evaluating students’ actual performance. A large negative difference between general
performance and examination score means students are unable to meet the standard
and the teacher of that class should adjust the teaching method to increase teaching
effectiveness. The system provides information for and control on teacher’s
performance in a fair way, by reviewing and comparing the performance of different
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classes, the management can give a better understanding on teacher’s performance
and provide support that needed.
For the school, a School Administration and Management System is used in Pui
Ching. Different kinds of school data are included for analysis and it helps in
planning the future of the school with the best use of school resources. Financial
data, standards, and human resources data are recorded so that the school can have a
clear picture on the operational effectiveness of the school systems and policies.
This is utmost important in setting strategic goals for future development and policy
to suit the changing needs of students and society.
Knowledge Management
Knowledge management is the continuous application of new knowledge as an
objective, and it concerns the creation of knowledge in an organization. In Pui Ching,
knowledge management (KM) activated with building connection, providing
learning resources, creating knowledge repositories, gathering personal knowledge,
encouraging knowledge dissemination, and utilizing KM strategies, and it support
both formal and informal learning activities.
For learning, the e-Academy and the e-Community are used. The e-Academy
provides students with global, local, inter-school and school-based learning
materials, and it is a knowledge repository for formal learning resources. The
e-Learning Center is for online learning, students can submit their assignments to
the system and the teacher comment on their work online, feedbacks can be received
in shorter time. More than that, the system allows the parents and peers review and
comment on the work of the students, the opinions from parents and peers enrich
students’ mindset and provide them with materials for knowledge development,
further discussions are allowed and knowledge can be further developed and created.
The e-Community is a school-based forum for learning through social
interaction. Participants of the forum can exchange their personal experiences and
discuss with each other, knowledge can be created through active social interaction,
and connection between participants are built too. The content of discussion is
recorded and participants can search for the information they needed with the search
engine. In fact, the e-Community is a knowledge repository too, but different from
the e-Academy, the knowledge on the e-Community is in unorganized manner.
Participants join the discussion in voluntary, knowledge can be reviewed, renewed,
transferred, and created throughout the process of interaction, and this enlarges the
knowledge base of the participants.
Teaching Resources Center is created on the network and it is a place for
teachers to share teaching materials and experiences. Teachers are encouraged to put
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the useable and quality materials to the system so that other teachers can share, they
can also exchange their teaching experience on the system to improve their teaching
effectiveness or design lessons.
For the school, the e-Community is a way for the management to collect
knowledge and disseminate knowledge from both the school members and the
non-members, the opinions from different participants expanded the knowledge base
of the school and the school can use the knowledge from the outsiders to improve
management. Successful KM requires the support of organization members, and
therefore the management of the school has to develop a culture of knowledge
sharing and encourage school members to join the discussion.

Competence Management
Competence management is usually done at organizational level; however, it is
done at both individual and organizational levels in Pui Ching. In realizing goals and
objectives, competence management is important and it requires strategic
management to support. In responding to the dynamic external and internal
environment, the school has to improve the competence of students, teachers, and
the school as an organization. For students, competence management is the
continuous improvement in performance on both academic and non-academic
aspects to achieve learning objectives and life goals. Long-term observation and
instant measurements are needed in understanding the change in ability of the
students. In Pui Ching, the e-Portfolio is an effective mean in reflecting the change
of ability of the students. Since it collects and records the academic and
non-academic development of each student, it clearly reflects the change on
performance from time to time. By analyzing the e-Portfolio, students, parents,
teachers, and the school can know if there is improvement of the student, as well as
the learning effectiveness of the student. The e-Assessment provides instant report
and feedback on student’s performance and their ability in academic aspect. Students
can re-do and re-submit the assignments and tests in the system and compare the
marks they obtained in different time point to see if they improved. With the use of
global classroom, learning should extend and an open environment should be
developed in school. In Pui Ching, joined lessons are arranged with schools in other
places, like Beijing, Singapore, and Australia, it provides students with global vision
and widens their horizons. The interactions with people in different culture also help
students to know their advantage and weakness in rapid changing global
environment.
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In the past, school is a relatively close system that does not have a lot of
communication with the outside world, and this practice helps in maintaining a
stable environment to students but is also limits knowledge development and
learning. An opener structure of the school system is suggested so that the school
can due with the challenges from global and social environment. Actually, the
e-Community also acts as ears of the management in listening opinions from
members and the outsides, it enriches the knowledge base of the school and this
helps the school to make better decision and adjust future targets and goals.
In seeking continuous improvement, reports and researches are done in Pui
Ching so that the school can know the effectiveness of teaching and learning. By
analyzing the report from Education Bureau (EDB), the school can compare the
performance with other schools in Hong Kong to obtain a clear picture on
competence.

Building Intelligences
An intelligent school is talented at creating knowledge and developing
intelligences, and this is not to significant individual but to all members in the
school, and the school as a living body. Performance, knowledge, and competence
management in Pui Ching support the building and the development of intelligence
for students and the school.
Improving Performance
Performance management helps students to locate the aspects they need to
improve. The e-Assessment is an effective tool in evaluating students’ academic
performance, the instant results and feedbacks help students to obtain a full picture
of their performance and which part of work need to improve, as well as how they
can do better. From the process of self-learning and self-improving, student can
develop learning intelligence, which is suggested as one of the contextual
intelligences (Cheung, 2000). The e-Portfolio record the development of each
student on both academic and non-academic aspects in detail, it lets students to
better know about their talent and interest, and they can further develop the
potentials they are in advance and improve the weaknesses, this help them to
develop multiple intelligences whatever in bodily-kinesthetic, linguistic,
logical-Mathematical, spatial, and musical. Since the e-Portfolio not only recorded
academic performance, it also helps student to develop ethics and moral, as well as
intrapersonal and interpersonal intelligences.
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To the school, performance management enhances academic, reflective and
strategic intelligences of the school. Through the observation and monitoring
students’ academic performance, the school can compare the result with their
expectation and react correspondingly, such as provide extra support to students
and extra resources on certain subjects. With a clear picture on the performance of
students and teacher, it also helps in understanding learning and teaching
effectiveness, and this is greatly important in designing strategic plan for future.
Supporting Knowledge & Intelligences Development
The e-Academy and the e-Community are useful tools for knowledge creation
and intelligences development since they support both formal and informal learning
activities with a pool of learning resources. Both the e-Academy and the
e-Community enhance self-learning and communication. The e-Academy provides
sufficient amount of quality knowledge on different subjects and students can
download whatever they needed without the limits of time and space. The learning
materials help them in developing multiple intelligences, especially on linguistic
and logical-Mathematical. There are numbers of materials students can obtain in the
e-Academy and they have to decide their learning with considering their interest
and ability, the autonomy environment helps them to develop learning intelligence
too.
For the e-Learning Center, it supports formal learning with certain extent of
collaboration. Students can learn the explicit knowledge through the assignment
while they also learn the tacit knowledge, and may be the explicit knowledge from
the feedbacks of teachers, peers, and parents. The learning contents enhance they
intelligences and the interactions help them in developing communication skills.
The e-Community helps students to learn and develop knowledge through
collaborative learning, from the interaction with each other, including the outsiders,
ideas can be collected and new ideas can be created. The e-Community greatly
helps in developing interpersonal intelligence since students have to discuss with
different people. In fact, linguistic intelligence can be developed in the process of
expressing an idea. By communicating with people from different part of the world,
social class and cultural background, students can obtain a better understanding on
social, economical, and political situation about the world, and this develops their
social, economical, and political intelligences.
The e-Academy and the e-Community build academic and reflective
intelligences of the school. Knowledge can be collected from both members and
non-members and become a part of wealth of the school. The Teaching Resource
Center encourages exchange and communication among teachers, and it develops
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collegial and emotional intelligences of the school. The discussions of teachers
provide valuable information and practical experiences to the school in making
policies and designing curriculum, this enhances the development of pedagogical
intelligence of the school.
Measuring Improvement
The e-Portfolio measures the long-term development of students on different
aspects and the e-Assessment measures student’s academic performance. Students,
parents, and teachers, as well as the school can obtain an understanding on the
personal talents of each student. By reviewing the portfolio, it helps the student to
explore their potentials and interests so that they can choose the fields that they
really interested to further develop while also improve their weaknesses. A full
record on abilities, talents and potentials can help student in developing multiple
intelligences strategically, and it also can better suit the needs of each student.
For the school, competence management is closely related to the development of
organizational intelligences. Successful competence management depends on
performance and knowledge management, and they are mutually supporting each
other. Without knowing the advantages and weaknesses, the school will fail to
locate their position and set incorrect objectives, and without large knowledge base,
it limits the future development of the school. However, to make vision practical,
school’s value must be shared and trusted by school members, and all tools in
performance management and knowledge management, including the e-Academy,
e-Community, e-Learning Center, and Teacher’s Resources Center, as well as the
use of online communication tools help the school in building ethical, spiritual,
strategic, and contextual intelligences. School members push the school to improve
while the school in turn provides better environment for learning, and finally
students benefited.

Conclusion
The concept of building an intelligent organization rooted and grew in the
business field, and now it is moving to education and the idea of building an
intelligent school is introduced. To be an intelligent school, it requires the effort of
all school members and strategic managements. Members of the school have to
actively take part in organizational learning, and the school must offer an
environment that suitable and develop the culture of learning among members. The
experiences of Pui Ching provide how the school can be an intelligent organization
through performance, knowledge, and competence management. Throughout the
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learning activities under different management, intelligences can be developed to
students, and organizational intelligences can be built to school too.
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Chapter 6
Managing the Intelligent Community:
Social Order and Security Maintenance
Introduction
Human relations the virtual community is similar to reality, users must be able
to develop trust and they trust each other in order for meaningful, ongoing
interaction. This is also applied on the online forum: communication and interaction
cannot be occurred without trust among members, and without a suitable
environment. Researchers suggested that the forum is an extension of reality and
people build their social network on the virtual space. The intensive social
interaction between users makes the forum an ideal place of collaborative learning
and storage of knowledge for public. However, the characteristics of the forum also
bring risks to system and uncertainties on quality of knowledge since information on
the Internet is easy to edit, and there is lack of gatekeeper in enhancing credibility.
Moreover, the anonymity structure no doubt enhances the expression of minority
and oppositions, but it also a good shelter for people who with malicious intent to
destroy the system, to spread hate speech, or to defame someone they do not like.
In Pui Ching, the forum is an important tool for online learning, and it acts as
an informal learning center and unstructured knowledge base. Threats on system
security and social order of the forum will greatly affect learning, however, harsh
regulations and tight controls will bring negative effects on knowledge building.
Effective, flexible but relatively loose measures in maintaining security and social
order on the forum are necessary. In this chapter, we will introduce and discuss how
Pui Ching addressing, as well as preventing, the problems that on security and social
order maintenance on the forum.
Forum Environment & Learning
Anderson (1996) suggested that the capacity to support collaboration, reflection
and professional development, as well as to overcome barriers of time and space,
made the use of online forums a potential and effective innovation on learning.
Research on technology and learning argued computer conferencing as ‘an
augmented environment for collaborative learning and teaching giving learners
flexibility, choice and freedom and enabling divergent thinking through idea
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generation’ (Harasim & Hiltz, 1997). Online forum could satisfy the needs of
collaborative learning, it provides freedom from time constraints, time reflection,
and opportunities to research and back up assertions, and support for cost effective
global communication (Anderson, 1996), and well-developed virtual conferences
can “create a stimulating and supportive learning environment without forcing
participants to congregate at a particular location and time” (Anderson, 1996).
However, to what conditions and environments that forum is effective in
offering unique opportunities? The structure of the online forum makes it a suitable
tool for effective collaborative learning since it allows small participants to work
together in understanding, evaluating, developing, and applying the ideas. By
communicating, debating, and integrating the ideas, higher-level thinking and
learning can in result, given that the forum is well developed, managed, and
facilitated. Participants learn through dialogue, and it stimulates interchange of ideas
and reflective processes (McLoughlin & Luca, 2000). Since the processes of
learning are based on sustain communication and the interaction among participants,
the importance of building and maintaining a positive and encouraging environment
cannot be ignored.
No matter what the research indicated as the best method for learning when
determining whether or not online forum will be used in future teaching and learning.
What really matters is if the participants perceive the forum as a valued process
(Anderson & Kanuka, 1997). The interactions on the forum should fulfill
participants’ needs on ‘hostility’, ‘presentation of self’, and the ‘informational and
socio-emotional support’ while the environment in turn should encourage
motivations and the applications of the interaction.
Communication environment and atmosphere are obvious factors that affect
human interaction. People tend to share and communicate in an environment that
they felt secure, warm and fair, but keep silent under unfriendly atmosphere. This is
not only applied to reality but also the virtual world. Collaborative learning activities
depend on the interactions and dialogues among members, conversations must be
encouraged and different opinions must be allowed so that context can be rich. A
secured, social supportive, equal, trust and interactive environment is required for
effective online collaborative learning, when the participants feel they are a part of
the community, higher level of engagement will be. Forum that provides
comfortable feelings encourages participants to speak up (Misanchuk & Anderson,
2001) and it also encourages mutual help among members, promotes diverse of
opinion, and facilitates challenges (McConnell, 2000). Environment that allows
relations building provide salient for participants to stay. In fact, external rewards
and friendships will finally help in building of individual’s knowledge since they
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learn from the processes of cooperation, including tacit and explicit knowledge, and
generic skills. As Mitchell & Sackney (2001) noted “The affective climate provides
the foundation upon which build a cognitive climate that supports and encourages
individual and collective learning.”
The freedoms provided by the online forum stimulate thinking and exchange of
ideas, but it may bring negative effects on learning if the learning environment is not
well managed. In most of the time, participants need not to reveal their true identity
for joining the discussion, for those who is intended to make inappropriate behaviors,
says spamming or using aggressive language, on the forum may feel easy to do so.
These behaviors cause negative effects on the discussion and the feelings of other
participants. As participants do not perceive the forum as a ‘safe’ place for
expression, they may just keep silent or simply leave. Without interaction among
members, collaborative learning cannot be occurred since there is a lack of
conversation.
Maintaining security and social order on the online collaborative learning
environment is essential. It should not be aimed in limiting freedom of speech or
censoring ideas, but to provide a suitable and stable environment for the participants
so that everyone shares equal opportunity in expressing, exchanging,
communicating, and learning.

Forum and Collaborative Learning in Pui Ching
Pui Ching started to develop collaborative learning online since 1996. News
group and online notices board were introduced as tools for group discussion. In
2003, the news group and notices board had been replaced with a web-based forum,
since then, the discussion became open to public. In fact, the forum is the most
important part in the e-Community o as it provides an open environment for
gathering, sharing, building, collecting, and creating knowledge without the
limitations of time and space.
The forum aims to provide collaborative learning with informal and
unstructured way and the characteristics of the online forum make it be a tool for
collaborative learning:
Web-Based and Open to Public
First, the forum of Pui Ching is a web-based one, which means that members
can join the discussion at anytime and anyplace that they feel free by using the
Internet. Moreover, the forum of Pui Ching is open to public so everyone can join
the discussion no matter his or her educational background, social status, occupation,
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culture, language, and belief. Individuals are free to read the messages on the forum
but they are required to sign up for the membership if they want to make a reply or
new posting. The membership is not limited to school member but to anyone who
has an e-mail address. People in different part of society, or in other countries can
join and share their opinion on the forum through the Internet.
Anonymity
Second, the forum offers full anonymity to members and they are not required
to reveal their identity before they comment or reply the posts. Researches on
psychology and communication found people tend to keep silent if they feel
uncomfortable with the atmosphere, or if they feel that they are ignored or
discriminated by others since they have different opinions with the majority.
Anonymity encourages the minority to express their idea, thinking, and critique
without the burdens of status or identity. It is important to ensure that every one on
the forum share equal opportunity to express without any threat or pressure from
others, and anonymity is an important factor in maintaining a fair environment on
the virtual community.
Freedom and Flexibility
Thirdly, it is important to provide freedom and flexibility on discussion.
Actually, unnecessary rule may limit the depth of discussion and the willingness in
exchange of ideas, and therefore the forum of Pui Ching tries to offer maximum of
freedom to encourage intensive discussion. There is no special rule or limitation in
discussion, and the only thing is participants should generate the content according
to the topic. In most of time, the forum administrator will not disturb the process of
discussion, however, defamatory or unlawful message, or inappropriate wordings
will be deleted immediately and a warning will be sent to the author.
Full Record on Conversation
The conversation on the forum will be saved in the database automatically.
With using the search engine, participants can search the past conversation by
entering the key word(s), says ‘the Halloween’, and related conversation can be
called out easily within several seconds. Participants can also choose to search on all,
or particular sub-forum, or search with the name of author, time log, and kinds of
information, such as text, or graphics, or sound files. A full record on the
conversation can be found.
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Forum as an Unstructured Knowledge Repository
The characteristics of the forum make it suitable for collaborative learning and
the being the repository for unstructured knowledge.
Participants join the discussion on the forum and share their implicit knowledge,
such as personal experiences, beliefs, ideas, or the explicit knowledge they already
learnt. The saving function of the system will record the full flow of conversation
automatically. Compared with formal learning with standardized curriculums,
learning with the forum does not have regular curriculum and both the content and
distribution of knowledge t is in unorganized structure. The participants decide
content and direction of discussion and they learnt from the processes of discussion.
However, unorganized learning does not mean knowledge is messy stored,
managing knowledge is required in making it useable for learning. Categorization
and search engine are used to support learning on Pui Ching’s forum. Participants
are required to discuss the related topics in the specific sub-forum, for example, if
participant wants to talk about environmental protection, he or she should go to the
sub-forum of Geography in the academic sub-forum. With clear categorization on
topics, participants can find out what they want according to the nature of topics.
The advanced search engine allows searching from the database specified in
author, time period, the conversation in be presented in chronological order, and
related discussions in different sub-forums can be called out in full scale too.
The structure of the forum provides flexibility and automotive on learning,
although the knowledge is not well organized, it supports formal learning since
academic discussion is encouraged on the forum. Knowledge that excluded from the
formal curriculum can be discuss and transfer on the forum, and it provides the
opportunities to students in obtaining extra knowledge on related fields.
The importance of security & social order on the forum
Friendly communication environment encourages conversation,

and

conversation enhances knowledge development, and knowledge development is the
essential to learning. In the forum environment, knowledge is built and created from
the conversation, and therefore maintaining a good environment for discussion is a
must for constructive discussion.
The openness of the forum encourages expression of opinion and discussion
but it also makes security and social order control become a difficult task. Freedom
of expression encourages participants to voice their opinion or comment on others’
ideas on the forum, but the abuse of freedom may cause serious outcome, say
defamation case, trolling, decline of credibility, and even fatal destruction to the
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system. These negatively affect participants’ willingness to share and join the
discussion, and finally the collaboration on knowledge building. Unlike reality,
participants of the forum do not need to reveal their true identity as they use
nickname on the forum, and this makes the administrator difficult to find
problematic users and stop the unfriendly behaviors or even attacks. Since

the
the
out
the

school takes the forum as a tool for learning and students learnt from the
conversation, it will be a disaster if the administrator fails to maintain a suitable
environment for discussion and the quality of discussion decline. Without the
existence of visible leader and the gatekeeper, it is necessary to have some measures
in security and social order control to address, in fact prevent, the possible threats.

Security and Social Order Maintenance on the Forum
There is no denying that freedom is valuable to society, no matter in the reality
or the virtual world. Censorship and control on speech not only blasts public opinion
but also limits the development of knowledge and creativity, and it is also against
democracy that people believed. However, without a suitable environment and
atmosphere, fruitfulness of discussion and the effectiveness of learning will also
drop. Therefore, it is important to seek a balance between freedom and social
interest.
The forum of Pui Ching encourages self-moderate on behavior but not
self-censorship in expression, and therefore some measures are used to ensure
security and social order on the forum. After downloading the open source
web-based MyPHPNuke and the upgrading of system, several modifications have
been made, and they are mutually support with each other.
Member Identification
Since there is no physical characteristics on the virtual world, identifying an
individual become difficult, and once someone attacks the system, it would be hard
to pick it out.
Membership is an effective way in identifying participants, as everyone who
joined the discussion must sign up with their e-mail and preferred nickname, a
portfolio for each participant can be developed. An official e-mail will be given to
all student, teacher and staff, and usually they use the same address in signing up the
forum, the official e-mail address will be a great cue in matching up the virtual and
real identity of school members. Besides of using the e-mail address, the
administrator can also identify the participants with their IP, content of message, and
the sub-forums they visited or usually visit. For example, if someone with same IP
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usually visits and joins the discussion of a class, he or she may probably one of the
students of that class.
Member identification is most effective in matching school members. Parents,
or alumnus can also be matched in some cases, but it is still hard to identify a public
participant since they do not have any record related to identity in the school. The
matched portfolio will be saved and divided into five types: students, teacher, parent,
alumni, and others. All of the information is saved in the system and only the
administrator has the right to review or use them, other teachers, parents or staff
cannot go into the system and therefore privacy can be protected, and this also
ensure that information will be used only at critical moments.
IP Control
Member identification helps in matching real and virtual identity of the
participants, however, it is not applied to public participants, or in the emergency
says someone attacks the system by spamming or trolling. Therefore another
technique is being used – IP control.
The administrator uses domain name system (DNS) query server to reveal and
identify the IP of participants. The IP log is one of the most defensive tools for
security control. The system will log down the IP of the message author and the IP
of each participants who go on the forum automatically, the record of IP is especially
helpful in chasing and stopping posting with malicious intent because it can identify
the users who do not have any record in the school’s system, although the
administrator may not get the exact identity of the author, it can record the IP for
further investigation or observation in future.
Full Record of Members’ Activities
Using IP address to check up problematic participants is an effective way to
maintain security, however, different from a telephone number, the IP address only
valid for short time. Recording the activities of member may provide extra
information in finding out authors of malice postings.
The footprints of members are important cues in identifying and revealing the
real identity of the author, and therefore the system will record the activities of each
participant on the forum on the sub-forums they visited and the messages they left,
and the time they log in and log out. From the activities they joined and message left,
it helps in guessing the identity of the author, says if he or she is the student of the
school, or a public participant. With the record system, the administrator can have a
detail statistic report on the rate that different types of user visit the forum and the
sub-forums they visited with the number of message they left, and the content is also
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recorded in the database for reference. The statistic report also provides the
administrator with information on improvement and research, which enhances the
effectiveness of forum learning and knowledge management.
Further Investigations
It is true that the administrator may fail to locate the ‘suspect’ immediately, and
therefore special area is designed for isolating the problematic message so that it
will not affect the normal discussion on the forum. The problematic messages will
be kept for further investigation and they are cues for finding out the suspect and
preventing attacks in future, as well as evidences in indicating the suspect. By
comparing the newly found bad post with the old posts, similarities and differences
on content, or the way they post the message can be found, and sometimes they
reflect the identity of the suspect. This helps in stopping their destructive activities
on the forum as protective measures can be made before the attack.
In the past four years, the administrator have successfully stopped several cases
on malice posting and attack within one hour and spotted all related participants. For
example, on 23rd April 2005, three Form two students posted messages with foul
language against a teacher of Pui Ching were being found in short time, it reflected
that the observation of administrator is effective and member identification can be
applied on the forum and helpful in maintaining security and social order.
Besides of the successful in stopping misbehaviors on the forum, the measures
also help in managing knowledge on the forum. As the school takes the forum as a
tool for learning and repository of knowledge, and students learnt from social
interaction and discussion, ensuring the quality of discussion is important.
Constructive discussion builds knowledge but frivolous discussion deteriorates
development of knowledge, and the accumulation of meaningless messages, false
information, or even rumors will be a disaster to knowledge management. When
there are numbers of false information in the knowledge base, students may learn
something incorrect and it will be meaningless to use the forum as a platform of
learning since it fails to enhance learning. The measures mentioned above not only
stop the spread and accumulation of false information and knowledge, it also helps
in filtering so that the quality of knowledge and discussion can be maintained.

Conclusion
The experiences of Pui Ching show the measures in maintaining security and
social order on the forum and how a school-based forum can be an unstructured
knowledge repository. Forum learning brings new learning experiences to students
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that provide numerous pieces of information and knowledge with different
viewpoint, it emphasized on exploring, communicating, cooperating, and creating, in
active and voluntary basis. The success of forum learning requires the support of
learning environment, unnecessary regulation on the forum may affect social
interaction but moderate controls may enhance the processes of knowledge building.
On the other hand, the measures also help in knowledge management.
Collecting knowledge from different individuals is important to knowledge
management, but ensuring the quality of knowledge in the knowledge base is also
critical. The measures in monitoring security and social order help in up holding the
quality of discussion and the knowledge that created from social interaction, the
advance search engine provides an easy and convenience way in finding out suitable
and available knowledge on related topics which encourages further explores. The
measures are two-sides edge.
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Chapter 7
Knowledge Creation in
e-Collaborative Environment
Introduction
Nonaka (1994) points out that any organization that dynamically deals with a
changing environment ought not only to process information efficiently but also
create knowledge. Innovation places important role in maintaining organizational
life, and it should be better understood as a process that the organization creates and
defines problems and then actively develops new knowledge to solve them other
than only information processing or problem solving (Nonaka, 1994).
Schools, as the organization providing education to youth, also face the rapid
and dynamic changes by globalization and technological advances. They need to
actively engage in the knowledge creation processes, and create new knowledge to
students, to the country, and to the world. Creating knowledge requires the support
of environment, people, technology, practice, and organizational culture. A
technology-supported platform for knowledge creation should be built in the school,
and the school should encourage members to share their knowledge and make it as a
part of school culture.
Collaborative learning is suggested as an effective way for knowledge creation,
and it is moving online with the use of the Internet and online communications. As
researches in collaborative learning find interactions contribute to the amplification
and development of new knowledge, it does not only benefit students, but also
teachers, staff, and the school as an organization, and therefore it is worth to study
how knowledge can be created in an e-Collaborative environment.
In this chapter, we will discuss how new knowledge can be created in the
e-Collaborative environment of Pui Ching and how to use IT in supporting the
processes.

Knowledge Creation
According to Nonaka, Toyama & Konno (2000), the knowledge creating
process consists of three elements: 1) knowledge conversion process (SECI), 2)
context of knowledge creation, and 3) knowledge assets. All three are needed for
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new knowledge creation as they make up the inputs, outputs, and the moderator of
the process.
Creating new knowledge is different from transferring knowledge that new
knowledge is the innovation which not existing in the current knowledgebase and
knowledge transfer refers to the established knowledge within a group or
organization transfer from one to others. Nonaka (1994) suggests two dimensions of
knowledge creation. The first is from individuals and it emphasizes on their
commitment to knowledge creation process. More specifically, it covers the
intention, the role of autonomy, and the effects of fluctuations or discontinuities in
the organization and its environment. The second is from organizational view that
suggests a spiral model of knowledge creation and shows the relationship between
the epistemological and ontological dimensions of knowledge creation – the
continual dialogue between tacit and explicit knowledge in an organization.
Individuals in Knowledge Creation
Knowledge creation starts from the exchange of tacit knowledge among
members. Usually, tacit knowledge is deeply rooted in individuals and the
articulation of tacit knowledge requires “mobilization”.
Commitment underlies human knowledge creating activities, and it is one of
the most important components for promoting the formation of new knowledge
within an organization (Polanyi, 1966). Three factors are found related to
individuals’ commitment in creating knowledge in an organization: intention,
autonomy, and fluctuation. Intention is concerned with how individuals form their
approach to the world and tries to make sense of environment (Nonaka, 1994; Weick,
1979) and explains it with self-fulfillment and self-actualization. Autonomy gives
individuals freedom to absorb knowledge and motivates them to form new
knowledge. Self-motivation is important to knowledge creation and it can be the
driving force for the creation of metaphors and new expressions. Fluctuation refers
to chaos or discontinuity, and it can generate new pattern of interaction between
individuals and their environment.
Besides of enhancing intention, providing autonomy, allowing fluctuation,
developing a sense of belonging is also important to build individual’s commitment
on continuous knowledge sharing in the organization. However, all of these cannot
be done independently without the support of environment, managements and
organizational culture.
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Developing the Context for Knowledge Creation
Knowledge needs a context for creation as it is context specific, and the context
defines the participants and the nature of participation. Nonaka (2000) defines the
context for knowledge creation as ba, and it is a place offering shared context for
one to interpret information, creating meaning, and making it become new
knowledge. A ba provides the platform to perform individuals’ knowledge
conversions and to move along the knowledge spiral, “it is a phenomenological time
and space where knowledge as ‘a stream of meaning’ emerges” (Bohm, 1996), and
new knowledge is created out of existing knowledge through the change of
meanings and contexts.
A ba can be in reality (says in offices) or in virtual world (e.g. online
communication groups), and the knowledge creation can be formal or informal. The
formal one refers to the sharing of tacit knowledge and discussion of explicit
knowledge under the arrangement of the organization (Nonaka, 1994). The informal
one, as Buber (as cited in Nonaka & Toyana, 2003) says ‘dialogue is a way of being’,
usually starts from the voluntary and active interactions between individuals without
the control of the organization and that the knowledge created by an individual is
transformed and legitimized among members. An informal community of social
interaction provides an immediate forum for nurturing the emergent property of
knowledge at each level and developing new ideas. Since the community is an
informal one and it is easier for the new ideas to span over the hierarchical structure
of the organization. If knowledge creation in the informal community is effectively
processed, new knowledge associated with more advantageous organizational
processes or technologies will be able to gain a broader currency within the
organization.

Knowledge Creation Processes
Nonaka (1994) suggests four modes of conversions in creating organizational
knowledge and they can form a “spiral” model. The conversions refer to the four
patterns of interaction between tacit and explicit knowledge and these patterns
represent ways that existing knowledge can be “converted” into new knowledge.
In fact, knowledge creation is seen as a synthesizing process, and it is the
interactions between human and social structure (Nonaka & Toyama, 2003), a SECI
model is developed in explaining the process that tacit knowledge is converting into
explicit. Knowledge creation starts with socialization, which is the process of
converting new tacit knowledge through shared experience in day-to-day social
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interaction. The process that tacit knowledge is articulated into explicit knowledge is
called externalization. Tacit knowledge is made explicit so that others can share it
and become the basis of new knowledge such as concepts, images, and written
documents. Through the communication among individuals, contradictions between
one’s tacit knowledge and the structure, or contradictions among tacit knowledge of
individuals are made explicit and synthesized. Combination refers to the situation
that explicit knowledge is collected from inside and outside the organization and
then combined, edited, or processed to form more complex and systematic explicit
knowledge. The new explicit knowledge is then disseminated among the members
of the organization. Explicit knowledge created and shared throughout an
organization and then converted into tacit knowledge by individuals with
internalization.
Each of the four modes of knowledge conversion can create new knowledge
independently, the central theme of the model of organizational knowledge creation
hinges on a dynamic interaction between the different modes of knowledge
conversion. Different from individuals’ knowledge creation, organizational
knowledge creation takes place when all four modes of knowledge conversions are
organizationally managed to form a continual cycle, and this cycle is shaped by a
series of shifts between different modes of knowledge conversion. Tacit knowledge
is mobilized through a dynamic “entangling” of different modes of knowledge
conversion in a process which will be referred to as a “spiral” model of knowledge
creation, and the interactions between tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge will
tend to become larger in scale and faster in speed since more actors involved in the
processes. Knowledge created through the SECI process can trigger a new spiral of
knowledge creation, expanding horizontally and vertically as it moves through
communities of interaction that transcend boundaries, and knowledge from different
organizations interacts to create new knowledge. Therefore, organizational
knowledge creation can be viewed as an upward spiral process which starts from
individual level and moving up to the collective (group) level, and then further
moving to the organizational, and sometimes reaching out to the inter-organizational
level (Nonaka, 1994).
e-Collaborative Learning & Knowledge Creation
Collaborative learning emphasizes on interaction, and learners learnt from the
interaction processes. Nonaka & Toyama (2003) suggest the creative use of
computerized communication networks and large-scale databases can facilitate this
mode of knowledge conversion. In fact, it can be an excellent context for knowledge
creation too. As mentioned before, a ba needs not be existed in physical environment,
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but it can be existed in the virtual space with the use of ICTs like video-conferencing
and online asynchronous communication. Some past studies analyzed the knowledge
creation activities in a cyber ba. There is no such label of cyber ba on the Internet,
however, synchronous and asynchronous communications like chat-rooms,
newsgroups, the MOOs, and the online forum can be the place for new knowledge to
be created and their characteristics make them be a cyber ba – a place for creating
new knowledge through interaction. For example, Towell & Towell (2001) find the
MOOs not only facilitates learning and communication among individuals, but new
knowledge is created through the interaction processes.

Knowledge Creation in Pui Ching
To Pui Ching, knowledge can be created in both physical and virtual
collaborative learning environment. Learning activities in physical classroom that
lead by the teacher is similar to formal knowledge creation in firms. Teachers may
give some guidelines for student in the discussion and sharing, and students may
create new concepts during the interaction and communication.
Knowledge creation depends on the exchange of tacit knowledge of individuals,
and it is important to mobilize and encourage individuals to share. In Pui Ching, the
culture of knowledge sharing is developed through the e-Academy and
e-Community.
e-Academy as a context for knowledge creation
The e-Academy of Pui Ching is a platform that promotes self-learning with
using formal, structured, and organized resources. Learning materials are saved in
the system and students can obtain the materials they needed without the limitation
of classes and grades. The learning materials are not limited to intra-school based,
but also the interschool, and the global resources, it means that students can share
the resources from other schools. Good pieces of work are saved on the system.
Peers, parents, and teachers can make a comment and discuss the work. Throughout
the discussion and the exchange of opinions, they can learn from each other so that
good practice can be shared, and the mix of different ideas stimulates new thinking.
The culture of collaboration can be developed among students, teacher and parents
through the sharing activities.
The Teaching Resource System is an Intranet-based resource bank for teaching
materials, and it provides space for teachers to store useful teaching materials and
exchanges their teaching experiences online. Teachers can prepare, save, and
retrieve the materials needed at anytime and anyplace with using the password. The
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use of the system encourages teacher to share quality resources on teaching, and
makes it as a common practice.
e-Community as the Context for Knowledge Creation
The e-Community of Pui Ching is built and developed on a web-based forum,
however, it is not just a virtual space for school members to chat but it is a place for
knowledge creation and dissemination too. It is the context for the process of
knowledge conversions and knowledge creation, and it is also an inventory of
knowledge assets.
Knowledge requires a place for creation, and the success in building up such a
place needs the help of participants, context environment, and technological
supports.
A good ba needs participants with multi-viewpoints so that they can bring in
various context (Nonaka & Toyama, 2003), and therefore the forum of Pui Ching
takes an ‘open to public’ mode. Encouragement from the management is important
in boosting the participation of the forum, and therefore the school encourages both
the students and teacher to take part in the discussion and share their knowledge or
what they known, and use the forum as a channel for communication and transfer
knowledge.
The participants of the e-Community are not limited to students, teachers, and
staff, but it welcomes the participation of parents, alumnus, professionals, and all
others who are interested to join without the limitation of the background, social
status, nationality, education, and age. A pluralistic community with participants
from different fields provides nutrition for discussion and contradictions in the
interaction processes stimulate the creation of new idea, shared context can be
evolved through interactions too.
Knowledge cannot be created if participants just keep quiet or unwilling to
share and interact, and therefore it is important for the school to promote the culture
of knowledge sharing and facilitate interactions among participants in the
e-Community. Providing necessary conditions in the e-Community, such as
autonomy, creative chaos, redundancy, requisite variety, and love, care, commitment
and etc, energies knowledge creation (Nonaka, Toyama & Konno, 2000). Autonomy
is given to every participant of the forum, and they organize the discussion on their
own with the topics they would like to discuss, the direction of discussion, and their
rate of participations. The autonomy increase the chances of accessing and utilizing
the knowledge held by members, and this motivates the participants to create new
knowledge. The participation of the outsiders brings new ideas into the discussion,
and this stimulates the interaction between the forum and the external environment.
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The chaos from the contradiction between members stimulates further discussion
and encourages them to transcend existing boundaries, especially in defining a
problem and resolving it. New knowledge can be created through the interaction in
the chaos. For knowledge to be shared and for the self-transcending process of
knowledge creation to occur, atmosphere that motivated the sharing of knowledge
helps a lot since people tend to share in an environment that they feel safe and
respected, this is especially true when contradictions are found. To achieve this, the
school encourages the participants for self-control on behaviors so that mutual trust
can be built, rationalism is the basis of discussion and in most cases, the forum
administrator will not disturb the process of discussion, but it will take some actions
if someone is intentionally affecting the discussion by posting malice or illegal post.
Redundant information provides a vehicle for problem generation and
knowledge creation. The sharing of extra information between individuals promotes
the sharing of tacit knowledge, since members share overlapping information, they
can sense what others are trying to articulate. Requisite variety helps a
knowledge-creation organization to maintain the balance between order and chaos.
Although the forum sets the boundary for interaction by membership and
sub-forums, yet the boundaries are open. Nonaka & Toyama (2003) suggests since
there are endless possibilities to one’s own contexts, a certain boundary is required
for a meaningful shared context to emerge, and it can grow its own context.
However, it is still an open place where participants with their own context can
come and go so that it can evolve continuously. The participants organize the
knowledge creation on the forum and the spiral, the process move constantly from
one to one, and cross the limitation of time and space.
In fact, without sufficient number of quality tacit knowledge, knowledge
creation can hardly achieve. Since the school views the forum also a place for
knowledge creation, special setting such as database for content saving and search
engine are added so that the forum can also be the inventory of knowledge and
unstructured resource center. Participants can also find the resources they needed
from the old postings, by mixing the information from past postings and current
discussion, new ideas or concepts can be built. The forum is a base for opinion
exchanges for the participants, equal access to the information on the forum is
ensured. Interactions based on equal terms hinder the search for different
interpretations of new information. The search engine on the forum helps the
participants to locate the information and access them in shortest time.
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Knowledge Creation Processes in the e-Academy
Knowledge creation in the e-Academy is mainly at individual level. Through
the self-learning and the socialization among students, parents and teachers, tacit
experiences can be shared. Peers can learn the good practice of other students from
observing their work, or exchange their comments. Parents can have a better
understanding on their children’s learning and share their point of view with them.
For teachers, since the useful teaching materials are put online, the resources
are shard. Teaching methods and experiences can be exchanged through
socialization on the network, and this not only develops the knowledge on teaching
but also helps in enhancing teaching effectiveness.

Knowledge Creation Processes in the e-Community
Researchers examine knowledge conversions and spiral model in organizations
in past decade, but how knowledge can be created in a virtual collaborative
environment still a new topic for research. Communication on the virtual space
usually is text-based, but it also allows files, image, and graphic transfer. According
to Nonaka, there are four modes of knowledge conversions and they can form a
spiral for deeper level of organizational knowledge creation.
The forum is an informal social environment, and it is easier for people to share
tacit knowledge such as worldviews, mental modals and mutual trust can be created
and shared (Nonaka, Toyama & Konno, 2000).
Socialization
Socialization is the interaction between individuals with knowledge sharing. In
reality, individuals share their knowledge with others face-to-face or using phone in
both formal and informal situation. Moved to the virtual space, socialization in Pui
Ching’s forum is not in face-to-face mode but use language (text), graphics, and files
in sharing tacit knowledge. Different from reality, socialization on the forum is not
limited to time and space, participants need not to sit together in a room. The
supporting functions like conversation recording and search engine do support
socialization that participants from different part of the world can go on the forum at
anytime they want and review the tacit knowledge that left by others, they can also
search the topic they interested. The mode of tacit knowledge can be in text or other
format like video or sound files, for example a participant can upload his/ her
experience in making a vase on the forum so that others can review the processes
through the network. Socialization on the forum is beyond organizational boundaries,
the social hierarchy is invalid on the forum and participants can share and interact
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without the burden of identity and background.
As mentioned before, socialization itself can generate knowledge for
individuals, for example, individual participant can learn the tacit knowledge from
other participants through social interaction and generate new knowledge by
integrating it with his/ her own tacit knowledge, but the new knowledge is not
shared by the organization and it is kept in the mind of the individual.
Externalization
When more participants join the forum and share their tacit knowledge with
each other, the knowledge articulated and turned into explicit. Metaphors, analogy
and model are used in the process and this conversion is named externalization.
When more tacit knowledge with different viewpoints articulates in the forum, a
deeper understanding on the knowledge can be developed as more information
provided. The contradictions found in the tacit knowledge lead to in-depth
discussion, and as the flow of conversation is saved in the system, other participants
can join and review all postings before they join the discussion. Metaphors make
concepts easier to understand and interpret, and the skills of using metaphors and
models are critical factors for making tacit knowledge into explicit. Participants can
react to each other by effective use of language, or they can draw models in
explaining their ideas. The forum accepts non-textual postings like pictures and
video, participants can use these tools in explaining, expressing, and arguing too.
While tacit knowledge is made explicit, knowledge is crystallized, and thus can be
shared by others and become the basis of new knowledge.
Combination
Tacit knowledge is made explicit in externalization. However, they are not
organized in systematic way. Refining or editing is necessary before it makes into
organizational knowledge. This mode of conversion is called combination, which is
converting explicit knowledge into more complex and systematic sets of explicit
knowledge. The participants of the forum are from different part of the world, and
after the tacit knowledge becomes explicit, some more explicit knowledge can be
collected from inside or outside the school. The knowledge combined together and
formed new knowledge after further editing and filtering. Participants can link the
current discussion and explicit knowledge with the old postings and further edit
them, and the ideas from the outsiders bring different concepts into the forum, which
make the explicit knowledge more complex and solid with the ideas outside the
school context. The new knowledge will be disseminated among the members of the
school with the forum in combination.
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The special feathers of the forum highly facilitate combination since it allows
large-scale of data and transfer the knowledge through online communication
networks. To the school, the forum itself is a communication network that also an
inventory of knowledge. Since school members can go on to the forum at anytime
and anyplace they want, the newest discussions are posted at the front page so that
everyone can obtain a full understanding on the discussion in shorter time. The use
of the forum expedites the process of knowledge transfer, and both time and
resources can be saved. The explicit knowledge will become organizational
knowledge and saved in the forum for future enquiry and further development.
Internalization
The next mode of conversion in the spiral is internalization, and it is the
process of embodying explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge. Through
internalization, the explicit knowledge that created is shared throughout the school
by the forum and converted into tacit knowledge by participants. The new
knowledge changed how they behave, how they think, as well as how they value on
certain issues.
The new explicit knowledge enriched the tacit knowledge base of individuals
and become a valuable asset, the school also benefited from this. The tacit
knowledge accumulated at the individual level can then set of a new spiral of
knowledge creation by posting new posts and sharing with others through
socialization on the forum. Sometimes, the new explicit knowledge created in the
school forum will become the new value of the school, and it affects the
development of school policy and management. Details will be presented at chapter
nine.
Knowledge creation is a continuous process of dynamic interactions between
tacit and explicit knowledge as a spiral, and it can be done in the virtual space. The
interactions are shaped by shifts between different modes of knowledge conversion,
and not just through one mode of interaction. In the spiral of knowledge creation on
the online forum, the scale of spiral becomes larger as it moves up through the
ontological levels, and knowledge created through the SECI process can trigger a
new spiral of knowledge creation, expanding horizontally and vertically across the
school. While the discussions on the forum attract participants’ attention, it
motivates more participants to join and share their tacit knowledge and they tend to
search more explicit knowledge from the forum itself and the outside communities.
The intention and motivation, as well as the pursuit for creating new explicit
knowledge are the fuel of the spiral and they make the progression of modes from
one to another.
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Organizational knowledge creation is a never-ending process. Using the saving
and searching functions on the forum, participants can start another spiral whenever
they want, this is not only to the existing participants but the latecomers can also
share their tacit knowledge and review the explicit knowledge with the search
engine. Since the forum is a web-based one and the processes of knowledge creation
is online, the interactive spiral process takes place both intra- and inter-school, and
the new knowledge can transfer beyond school boundaries and reach the public
through online communications. In fact, knowledge creation is a self-transcending
process, and every participant of the forum reaches out beyond the boundaries that
exists and transcends the boundary between self and other, inside and outside, past
and present. In the mode of socialization, tacit knowledge is shared through direct
experiences and it goes beyond individuals’ boundary, self-transcendence is
fundamental and essential. In externalization, the participant transcends the innerand outer-boundaries of self through committing to group and becoming one with
the group, participants’ intention and ideas come together and fuse and integrate
with the group’s mental world. New knowledge generated through externalization
transcends the group in digital signals in the combination, and individuals access the
knowledge realm of the group and the entire organization in internalization, and
again this requires self-transcendence since individual has to find oneself in a larger
entity. The informal structure of the forum makes new knowledge easier to transfer
over hierarchy and disseminate among members at different level.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have discussed how knowledge can be created on a
web-based school forum and how the forum can be place for knowledge creation. In
Pui Ching, knowledge is saved and shared in the e-Academy and the e-Community.
The e-Academy offers formal context for knowledge creation and the e-Community
provides the context for informal knowledge creation.
Knowledge creation process is mobilized with the e-collaborative environment
and characterized by dynamic interactions amongst school members, and between
the outsiders. Tacit knowledge held by individuals is converted and amplified by the
spiral of knowledge through socialization, externalization, combination, and
internalization, and become the tacit knowledge embedded in individual’s mind and
organizational knowledge. The knowledge assets of the school are saved in the
forum for future development.
The three elements suggested by Nonaka in knowledge creation: processes,
place, and the output – knowledge assets are closely related. Only with a suitable
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environment the processes can go smoothly and produce the quality output. Building
the knowledge creating context online and moving the processes to the virtual
contains both advantages and demerits. Since the context is in a virtual environment,
it is easier for the participants from different parts of the world to join together as
there is no boundary of time and space, and people tend to more willing to share.
Moreover, the knowledge can be transfer throughout the school, or even the public,
in very short time and the process of knowledge creation can be speeded up.
Both the building of knowledge-creating context and the processes require
leadership, and therefore encouragement from the management is essential. Here in
this chapter we discussed how knowledge creation processes take place within a
school-based forum through the interaction between the participants inside and
outside the school, and how knowledge can be transferred among and turn into a
new spiral.
The knowledge assets created from the e-Collaborative environment require
some kinds of management to maintain it in good condition so that it is easier for the
new knowledge spiral to occur. The management of knowledge on the forum will be
discussed in next chapter and case study on how the forum can create knowledge
and the dissemination of the new explicit knowledge will be given in chapter nine.
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Chapter 8
Managing Intellectual Capital in School:
Knowledge Management
Introduction
Although education is surely about cultivating and sharing knowledge, in
surprise, knowledge management (KM) received little concern from education in
past decades (OECD, 2000, p.70). With the advances of information technology, the
learning environment in information age has been changed in decade. Past studies
found educational systems of many countries seemed to ignore the impact of
information technology in performance (Lytra & Doukidis, 2000). However, new
media changes the world greatly, it provides new teaching and learning channels to
both teachers and students, people obtained knowledge from the virtual world and
not only stay in library with books and notes. The changes of environment actually
an impulse to the educators, the concept of ‘e-school’ and the idea of applying KM
in school are studied by researchers (e.g. Hargreaves, 1999; OECD, 2000; Sallis &
Jones, 2002; Lytra & Doukidis, 2000). Schools spent their efforts on developing
unique KM systems to suit their student’s need, and study the effectiveness of
practicing KM in e-school setting.
The idea of knowledge management still rather new to education field,
therefore, the experience of practicing KM in e-school setting is a topic that worth to
research. In this chapter, we will discuss how intelligence capital and knowledge
assets created from the forum can be managed and how the information technology
learning tools help will be also discussed.

Intellectual Capital & Knowledge Management
Intellectual capital (IC) has been considered by many, defined by some, and
understood by a few, and formally valued by practically no one (Stewart, 1997;
Sveiby, 1997). John Kenneth Galbraith first published the term ‘intellectual capital’
in 1969 (as cited in Feiwal, 1975) and he believed that intellectual capital meant
more than just “intellect as pure intellect” but rather incorporated a degree of
“intellectual action”. OECD (1993) describes IC as “the economic value of two
categories of intangible assets of a company: organizational capital and human
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capital. And Stewart (1997) defined IC as “the intellectual material – knowledge,
information, intellectual property, experience – that can be put to use to create
wealth. Roos et al. (1997) argued that IC could be linked to other disciplines such as
corporate strategy and the production of measurement tools.
Intellectual capital is used to create and it enhances firm value (Johanson et al.,
1999). Organizational learning enhances the flow of knowledge, it follows then that
intellectual capital is the stock of knowledge in the firm (Dierickx & Cool, 1989),
and knowledge management is about the act of managing the intellectual capital and
the management of the intellectual capital that controlled by a company (Petty &
Guthrie, 1999, 2000). Intellectual capital is hard to teach and pass on but strategic
knowledge management (KM) enhances effective transfer of knowledge in the
organization, and therefore they are closely related to each other and organizational
success in long run.
Knowledge Management
Scholars define knowledge management (KM) in various ways, but by
synthesizing the explanations of KM from past literature (Sallis & Jones, 2002;
Allee, 2001a; Bassi, 1997; Beckman, 1999; Gorden, 2000; Nonaka, 1991; Nonaka &
Takeuchi, 1995), KM can be described as the systematic means of managing
individual, group and organizational knowledge using the appropriate means and
technology (Sallis & Jones, 2002). Kimiz (2005), in his study gives a clearer
definition on KM: Knowledge management is the deliberate and systematic
coordination of and organization’s people, technology, processes, and organizational
structure in order to add value through reuse and innovation. This coordination is
achieved through creating, sharing, and applying knowledge as well as through
feeding the valuable lessons learned and best practices into corporate memory in
order to foster continued organizational learning. Knowledge management is not a
single discipline but an integration of numerous endeavors and fields of study (Na
Ubon & Kimble, 2002). It involved the integration of strategy, setting, and
processes.
Knowledge Management System
According to Bock (1998), the most challenging part in KM is how knowledge
can be transferred among members from tacit to explicit. The art of knowledge
management includes both codifying tacit knowledge for broader access and
applying explicit knowledge to gain mastery. The goal of KM is not to manage all
knowledge in the organization, but to manage the knowledge that is most important
to the organization. It involves getting the right information to the right people at the
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right time, and helping people create and share knowledge, acting in ways that will
measurably improve individual and organization performance (Bose, 2001). Past
studies identified four major dimensions of KM: content, culture, process, and
infrastructure (Bock, 1998), and some later researches suggest some new dimensions:
people, technology, and process (Bose, 2001). Some of them are similar and share
the same concept.
Table 8.1 Dimensions of KM

Dimension
Content

To define the relevant knowledge that meets the need with the
organization.
To determine what knowledge is relevant and useful, knowledge audit
on knowledge base is necessary.
To develop members’ willingness to share their knowledge with trust

People

and connection among each member in the organization
Culture

To promote tacit knowledge transfer with choosing relevant knowledge
transfer media.
To build up the culture of seeking and emulating best practices within or
outside the company.
To ensure that members of the organization understand the logic behind
the policies and the consequence of failing to follow them with
leadership.

Infrastructure

The infrastructure that supports knowledge management must be
adapted to the organization’s needs and the knowledge-sharing
medium must be carefully chosen to fit the actual knowledge behavior in
the organization.
The infrastructure must clearly update along the time.

Technology

Technology that helps in gathering, organizing, storing, and accessing
explicit knowledge should be used.
Technology should facilitate communication and interaction between
members and stakeholders outside the organization.
It helps to locate and obtain knowledge; they can share and retrieve
knowledge, for example the network.

Process

The processes to make sure member actually receive, accept, and
apply the knowledge

Notes:
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Core Processes of Knowledge Management
According to Probst, Ramb & Romhardt (1999), the processes of KM can be
divided into six, it includes the process of identifying useful information (knowledge
identification) and collecting (knowledge acquisition), transferring tacit knowledge
to explicit knowledge (knowledge development), disseminating knowledge
throughout whole organization (knowledge sharing/ distribution), knowledge storing
so that knowledge can be easily retrieval (knowledge retention) and exploiting &
usefully applying knowledge (knowledge utilization). Some scholars divided the
processes into five (Rasooli, 2005) or seven (Tergan, 2003), but the ideas are more
or less the same.
Identification
Identifying external knowledge means analyzing and describing the
organization’s knowledge environment. Effective knowledge management must
therefore ensure sufficient internal and external transparency, and help members of
the organization to locate what they need (Probst, Ramb & Romhardt, 1999).
Acquisition
Knowledge acquisition refers to the import of knowledge from outside sources
into the organizations’ system. Systematic knowledge management has to take the
possibilities of acquiring knowledge from their stakeholders, including staff,
cooperators, competitors, and partners. Moreover, it should also consider the
opportunities that acquiring knowledge from outside organizations (Probst, Ramb &
Romhardt, 1999).
Development
Knowledge development is a building block which complements knowledge
acquisition, it forces on new skills generating, better ideas and more efficient
processes. Knowledge development includes all management efforts consciously
aimed at producing capabilities which are not yet present within the organization, or
which do not exist either inside or outside it. Important knowledge can spring from
any other part of the organization, and therefore knowledge development can be in
any part of the organization (Probst, Ramb & Romhardt, 1999).
Sharing and Distribution
The sharing and distribution of knowledge within an organization are a vital
precondition for turning isolated information or experiences into something that the
whole organization can use. Members of the organization need not to know
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everything but the most important thing is to analyze the transition of knowledge
from the individual to group, and the organization. Knowledge distribution is the
process of sharing and spreading knowledge that is already present within the
organization (Probst, Ramb & Romhardt, 1999).
Utilization
The essence of knowledge management is to make sure that the knowledge
present in an organization is applied productively for the benefit of that organization.
However, successful identification and distribution of important knowledge do not
guarantee that it will be utilized in the organization, and steps must be taken to
ensure that valuable skills and knowledge assets are fully utilized (Probst, Ramb &
Romhardt, 1999).
Retention
Competencies once acquired are not automatically available for all time, a
selective retention of information are needed. The processes of selecting, storing and
regularly updating knowledge of potential future value must therefore be carefully
structured and the success of retention depends on the efficient use of a wide range
of organizational storage media (Probst, Ramb & Romhardt, 1999).
Measurement of Intellectual Capital & Knowledge Management
According to Probst, Ramb & Romhardt (1999), evaluating knowledge has two
phases. The first is to ensure that change in organizational knowledge base visible
and the second is to decide whether or not the knowledge goals have been met.
Non-monetary dimensions are often used in measuring the effectiveness of KM and
how it contributes to IC. The concept of intellectual capital includes human capital,
structural capital, and customer capital, managing the knowledge within three types
of capital is the critical skills in this era. The essence of human capital is the sheer
intelligence of the organizational member, it is important because it is a source of
innovation and strategic renewal (Bontis, 1998). Organization with strong structural
capital will have a supportive culture that allows individuals to try things, to fail, to
learn, and to try again. Structuring intellectual assets with information systems can
turn individual know-how into group property (Nicolini, 1993), and the concept of
structural capital that allows intellectual capital to be measured and developed in an
organization. Structural capital is the critical link that allows intellectual capital to be
measured at an organization level, and it therefore contains elements of efficiency,
innovativeness and access to information for codification into knowledge. Customer
capital represents the potential an organization has due to ex-firm intangibles, and
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these intangibles include knowledge embedded in customers, suppliers, the
government or related industry.
Measuring knowledge is essential to assess the efficiency of knowledge
management, however, a purely quantitative approach may be unrealistic and
therefore using the indicators and measure indirectly on the knowledge in the
capitals is a more promising approach to understand the relationships (Probst, Ramb
& Romhardt, 1999). Intellectual capitals measurement can be used in aligning the
organization’s various activities with its knowledge vision and strategy.

Knowledge Management in Pui Ching
Although school is not the same as a business organization, the concept of
intellectual capital and knowledge management can be applied. Knowing that
knowledge is the most valuable resources in future society and the importance of
activating intelligences and creating new knowledge, Pui Ching absorbs the concept
and adjusts the practice in knowledge management and develops its own KM
system.
The targets for Pui Ching to develop knowledge management are: first, the
school would like to make individual’s knowledge, which is the human capital,
become a part of organizational intelligence capital. Since people are talented at
different fields, the sharing and collecting individuals’ tacit and explicit knowledge
is utmost important in building up the knowledge base of the school. Second, KM
provides the way for managing knowledge in the organization systematically, if
knowledge is stored in a messy way, it does not help in development of organization
and personal learning, and therefore, it is important for knowledge being classified
and cataloged so that members can use in need. Systems collect and store with
internal organizational links are essential so that it turns individual know how into
organization’s knowledge asset. Thirdly, KM also helps in developing new
knowledge. A systematic knowledge base is the basic condition for knowledge
conversion and knowledge creation. New ideas can build up on past mixture of
information from both members and outside organizations or individuals. External
linkages are built. The school developed KM from the following dimensions:
People & Culture
KM will not work without the support of members. As Bose (2001) suggested it
is important to encourage people to share their knowledge, an open system and
organizational culture would be help in transferring knowledge.
The management of Pui Ching understood the importance of human factor in
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KM, and it puts extra attention when they are making related policies. The culture of
knowledge sharing and rational discussion are rooted in policies and become a part
of organizational culture. Both teachers and students were encouraged to use IT in
their work and communication, and they are also encouraged to take part in the
discussion on the forum and use the systems on the e-Academy. Students are
encouraged to ask questions, voiced opinion on different issues and shared their tacit
experiences on the forum, and critiques on management or school policies with
sound reasons were also welcomed. Teachers can share their knowledge and opinion
on school issues and they are also encouraged to join the discussion to exchange
their opinion with students. A closer connection among members and trust can be
built since there is no penalty on ideas that different from the majority, or against the
management. The cyber culture in the forum also helps knowledge transfer as it
allows different people, whatever the school members or the outsiders, leave their
ideas on the forum without the limitation of social hierarchy, best practices are
created through discussion and communication, the participation of the outsiders
bring extra nutrition to the discussion and new thinking can be got into the school
system.
Technology & Infrastructure
In past decade, the school spent resources and efforts in developing IT & IS
infrastructures and developed the unique KM system. Databases and systems were
built for KM, they also absorbed the advantages of other famous KM systems and
modified them so that it suited the needs of Pui Ching. Teaching Resources Center
provided the knowledge base for teachers and teaching materials for reference. The
systems in the e-Academy like Student Assessment Management System allowed
students to have tests and hand assignments online, they can know their score and
feedback from teachers in shorter time, teachers can compare the score between
students and have a better understanding on students’ needs. The e-Portfolio
recorded both academic and non-academic performances of students, and they can
review it when they are planning their learning and career path.
The school also developed linkage inside and outside the organization, the
Intranet and Extranet were developed, and the Internet services are provided to
members in the school. The e-Community is a user-friendly system that for informal
discussion and store of unorganized knowledge, since the forum is a web-based one,
students can go on and join the discussion with the Internet services, whatever the
fixed line or mobile Internet services, at anytime and anyplace they want. The forum
is one of the fastest ways in collecting opinion from different people and presenting
them to others, it speeds up the processes of knowledge transfer through
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communication and interaction, while the search engine helps the participants to
locate and access the knowledge they want to search in short time. Since the
conversation will be recorded in the system, the knowledge in it can be saved and
accessed at need.
Content
Collecting everything that members know and put it on the network where
someone might find it will inevitably cause abundance of data and lots of redundant
information, and this is actually a disaster rather than a benefit in the view of
knowledge management. In Pui Ching, KM on the virtual environment mainly
focused on e-Academy and the e-Community. The e-Academy is a databank for
formal learning resources and therefore the materials on it are already edited and
audited by teachers, or education professionals, and therefore the quality and
relatedness of the materials are guaranteed. For the e-Community, the forum
administrator bears the responsibility of evaluating the content so that smooth
discussion can be done. However, tight control on discussion content will lead to
negative effects on knowledge exchange, and therefore the evaluation of content
need to be careful. The target of Pui Ching’s forum is trying to encourage the
participants to monitor their behavior own rather than speech control and it also
trying to keep a most complete conversation record under most situation, a warning
will be given to those who leave inappropriate wordings or malice postings, but the
school will not delete the messages that in opposition, or with incorrect content. The
essence of forum learning is that participants learn through discussion but not ‘told’
by teachers, and therefore the participants find and correct the wrong information
with their knowledge learnt from the discussion. The system administrator will
monitor the conversation and ensure that the content is lawful.
Processes
Development of technology and people factors provided the basic conditions
and environment for KM in school, but how to practice the processes in KM is also
an important factor in the success of KM. In Pui Ching, both the settings in
e-Community and e-Academy help the process of KM:
Knowledge Identification
Being an intelligent school in the new era, it is important for the school to
provide a wide range of knowledge to students so that they can develop
multi-intelligences with global vision. In Pui Ching, linkages between the school
and the world are built with the e-Academy and the e-Community. Although
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students find the knowledge they interested from various channels, from: books,
interactions with others in reality or the virtual community, media, teachers, parents,
and their daily experiences, they are not sure if they really need them or not, or
where they can find detail information on that. The e-Academy and e-Community
help student to locate and identify the knowledge they are looking for or interested
in. For example, the student assessment system helps students in identifying
knowledge they needed as it recorded both the academic results of student and the
mean score of each test, student can know their own strengthens and weaknesses
easier and therefore they can identify what types and levels of knowledge they
needed from and search on the learning resources system. The forum also helps
students to find out the topics or issues they interested, with a clear division on
zones, students can join the discussion and locate the knowledge they needed or
interested by searching or starting a new discussion with the participants from all
over the world. They can also search from the Internet to find out the knowledge
they want.
Knowledge Acquisition
Traditionally, classroom is the places for learning, and students obtain
knowledge from teacher and textbooks in classroom. The e-Community in Pui
Ching provided another place for student to learn. Since the forum is open to public,
members of the school, professionals and teachers, parents and other stakeholders
can share knowledge that not on the textbooks to students and discuss with them.
The tacit knowledge like personal experiences are hardly found in textbook but also
worth learning resources, the forum provides free and easy acquisition of tacit and
explicit knowledge, and it is not limited to school members but includes the
knowledge from the outsiders. Besides, the saving function of the forum recorded
the knowledge so that they can be kept in the organization system for further
investigation or development.
In addition, students can search and collect the information they needed from
the Intranet, the learning materials on that were arranged according to subjects and
levels, and it is open to all students. The Extranet and the Internet server in the
e-Academy linked up the school with outside organizations, and students can search
what they needed by using them. Teachers can also use the teaching resources center
to search the information they needed.
Knowledge Development
Knowledge development aims to develop new skills and ideas that not yet
presented in the organization or even outside the organization. The development of
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knowledge requires ‘input’ and ‘processes’, both tacit knowledge like personal
experiences or explicit knowledge like websites or books can be input in the process
of knowledge development and creation. When members share what they have
already learnt with others, exchange and interaction of two types of knowledge can
be found, and the intensive interactions in an open and free environment allow
discussions and the formation of new ideas since different views and knowledge
integrated and mixed. The e-Community provides sufficient opportunities for
students to join the processes of knowledge development. By discussing with each
other, tacit knowledge can make explicit and share among the organization, and the
integration of different tacit and explicit knowledge stimulates the creation of new
ideas, or further elaboration of existing ideas with new views. Knowledge
development on the forum does not only benefit individuals but the whole school.
The system of the forum records the conversation and the processes of knowledge
development can be reviewed at anytime, and this may help in the development of
other kinds of knowledge in future.
The e-Academy provides students with large amount of structured tacit and
explicit knowledge on formal learning. Students have to analyze and understand the
knowledge on their own, and the processes require in-depth thinking and
combination of different types of knowledge, although the processes do not involve
a lot of people, it helps the student to development their knowledge base.
Knowledge Sharing/ Distribution
It is a kind of waste to the organization if everyone keeps their tacit knowledge
in their mind, and therefore making knowledge shareable in the organization is an
important step in KM.
In the case of Pui Ching, the forum is a tool for disseminating knowledge.
Students, teachers, and even the outsiders can share what they know on the forum
without unnecessary limitations. The advantage of using the forum in distributing
knowledge is that members not only read the message but they can response to it
and further develop the knowledge. In fact, the forum acts as a broadcaster in Pui
Ching, issues inside and outside the organization can be discussed in the forum, and
some of them lead to large range of discussion among students and organization
members. Moreover, students can use the e-mail system and other interactive
communication channels to share what they knew too. For the development of
global learning, video-conferencing tools like Skype and Bridgit were used so that
knowledge overseas can be shared and discussed in the school.
Knowledge sharing is not only for students but also teachers. Teachers can use
the e-Learning system and e-mail in sharing and transferring knowledge to students.
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They can post their knowledge on the system and student can view it easily. In
addition, they can share knowledge with other teachers through the Teaching
Resource Center and forum.
Knowledge Utilization
Student not only absorbed knowledge from e-Academy and e-Community and
saved them in their mind but practice what they learnt in daily live. They learnt the
explicit knowledge from the nets and other e-communication channels, and made the
knowledge become their personal experience. It is uneasy to test if student practices
everything they learnt in daily live, however, teachers can still use the assessment
system to help in measuring what level and how well the students practicing the
knowledge. In the e-Academy setting of Pui Ching, the e-Learning system and the
e-Portfolio help teachers in assessing student in knowledge utilization, teachers can
post the questions on the system as assignment and students are asked summit their
work online. The advantages of using the system are that teacher can review
student’s work and leave their comment directly to students. A simple statistic and
analysis report will be made by the system so that teachers can know which parts
they need to further elaborate in the lesson. Teachers can discuss problems they
found on student’s work, and student can challenge teacher’s point of view.
Furthermore, the e-Portfolio allows teachers to review student’s personal
development other than just academic results, ethics, moral, and other kinds of
developments are reflected by the performance on extra-curricular activities (ECA),
and therefore students’ performance on ECA is showed in the portfolio too. It
provides more information for teachers in judging if student utilizing non-academic
knowledge in actual live.
Student’s feedback is one of the most important indicators in assessing
knowledge utilization, if the students do not understand or if they think that the
knowledge they learnt is useless, they will hardly practice in daily live, and therefore
researching students’ feedback is a good way to evaluate teaching effectiveness. Pui
Ching set up an e-survey system in collecting students’ feedback from time to time,
the result is saved in the system so that the school can analyze the data and make
improvements.
Knowledge Retention
Making the existed knowledge reusable is important to continuous
development of organization, suggested by Bose (2001). The organization needs to
make sure that members in the organization can find the knowledge they needed
easily. In fact, this is also true to schools. The e-Academy of Pui Ching contains a
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large database, it saved most of course materials online, students and teachers can
download the resources by the network. For the e-Community, a search engine is
built in the system and the users can search what they needed by using it. Full
records of conversation are saved in the system so that the knowledge are saved and
stored in it for reference. The system is operated and monitored by the administrator
so that the outsiders would not delete the knowledge saved easily.
For example, students can search information for learning and revision, and
they may further develop existed knowledge and discussed them on the forum if
they interested. For teachers, they can refine their teaching material from the past
experiences of other teachers, and useful materials can be used again after some
modifications.
Measurement of KM and Intellectual Capital
It is hard to measure knowledge since it is invisible and hidden but it is possible
to measure the effectiveness of KM if some measurements are used. Evaluation of
knowledge does not mean calculating its monetary value but deciding whether or not
knowledge goals have been met.
Although the concept of human capital, structural capital and customer capital
seems not directly related to school, the main concept can be applied in measuring
intellectual capital in an educational organization. Actually, human capital is scoped
at knowledge internal within school members’ node, structural capital scoped at
internal organizational links. Customer capital scoped at the external links and it can
be understood as the potential a school to due with the community and the
knowledge embedded in the stakeholders like parents, government, and partner
schools.
It is true that the increase of knowledge in individual is hard to measure, but
improvement in teaching or academic and non-academic performance may be some
indicators on that. The e-Academy provides lots of knowledge for students and they
can learn them with their needs, and the effects of the system may be reflected by
the exam result. Students may also obtain extra knowledge from the forum even they
only read the messages, however, they learn more if they join the discussion.
Open, free and rational discussion are made as organizational culture in Pui
Ching and it encourages school members, including the students and teachers to
share tacit knowledge through the new media, knowledge is no more nodded in
individuals’ mind, members can learn new knowledge or renew their existing
knowledge with using the different systems. Internal linkages among members help
in building trust and communication, and this is one of the basic conditions of
knowledge transfer, teachers share their teaching materials and practices on the
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system and this is important in improving teaching quality, students will be
benefited from it and finally reflected in both academic and non-academic
performance. With the technology and infrastructure, close and rapid internal
communication can form and this encourages the exchange of knowledge among
members. The technology also builds virtual linkages with the third parties, the
public forum invites non-school members to join and absorb the knowledge through
the discussion, and it enlarges the knowledgebase of the school and provides new
ideas for knowledge creation, professional knowledge that outside the curriculum
can be learnt too. It is extremely difficult to measure the knowledge that from
collaborative action on the forum, however, by analyzing the rate of participation
and the relationship with academic and non-academic performance may reflect the
effectiveness of the forum in knowledge creating.
From the organizational point of view, evaluation with survey can provide a big
picture for the school to understand the effectiveness of KM practices, and
qualitative interview or focus groups provide detail feedbacks from the members.
All of these increase the intellectual capital of the organization and enhance
organizational efficiency.

Conclusion
It is a global trend for organizations to develop knowledge management,
including the schools. Short term speaking, knowledge management will continue to
contribute to the improved exploitation of the information and knowledge resources
available and in long term it will continue to build the foundation for improving
organization advantages and strengthens (Kimiz, 2005). Putting the concept of
knowledge management in education and school, it helps the students to explore
new knowledge and obtain knowledge growth with existing knowledge base, and it
also helps in finding new learning resources. Teachers can improve their teaching
method and materials used with KM. From the organizational point of view, schools
in the new era cannot be simply a place for transferring knowledge but have to
involve in the processes of knowledge development and creation. Good KM
strategies help the school to understand what and how the intelligence capital they
have and this is especially important in enhancing teaching effectiveness. The case
of Pui Ching reflects how the business concept of KM and intellectual capital can be
applied in a secondary school, however, different school may face various situation
and difficulties in promoting, actualizing, and practicing KM, and therefore schools
have to locate their KM goals with considering their real needs and develop their
own practice.
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Chapter 9
Learning in the ee-Community:
Knowledge Building and Dissemination
Introduction
Nonaka (1995) developed the concept of knowledge conversion and the spiral
model in 90’s. Based on the development of knowledge conversion and spiral model,
the concept of ba is also developed later, which suggested that environment that
enhanced knowledge conversion and progression of knowledge.
With the development of information technologies and the use of information
communication technologies (ICT), knowledge conversion is no more limited in a
physical space, and researchers studied the idea of cyber ba in past few years to see
if the theory can be applied in the virtual space. Past researches also investigated
how the online discussion groups enhanced knowledge construction and of the
discussion promoted higher-order thinking.
This study investigated the e-Community of Pui Ching Middle School, which is
a school-based forum but open to public, to analyze if knowledge conversion, the
spiral model, as well as knowledge progression also apply on the virtual community
and achieve educational objectives.

Knowledge Conversion on the Virtual Space
Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) developed the model of knowledge creation with
knowledge conversion and the spiral model in 90’s.To Nonaka, knowledge is
defined as ‘justified true belief’ (1995), and it can be divided into two types: tacit
and explicit. The interaction of two types of knowledge calls ‘knowledge
conversion’ and it is s spiral process that starts with 2x2 matrixes with four modes:
socialization, externalization, combination, and internalization. When the processes
viewed as a continuous learning process, the model becomes a clockwise spiral.
Based on the model of knowledge conversion, Nonaka (1995) has introduced
the concept of ba to denote a space that promotes knowledge conversion and
professional knowledge development. Towell & Towell (2001) explained that a
cyber ba is a place for interaction in a virtual world instead of real space and time,
and they suggested the MOOs (a text-based virtual reality) can act as a cyber ba as it
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provided a space where individuals communication and it facilitate learning,
knowledge creation occurred through interaction, and it also helped in breaking
down artificial boundaries. Past research also studied asynchronous discussion
groups as for knowledge construction. Schellens & Valcke (2006) analyzed the
relationship between asynchronous discussion groups, academic discourse, and
knowledge construction in a CSCL, they found that intensive interaction and
task-oriented discussion reflected high phases in knowledge construction. However,
group size and task structure were found critical to the outcome.
Table 9.1 Modes of Knowledge Conversion
Socialization

Transferring tacit knowledge in one person to another and bringing together tacit
knowledge through shared experiences.

Externalization

Making tacit knowledge becomes explicit, communication and presentation skills and
needed.

Combination

Connecting discrete elements of explicit knowledge into a set of explicit knowledge that
is more complex and systematic that any of its part.

Internalization

Understanding and absorbing explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge held by
individual, embodying explicit knowledge as tacit knowledge.

Notes: Nonaka (1997)

Knowledge Hierarchy & Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
Russell Ackoff (as cited in Bellinger, Castro & Mills, 2004) studied the DIKW
knowledge hierarchy and classified the content of human mind into four categories:
data, information, knowledge, and wisdom.
Figure 9.1 DIKW Hierarchy
Connectedness

Wisdom

Knowledge

Understand principles

Understand patterns
Information
Understand relations
Data
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Bloom (1984) developed the framework in classifying education objectives,
and it can be divided into two domains: cognitive and affective. For cognitive
domain, it contains six levels: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation. Simply speaking, knowledge is recognizing or recalling
information that an individual has already learnt. Comprehension is the
understanding to organize and arrange material mentally. Application is the ability of
individual in applying previous learnt information to reach an answer or solve a
problem. Analysis, synthesis and evaluation are higher levels of thinking, which
requires individual’s ability in applying both tacit and explicit knowledge.
Anderson and Krathwol’s (2001), in analyzing online discussion and cognitive
development, revised and simplified this taxonomy. In their revision, the knowledge
dimension included four major types of knowledge: factual, conceptual, procedural,
and meta-cognitive knowledge. The cognitive process categorized in a hierarchal
fashion with the first the lowest level: remember, understand, apple, analyze,
evaluate, and create.
Table 9.2 Online Discussion Prompts & Response
Levels of Thinking

Process Verbs

Behavior Descriptions

LOW:

Explain, list, describe, recall, define,

Behaviors that emphasize recall or

Remember and

identify, show, restate, summarize,

memory or indicate a literal

demonstrate, illustrate

understanding

Organize, classify, relate, prioritize,

Behaviors that require students to use

MEDIUM

discuss, group, model, apply,

what they have learnt in a new way or the

Apply and Analyze

compare contrast, distinguish,

break down knowledge into component

categorize, combine

parts

Extend, design, reconstruct,

Behaviors that combine elements of

reorganize, create, develop,

learning into a new whole or that assess

speculate, propose, predict, generate,

the value of particular ideas or solutions

Understand

HIGH
Evaluate and
Create

interpret, judge, justify, critique,
evaluate, use criteria, dispute

Notes:

Affective domain addresses interests, attitudes, opinion appreciations and
values. It can be divided into five levels: receiving, responding, valuing,
organization, and characterization by a value or value complex. Receiving refers to
individual that passively attends to particular phenomena or stimuli. Responding is
the individual actively attends the phenomena or responses to stimuli. Valuing is the
worth that an individual attaches to a particular object, phenomenon, or behavior.
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Organization is the level that an individual brings together different values, and
resolves conflicts and starts to build an internally consistent value system by
comparing, relating and synthesizing values and developing a philosophy of life.
Characterization by a value or value complex refers to the level that an individual
held a value system that has controlled his behavior for a sufficiently long time that
‘life style’ has been developed.
Virtual Discussion & Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
Past researches on online discussion found the process collaborative interaction
enhanced knowledge progression and promoted higher-order thinking. According to
Anderson & Garrison (1995), higher-order thinking is considered to be a process of
both internal activities and social or external forms of verbal engagement. To bloom
(1984), analysis, synthesis and evaluation usually related to higher-order thinking
and individual is asked to think critically and creatively, and the process of
externalization can be leaded to higher order thinking since people have to make
statements and counter statements, defend and challenge each other’s assumptions.
Collaborative learning technologies like online forum and computer
conferencing (McLouglin & Luca, 2000) is found related to higher-order thinking
since they provided opportunities for student dialogue that stimulate interchange if
ideas and reflective processes. Wegerid et al. (1997) and Crooks (1994) also found
peer collaboration; review of concepts and discussion through sharing of ideas in
technology mediated environments facilitated forms of reasoning and higher-order
cognition. Althaus (1997) conducted a study to examine whether supplementing a
face-to-face discussion with computer-mediated discussion would enhance academic
performance, it found that the freedom provided by the online discussion encourage
students to read the messages and students who are actively involved in the
computer-mediate discussion earned higher grades than others who did not.
Miklccky (1998) compared class discussion on the Internet and in the campus, he
found that discussions on the Internet contain rich descriptions of situations,
thoughtful responses to fellow students, including suggestions for further
professional development, comments to link or spur an synthesize new thoughts,
sharing of online discussion allowed an exchange of ideas and an increased
sensitively to other student’s comments. The online environment allows users to
interact, collaborate, exchange ideas and engages, as it provides student more time
to process information and format their responses or postings, and this would also
them to think deeper and lead to more complex thinking (Gorski et al., 2000). Smith,
Smith & Boone (2000) found students had significantly more participation in the
online discussion than in a traditional classroom.
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However, not all study found a positive relation between virtual discussion and
learning. McLoughlin & Luca (2000) found the forum has small contribution on
higher-order cognition and awareness of knowledge building, Students construct
knowledge through social interchange that the online discussion forum should
furnish, but the online postings in one study had only limited social interchange
(Gunawardena, Lowe & Anderson, 1997).

Methods
In this study, we investigated how knowledge conversion and knowledge spiral
applied on the virtual space, and the process of knowledge progression from both
cognitive and affective domains.
Environment
The forum of PCMS is basically a text-based virtual reality, graphics can be
posted on the forum but most of the messages are in text. The forum is open to
public but a membership is need if one wants to post a new topic or make a response.
Registration with e-mail address is required for every new member and therefore the
forum system administration will keep a record on the e-mail address and user ID.
New topics will be post at the front page and the topics will be put into different
zones according to their themes, for example, ‘The main gate of Pui Ching’ is for
important school issue, ‘subjects’ is for academic discussion, and etc2. New response
on a certain topic will be listed at the bottom of the discussion and therefore a flow
of conversation formed according to posting time. The participants of the forum can
express their idea, opinion and information freely, and freedom of speech is
protected according Law of Hong Kong. The conversion will be recorded by the
system and people can search the related topics by using the search engine. There
were 11462 posts on the forum in 2003-05, and they are distributed in different
sub-forums.
Participants
To understand how knowledge creation applies on the forum, it is important for
us to know the participants and their level of participation. Since most of the
participants were students, teachers, parents, alumnus, it would be possible to
identify them with the registered e-mail address and the student/ staff id number, and
family record in most cases. In this study, the participants were divided into three

2

Details please see http://student.puiching.edu.hk/index.php
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groups: 1) Student, 2) Teacher, and 3) Others3. Level of participation will be studied
with the number of post in the conversations of each group.
Issue selected
In order to analyze how knowledge conversion applied and the progression of
knowledge on the forum, series of conversations related to an important school issue
(whether the school should have activities in celebrating Halloween) were selected
form the PCMS’ forum4. To make it easier to understand the flow of the issue, a
brief introduction of the issue is given and divided into four phases: 1) Questionable
Halloween; 2) The School crisis; 3) The Final decision, and 4) Aftermaths, the
details will be given in the ‘Background of the issue’.
Background of the issue
PCMS is a secondary school with Christianity background in Hong Kong. In
2004, the school wanted to promote English and upgrade students’ English standard,
a series of activities on Halloween were planned and students were compulsory to
join. However, the school plan led to serious discrepancy between students, teachers,
parents and other web-citizens, and they discussed the issue on the forum for a
month.
Phase 1 Questionable Halloween
In fact, there were some activities on Halloween by the English club in the past
few years and students were voluntary to join. Since Halloween is at late October,
students started to talk about their experiences and activities plan on the forum at
early October. On 4th October, a student posted the first message about Halloween
on the forum that talked about the memorable experience in the Ocean Park last year.
This message attracted twelve replies and most of them were related to
entertainment. Meanwhile, a classroom decoration completion on Halloween was
launched by the English society and all students were necessary to join, and
therefore some students talked about how they decorate their classroom and how the
activities helped them in improving English. The discussion at this stage was clam;
however, a message changed the situation later.
Phase 2 The School Crisis
On 15th October, a message titled with ‘the Christian, Halloween, be careful not
to be bewildered by devil’ (Christian should not be bewildered by devil during
3
All unclassified participants will be count as others, and they may include the outsiders, professionals, alumnus, and parents
etc.
4
Details of conversations please see http://student.puiching.edu.hk/index.php
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Halloween) was posted on the forum and the message showed her disagreement on
the school policy that all students needed to take part in the activities of Halloween.
To her, Halloween is a festival for devil and it is unacceptable for the Christian, as
well as the school with Christianity background, to ‘celebrate’ or having party on
that since it against to religious beliefs. Although the author noted that the message
was for Christian, it attracted the attention from both believers and nonbelievers.
This message received lots of replies from students, parents, teachers, and other
stakeholders, and the opinion were divided too. The number of replies and reviews
kept rising in the following days. The number of replies jumped to two hundred and
the number of review rocketed to over six thousand. The focus of discussion also
moved from if the Christian should join the activities on Halloween to if the school
with religious background should have activities that related to Halloween. The
management of the school came under fire and some participants asked the principal
to cancel the activities on Halloween immediately, but some participants expressed
that the school should be open-minded since Halloween can be viewed as western
cultural activity and the school should be fair to all students. Some of the
participants through that canceling the activities without giving a reason is not a
good solution and the school should take this as an opportunity for learning, the
school should provide students with knowledge on Halloween from both religious
and cultural views, and the re should not be right or wrong on students’ choice (if
they go to the Halloween parties). The discussion moved from the ‘religious zone’
and ‘English zone’ to ‘the main gate of Pui Ching’. The divided opinion made the
school fell into a dilemma and became a crisis to the management.
Phase 3 The Final Decision
The school made a final decision on 23rd October: all activities on Halloween
would be cancelled and replaced with the racial dressing day and 115 anniversary
celebrations of the school. After the announcement of the final decision, the
discussion clamed down, some participants welcomed the decision of the school but
some criticized the school only took the interest of believers and the importance of
religious in concern.
Phase 4 Aftermaths
After the intensive discussion on the forum and the announcement of the final
decision, the direction of discussion was no more limited to religious and English,
but moved to cultural and social aspects. The participants talked about if the media
was puffing up the importance of Halloween and made it too commercial. Some of
them also talked about the history and the foundation of Halloween from historical
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point of view, and some of them discussed the reason on why Halloween is so
attractive and popular to the youth. Participants also discussed on the situational
question: if one day your boss asks you to promote the public event on Halloween,
what should you do? A discussion on personal value went on.
Data Analysis
Totally 24 groups of conversations were selected with information on date,
author, and content. Contents were important source in this study since we need to
know if the participants were posting new idea, or responding others, or combining
the idea of other participants. Since there are four modes of conversion, the content
would be one of the important indicators in analyzing if the knowledge conversion
spiral applied and knowledge progression on the forum. An analysis of conversion
content was used in this study.

Analysis
Participants and Level of Participation
By summarizing 24 groups of conversions, the participants were divided into
three groups: students, teachers, and others. Students were the most active party in
the discussion since the policy was directly related to them. Totally, there were 524
responses on 24 groups of conversions, and they were located in four zones: the
Main Gate of Pui Ching, Religious, Class & Societies, and English.
Table 9.3 Number of Participation
Total no. Of Total no. Of
Forum

Student

Teacher

Others

Replies

Review

The Main Gate of Pui Ching

87

8

14

109

2852

Religious

160

19

37

216

6232

Class & Societies

112

0

7

119

1014

English

68

5

7

80

910

Total

427

32

65

524

11008

Notes:

There were 427 replies from students on four zones. Participants from public
sector also took an important role and they left 65 replies on the forum. There were
totally 524 replies and 11008 of reviews on the related conversions.
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Knowledge Conversion & Spiral
In Nonaka’s spiral model of knowledge creation, there are four types of
knowledge conversion: socialization, externalization, combination, and
internalization, and the four modes will from a clockwise spiral, from tacit
knowledge to explicit, and then back to tacit again.
In short, communication on personal experiences between participants on the
virtual space would be regarded as socialization (Towell & Towell, 2001). In the
case of Halloween, participants exchanged their experiences on the forum and talked
about experiences on entertainment could be regarded as the exchange of tacit
knowledge and they got responses from other students:
Do you know the Halloween Function in Ocean Park has already started? I've been there on last
Saturday. It was fantastic! The monsters and ghost ran everywhere. I went to a Haunted House
that spiders all around. It was a cool trip. I was the first time that I was not scared when I went
into a ghost house. (Tortoise, 4/10/2004)
I want to go there when I saw the commercial of it! I think it would be fantastic! I have never
been to the Halloween Function in Ocean Park, but I went to the Halloween Party in Causeway
Bay's restaurant. It's been really scary to me! I'm planning this Halloween where I'm going with
my friends. Ocean Park is a good suggestion!

＞ｖ＜”(Kimberly, 4/10/2004)

Not all participants agreed that Halloween was for fun and they through that
people should ‘celebrate’ it or having party as it was related to devil. This was
especially true to the believers, and therefore they expressed their concern and
opposition on the school policy on Halloween:

作為基督徒，係未唔應該去參與慶祝萬聖節既活動？ 有ｄ基督徒會覺得玩下之嘛，冇乜所謂……我地唔會，
因為我地知那些是同邪靈接觸既野…… (…As Christian, should we celebrate Halloween? Some of you
…

may think that it is ok for us to join the activities on that… but we won’t because we know that is
related to Devil…) (lucinda_sze, 15/10/2004)

Personal opinion and feelings are tacit knowledge, and the exchange of
personal opinion or feelings is actually a transformation of tacit knowledge through
informal sharing and it is an obvious characteristic of socialization: form tacit to
tacit. Since tacit knowledge is context-specific and difficult to formalize, people
often acquire tacit knowledge from joint activities, like discussion, observation, and
practice (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). The forum provides a virtual place that
bringing the participants together and shares their point of view on the issue.
In fact, the discussion moved from entertainment to religious after the existence
of this message, more participants concerned on the relationship between religious
belief and the meaning of Halloween, as well as the natural of the festival in today’s
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society, they asked questions and their contradiction on the forum:

點解神要唔開心? 我地玩完鬼屋之後, 又唔會突然唔信神既玩完鬼屋, 基本上係冇野會改變。神唔開心為乜?
(Why God feels unhappy? Even we play in the ‘ghost house’, it doesn’t change what we believe,
and I just don’t know why he feels unhappy about that…)(juice, 15/10/2004)

我自己本身係一個基督徒,最近同班 FD 想去海洋公園玩鬼屋,我 o 地好想玩,但又覺得好似唔係咁好,因為我 o
地都好唔同意慶祝萬聖節同埋報置課室,…其實只要心中 o 既信念堅定,玩完後唔會信,其實問題係唔係唔大呢??
但又有人話呢 d 就係魔鬼引誘你,導致你遠離神 搞到我自己都好矛盾… (I am a Christian. My friends want
to go to the ‘ghost house’ in the Ocean Park, but we think it is not so good for us to go, actually,
we

are

not

really

agree

that

we

should

decorate

our

classroom

and

celebrate

Halloween…however, if we have strong belief and we won’t change to Devil, it seems not a big
problem to play the ‘ghost house’. But some said that this is the way that Devil used, I feel
confuse…)(NinG_NinG, 17/10/2004)

Since a lot of students in Pui Ching were Christian, the above feeling cultivated
among participants in short time, more of them shared the teachings of the Bible and
how they viewed on Halloween with responding others’ messages:

首先就基督徙的立場而言 "基督徒不可給魔鬼留地步" 有好多人都說:"玩玩吧了,沒甚麼問題了" 又有些人說
又吾會玩完就吾信神,有咩問題" 有另一些說:"信念平穩,開依 d party 是純粹為娛樂, 神不用不喜悅喔" … 但
是不是只抱著玩玩的心態,就沒有問題呢? 無論動機是甚麼,慶祝萬聖節,就是為魔鬼留地步,這就是不對了。

(As Christian, we must not leave any room for Devil. Many of you said it is OK if the activity is for
entertainment, or we can resist the influences of Devil if we have strong belief, and God won’t feel
unhappy. Whatever the reason behind, it is false to celebrate Halloween.)(tszho15, 17-10-2004)

The concept that entertainment should not be the excuse for the Christians to
join the Halloween parties became a shared tacit knowledge on the forum within few
days of discussion. However, some participants did not support this view and they
through that the parties or activities were just for fun, it would be too sensitive if
taking religious into consideration.
More participants joined the discussion and the tacit contents became richer, it
promoted the motivation for further discussion and attracted opposition to join,
people who are interested in the discussion contents also took part in the discussion.
The increase in number of participant is important for the generation of high-quality
knowledge and creation of new knowledge. The discussion became more intensive
and opinions with different point of view came together. In this stage, most
participants in the discussion were Christian since the issue was directly related to
them, however, as the discussion went go, more participants suggested other views
which usually not from religious but cultural, language learning, fairness and choice
of nonbeliever in the school, they also criticized the position of other participants:
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我覺得最主要是看基督徒的心態，是湊熱鬧而已！一大夥人玩玩 trick or treat，鬧哄哄的不是挺好嗎？…我
想指出的是，如果不能玩萬聖節，是否其他有關的東西也不可碰？例如鬼片，Harry potter… 也許基督徒參
與這些活動，有人會認為失見證，我個人傾向基督徒有時是要對現實作出一點而妥協，玩玩是可以，或者更易
令福音更易帶入人群吧? (I think the most important thing is attitude, we play ‘trick or treat’ is just
…

for fun, I think it is good, isn’t? Of course, Christians should not make deal with Devil, but the
point is, if we cannot play in Halloween, does it also mean we cannot join the activities or touch
related things, like ghost movie, Harry Potter… Some of you may think that it is against to God’s
teaching, but I think the Christian should make some comprises, and it will be easier to introduce
the ideas of Christianity to people) (KomiOda, 16/10/2004)

慶祝萬聖節時,我想世上不會有人想著替魔鬼作工,而只是玩! 不要太偏激吧!!! (I don’t think anyone will
help Devil, and the celebrate activity is just for fun! Don’t be too extreme!!!)(IvanMan,
16/10/2004)

The participants further develop and elaborate their view with using narrative
and rhetoric skills like the use of metaphors and stories:

假如有人與你最敬愛場的父親處處作對，誓(勢)成水火……你會出席那人的生日派對嗎? (Will you join the
Birthday party of someone that hostile to your father?) (Emily_yuen)

我想說一件真人真事，話說有一位牧師為了向圍村的人傳福音, … (I would like to share a real case to all
of

you

here:

There

was

a

clergyman

who

wanted

to

promote

Christianity

to

villagers…)(hinhin1225, 16/10/2004)

Using metaphors in expressing concepts is one of the characteristics in
externalization. According to Nonaka (1997), externalization is the process of
articulating tacit knowledge as explicit. There are two cases of externalization:
articulation of one’s own tacit knowledge, and eliciting & translating the tacit
knowledge of others (Nonaka, 1997). Both of them made their tacit knowledge into
explicit knowledge and other participants can share, transfer, and construct other
new knowledge on them. In the case of Halloween, participants also introduce ideas
of professionals and the Bible to explain their own idea:

你們當負我的軛，學我的樣式" 太 11:29 "你要為真道打那美好的仗、持定永生"提前 6:12 試想想基督的樣
式是怎樣的？想想他面對萬聖節會有怎樣的反應？ (“Take my yoke on you and become like me”

"

Matthew 11:29, “Be fighting the good fight of the faith; take for yourself the life eternal” Timothy
1 6:12 try to think about the model of Christianity, try to think about how he react to Halloween.)
(naomi, 17/10/2004)

Externalization makes tacit knowledge became explicit and it is easier for other
participants to understand the view of both camps. Some other participants joined
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the discussion and challenge the view of both sides by asking questions or
criticizing:

唉........基督徒們耶!真是不可理喻! 其心正直,只當是玩,何以會被魔鬼迷惑?! 基督徒們哩,如果你們真的相信天
上的父,心就自然正直堅定,哪會那麼容易因玩而被魔鬼誘惑呢! (The Christians are irrational, if they have
strong belief, they won’t be affected by Devil.)(IvanMan, 17/10/2004)

我不是以後果來衡量我們應不應該參與萬聖節的活動，而是想讓大家思想一下我們如此死守規條，是不是就叫
蒙神喜悅?(I just want to ask if we stick to the concept that Christian should not join the party, or
even cannot say trick or treat, does it really delight God?)(KomiOda, 17/10/2004)

Actually, externalization is an important process in creating new knowledge
since it makes tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge that can be shared by others
and make it as the base of new knowledge (Nonaka, Toyama & Byosieŕe, 2001). In
the case of Halloween, it is found that the discussion extended from personal basis
to organizational basis, and the core discussion moved from if Christian should join
the activities of Halloween to if the school should ban the activities on Halloween.
In this stage, the opinions were divided and the most participants either support or
oppose one side.

懇請母校慎重考慮取消萬聖節派對。這個活動實在是唯反培正的信念、信仰，於理不合。也請校方尊重我校的
信仰!(I request the school to cancel the party on Halloween; it is because the activity is violating
Pui Ching’s belief. I hope that the school will respect out belief.)(FelixLeung, 18/10/2004)

係基督教學校攪 d 咁既野...係咪荒天下之大謬先 你話我話都係嫁啦... 諗清楚自己係咩人做緊 d 咩...有咩後
果啦...(I think it is ridiculous for the school to have party on Halloween... we should think deeply
…

before we do it.) (Samle, 17/10/2004)

我唔覺得萬聖節ｐａｒｔｙ要禁，因為我覺得培正仲有好多非基督徒～(I don’t think we should cancel the
party because there still lots of non-believers in Pui Ching.)(CarrieBau, 17/10/2004)

Externalization makes tacit knowledge into explicit, it was not well organized
and explained and further elaboration was needed. Most participants commented and
shared their opinion based on their existing knowledge and feelings, groups with
similar views came together and express the reason behind their positions. As the
discussion went on and some more ideas added as explicit knowledge, participants
started to combine the existing ideas and organized them in a more systematic way:

我覺得很多人會以為只要抱著玩樂的心態，便不會使神不悅，… 作為培正的一分子，我覺得慶祝萬聖節與增進
英文是完全扯不上關係的，我完全唔覺得慶祝萬聖節能幫到我的英文得到改進，學好英文是需要時間浸淫的，
而這個活動的舉行根本是「賠了夫人又折兵」，不但使學生無得益，甚至使校譽受損，是否值得呢？ (I think
many people will think that it is ok if they join the party for fun, and it won’t disappoint the
God…However, I don’t think the party can help student to improve their English. Language
learning need time, and this activity does not benefit students, it even damage the image of the
school, is it worth to do it?) (Julie, 19/10/2004)
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In knowledge conversion, combination connects discrete elements of explicit
knowledge into a set of explicit knowledge and it entails three processes: collected
explicit knowledge from inside and outside organizations, new explicit knowledge
disseminated among the organization members, and the new explicit knowledge
processed in the organization and made it useable. Compared with the pervious stage,
messages in combination were much more organized and elements were collected to
form a set of knowledge
Participants not only voiced their opinion but also tried to find more
information about Halloween to support their point of view and answer the questions
from others. For example, they asked opinion from the Church, searched materials
and explicit knowledge from the Internet that related to Halloween, or searched
information from school’s database

最先的源頭是： Halloween -> 折番開 = Hallows' eve (聖徒前夕) 原文 All Hallows' Day Eve (眾聖徒
節前夕) 又譯作 All Saints' Day (聖徒節) 是從前天主教徒紀念天主教所立聖徒的所作所為， 藉以自我警
醒，類以聖餐的用意。(The foundation of Halloween is: Halloween -> Hallow’s eve, origin All Hallows’
Day Even, it also called all Saints’ Day. it is a day in memorizing the Saint.)(JM, 20/10/2004)

More participants agreed that it was inappropriate for the school to have parties
on Halloween in the later discussion. For the believers, Halloween is a festival for
devil and it is ridiculous to have activities on that. To some other participants, they
through that Halloween is not a good chance for learning since students only wanted
to have parties for fun, activities in school on Halloween were unnecessary. Some of
them agreed that it was the personal freedom for students to decide if they join the
events on Halloween outside the school area; however, it was unreasonable for the
school to have parties on Halloween since it affected the image of the school.
Students of Pui Ching should also respect the religious background of the school and
maintain the good image of the school too. This idea became an archetype to
members, and they continuous to search some more examples from in other
countries to support this new explicit concept.

在基督教地方舉辦這些慶祝活動涉及公眾領域，應以團體的原則、形象為依歸，不應舉辦。 (…Since the

activities are held in school area and the school is the one with Christianity background, we
should

view

from

organizational

interest

and

take

the

image

of

the

school

into

consideration…)(wing_wai, 16/10/2004)

對於我們這個家，培正，不論是否基督徒，都應該反對母校舉行萬聖節派對。…我們都要尊重母校及其信仰。 (We
should strongly opposite the Halloween parties in Pui Ching, whatever you are believer or not. We
should respect the belief of the school.)(FelixLeung, 17/10/2004)

在本校以外的人有何宗教信仰，他們想慶祝甚麼，我們管不到，也無權管。但在我們這間以基督之名辦學的
中學內，我們卻可以有權選擇，也必須有所取捨……既然大家在有宗教背景下的中學讀書，自然必須尊重學校

…
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的宗教。…縱然你不喜歡基督教，可以與其他人討論，甚至不參與校內的宗教活動，但也不應提出與基督教原
則有衝突的節日。(We cannot control students’ activities outside school area, however, we should
choose the activities that not violate Christianity…since we study in the school with religious
background, and we have to respect it. Even you don’t like Christianity, you can discuss with
others, or not to join the religious activities in the school, but you should not suggest any activity
that violate the teachings of Christianity)(wing_wai, 16/10/2004)
…

問題本身已經不在圍繞個人本身，而是學校舉辦萬聖節 party 的立場問題。(The problem is not whether

a student join the party or not, it is about the standpoint of the school towards to the party.)
(clivejim, 19/10/2004)

On the other hand, some participants integrated the ideas from both sides and
pointed out that it is not a perfect solution for the school to avoid Halloween but the
school should take this chance to provide a full picture to student, whatever on
religious, cultural or other prospective.

與其斬腳趾避沙蟲，不如在萬聖節認真地向同學介紹萬聖節的來源和不同人士對這節日的正反觀點，至於接
受與否由同學們自行判斷。(…Avoidance is not a good way in solving the problem; I think we should
…

introduce

the

pros

and

cons

of

Halloween

to

students,

and

they

can

make

the

decision.)(rfung852, 19/10/2004)

不如我地萬聖節活動照搞~ 不過轉做萬聖節佈道會丫~ 我覺得比而家既活動好好多~ 應節得多~(I think
we can change the party to functions in promoting Christianity I think it is better.)(TKOLC,
18/10/2004)

These ideas were different from the two camps since it provides a new angle
for the issue and it suggested the ‘third solution’ on how the management in solving
the crisis. In fact, the past discussion focused on whether the school should have
activities on Halloween, the participants either supported or opposed to the policy,
and they made the decision mainly with their tacit knowledge. However, the above
messages changed the focus to how the school management can make use of the
festival for teaching and learning and reflected how the views of both camps can be
combined together.
The explicit concept turned into explicit knowledge and disseminated among
all members in the school, including students, teachers, staff, and other stakeholders.
In the earlier stage, the explicit knowledge was transferring within groups with
similar objective, and it extended to the organization in combination.
After several days of discussion, explicit knowledge combined and formed new
explicit knowledge. The management of the school made a final decision and settled
the crisis by canceling all activities on Halloween and students were asked to pull
down all decorations of Halloween.
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The decision of the school promoted the explicit concept and made it shared
among the organization, and it reflected the evaluation of the management on the
issue and the Halloween. It also made the new explicit knowledge processed in the
organization, which is a final step of combination.
From the discussion on Halloween, participants focused on personal opinion on
whether they should join activities on Halloween moved to if the school (with
Christianity background) should have activities on Halloween, and it further moved
to the principles of Christian, and how it related to school policy and learning
opportunity:

「作為一間基督教學校，萬聖節活動，要搞！還要搞得有聲有色！但是，並不是去慶祝，就是因為我們學校有
宗教背景，才要同學明白萬聖節對基督徒的意義，雖不至於要有所批判，但究竟萬聖節是一個傳統？宗教活動？
真有牽涉邪靈？抑或只是純粹一個「誇國性化妝派糖大會」？值得基督徒去深思。…我認為，如果我們在 Trick
or Treat 之間是有所得著的話，我們仍然可以快樂地、喜樂地甚至興奮地繼續 Trick or Treat，而不失基督徒
的樣式 玩是可以玩，我也不贊成基督徒死守拘泥，但著眼點應該不是慶祝呢。如果主辦者將萬聖節活動舉辦成
一邊 Trick or Treat，一邊也可以明白自己在做甚麼，更有一個讓同學明辨是非的機會，我肯定將得到同學的
認同。 (As a school with Christianity background, we should have some activities on Halloween,

but not to celebrate! We should provide students with a better understanding on Halloween, is it
a traditional festival? Related to religious? Or just a fancy ball?...I think, if we really can learn
from trick and treat, we can do it with the mode of Christianity. I don’t agree that Christians to
stick to rules, but of course we should not celebrate it. If the school can make use of Halloween
as an opportunity for teaching, I think students will support it.)(Pauwah, 17/10/2004)

In Nonaka’s knowledge conversion (1997), the process of understanding and
absorbing explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge held by individual is called
internalization. By internalization, organizational explicit knowledge is internalized
in individual’s tacit knowledge base and become embodied value. The discussion of
Halloween led to a rethink and a review of the Halloween from different point of
views, and the new explicit knowledge became an underlying value of the school in
making policy, as well as teaching and learning. In fact, more participants said that
they would rethink the meaning of Halloween when they made the decision on
going the parties or not.

老實說，不是林牧師來校講解，我根本不會知道萬聖節帶來的深遠影響─中了魔鬼的陷阱。 而接下來從同學的
一番熱烈討論中，我又認識了不少萬聖節的知識，例如萬聖節的原意。(In fact, I don’t know I fell into the
trap of Devil if I don’t meet Father Lam (clergyman). I learnt a lot about Halloween in the
discussion, for example the foundation of Halloween.)(rubychan, 24/10/2004)

The explicit knowledge become tacit since it embodied in the mind of
participants and it affected how they view on other related social issues, and it
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became a kind of wisdom internalized in the participants’ mind and affected their
value judgment:

傳媒鋪天蓋地的宣傳，甚至推介萬聖節旅行團、各樣有關萬聖節的產品等等，不但營造了一股氣氛，也刺激消
費，看來帶動了不少經濟效益。加上「鬼片」的配合，更加添了萬聖節的神秘色彩。在這濃濃的「節日」氣息，
會令你更想試試或更多留意萬聖節的活動嗎？(The media spends a lot in promoting Halloween, e.g.
trips, and products, and it builds up the atmosphere of Halloween and also stimulates
consumption.

Will

you

try

or

pay

more

attention

on

the

Halloween

under

such

atmosphere?)(chunchung, 25/10/2004)

同埋如果睇得 Harry Potter 點解唔參加得萬聖節? Harry Potter 都是魔法吧? 都是說魔法有多強有多勁...
如果你話睇唔等於認同 那玩唔等於支持萬聖節吧? (If it is no problem for the Christians to watch Harry
Potter, so why we cannot join the parties on Halloween? Harry Potter is about magic, it is about
how strong it is. So if watch Harry Potter does not mean you believe in magic, joining the parties
do not mean you support Devil…)(Eric, 26/10/2004)

Since the flows of conversions were recorded in the system, the knowledge was
kept and it can be shared to other school members, or the outsiders, afterward by
using the search engine.
Figure 9.2 Contents of Message Flow

Notes:

Four modes of knowledge conversion were found and the spiral model applied
in the discussion. At the beginning, the participants posted personal experience and
feelings on the issue, and they made the concepts explicit during the exchange
process. By integrating the explicit knowledge from different participants, new
explicit knowledge created and shared among the participants and it became the
value in the organization. The new value was promoted and the members learnt the
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new value in internalization. The new knowledge became tacit again.
Knowledge Progression & Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
From the discussion of Halloween, participants started socialization with
personal ideas, and their ideas were simply built on their personal experiences, belief,
or what they already leant. The personal experiences did not have an in-depth
meaning and the message and they just recalled their personal experiences:
I don’t have time to go to Ocean Park. But I hate to watch ghost movies, because I scared of it.
(Yoyo, 8/10/2004)
I like the ghost house. It’s really good. But my mother doesn't let me to visit Ocean Park
(IvanMan, 10/10/2004)

While some participants provided more data in asking the questions from
others, other participants provided information on Halloween:

月 31 日，是西方的萬聖節，俗稱鬼節。 萬聖節起源於美國，傳說每年的十月三十一日，鬼門開放，地獄
中的妖魔鬼怪， 就跑到人住的地方騷擾。 但是如果在自己的家們前， 裝上魔鬼形狀的飾物，魔鬼就會視為是
自己的同類，就不會騷擾這家人了。(31 of October is the Halloween in Western culture, and it found
10

in America. It is believed that the door of hell would open on 31 of October and the ghost would
run to the world that we live. If people put some decorations about ghost before the door, the
ghost would not attack them. Pui Ching as a school with Christianity background, I totally
disagree to have celebration on Halloween.)

Other participants also posted how the Bible described and defined the
Halloween, and this can be a kind of information that assumed to be useful but still
in memory or a kind of recalling. The participants used the information to explain
their personal opinion and respond to the messages of others. Although the messages
were in an unorganized format, they could be a kind of knowledge since it applied
the data and the information from different aspects.

或者你覺得，基督徒即使參與呢ｄ節日 亦未必即刻唔信 但係我會覺得，信仰就好似一場屬靈戰爭 神同魔鬼不
斷角逐 (May be you will say Christians will not change their mind even they go to the Halloween
parties, but I think, religious is a war between God and Devil…)(lucinda_sze, 15/10/2004)

In fact, the participants needed to understand the messages, or the questions by
others before they made a reply, and they were required to have sufficient ability in
understanding, organizing and arranging the materials in the message mentally, this
could be regarded as ‘comprehension’ in the cognitive domain as it reflected a
understanding of learnt knowledge and expressed their thinking in their own words.
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At the very beginning, there were few participants dominated and leaded the
discussion, and the others acted as observer and receiving the ideas of the leaders.
When there were more participants in the discussion, they became more active in
responding to each other since they found people with same idea on the forum. They
also raised questions during the discussion and looked for somebody to answer them.
Some made clarification on the concepts in answering the questions from others.
Although the participants might not give a perfectly correct answer on the questions,
this encouraged the discussion and brought it into a higher level of knowledge
application. They tried to compare, describe and contrast the main idea of the
messages, and the discussion moved from interpersonal context to organizational
context.
Besides of understanding the messages, the participants had to value the
concepts from others with comparing the idea of their own. A range of acceptance to
commitment built in individuals’ mind, they differentiated the different opinion and
found similar idea, and they joined together and responded to the oppositions by
answering questions and challenging the other camp.

身為基督徒，應該要分辨什麼事是 神所喜悅的事~…但當我們知道哪些事是應該避免的，卻仍然去做時，是不
是有點不太好呢？ 我們不會當沒有萬聖節這一個西方節日的存在，只是，我覺得，身為基督徒，不應該去慶祝
屬於撒旦的節日囉去年，我們學校的其中一個學會在圖書館舉行萬聖節 party，樓上卻正正是宗教館~~頗為
諷刺~也令不少基督徒覺得難過~~ 作為一間基督徒學校，我想，應該想清楚如何面對此類節日~~! (As

Christian, we have to know what God delights… When we know something should be avoided and
we still try to do it, it is not good, isn’t? We won’t deny there is a festival called Halloween but we
should not ‘celebrate’ it. Last year, there was a Halloween party in library, which was under the
Chapel. I think it was ridiculous and many Christians in school felt sad about it. I think the school
should think carefully in managing these festivals.)(Sylvia, 15/10/2004)

Observing from their responsive message, it found that the participants applied
both what they learnt in past and on the forum respond the questions, or convene
others with detail explanations and reason behind their own position. In this stage,
the discussion was not only relying on personal idea but the more explicit
knowledge used, for example the explicit knowledge in the Bible:

看到這許多成熟的意見，實在令人欣慰，我想借一節聖經跟大家分享，「你們要謹慎，恐怕有人用他的理學和虛
空的妄言，不照著基督，乃照人間的遺傳和世上的小學，就把你們擄去。」(I feel grated to see there are

so many mature opinions. I would like to borrow the words in the Bible and share with you “Take
care that no one takes you away by force, through man's wisdom and deceit, going after the
beliefs of men and the theories of the world, and not after Christ”) (samchang, 18/10/2004)
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As the discussion got intensive, it was obvious that the participants were
divided into two camps. In the pervious discussion, most participants showed their
position and beliefs in the message but it seemed unusual for them to talk about the
ideas of the other side. However, as the discussion went on, it found that the
participants spent more effort in understanding and analyzing the explicit ideas of
the opposition, and they concerned on the rational behind the opposition and made
critique with in-depth study. Despite commenting the idea of the other side, they
also showed an even better understanding on the related knowledge. Since the focus
of discussion moved to organizational context in this stage, the participants from
both sides tried to identify the causes of the crisis, consider and analyze the available
information to reach a generalization with sufficient supports:

聽到培正將會有萬聖節慶祝..也覺得有點錯愕 作為一間基督教中學.... 卻舉行萬聖節的慶祝活動我覺得是不
接受的...,一個對基督教全無認識的人,當看見培正慶祝萬聖節時,會不會質疑培正的宗教立場?會不會將萬聖節
和基督教扯上關係? …另帶一提,雖說這次活動的目的是想大力推廣英語活動,令同學有更多說英語的機會,但請
大家又回想一下,當年學校大力推廣 English speaking Friday 的時候,效果又如何?..。進深一層想一想,要推
廣英語的話,機會多的是,為何又要選中這個敏感的日子? (I feel astonished when I know Pui Ching will

have parties on Halloween. As a school with Christianity background, I think it is unacceptable to
have parties on that. Even for people who do not know Christianity, when they see Pui Ching has
activities on Halloween, will they criticize the belief of Pui Ching? Or the point of the Church?...
although the aim of the activities is to promote English learning, it is ineffective. Try to remember
how’s the result of the “English speaking Friday”? There is lots of opportunity in promoting
English learning, why we need to choose such sensitive day?)(hc, 18/10/2004)

This process required analytical ability of the participants. They not only
applying the information and knowledge they had in expressing themselves but also
in persuading others, which required higher level of understand, analysis, and
communication skills in transferring the explicit knowledge. The participants valued
the policy of the school and proposed solution on the crisis based their analysis:

首先，我要聲明自己是一個非基督徒且沒有任向宗教背景的學生,但我仍願意以一個開放的態度討論是次事件.
學校打算透過萬聖節舉行大型開放活動,推廣英文.其實,學校的政策是出於好意,期望借此增加學生接觸英文的
機會.但眾所周知,培正中學是一間擁有悠久基督教歷史背景的學校,更是隸屬浸信會之下.這個出於善意的活動,
究竟會否與培正中學的形像,甚至基督教義相違背呢？在別人眼中,培正中學會否成為「講一套，做一套」的學
校呢？

(First, I must declare that I am a non-believer, but I want to discuss this issue in an open way.
I think the school has good intention in planning the activities on Halloween, it thinks that it is an
good opportunity for students to learn English. However, all of us know Pui Ching is a school with
Christianity background, the activities on Halloween may affect the image of the school, or
violate to the teachings of God. The public may think that Pui Ching is a school that “say one thing
and do another”.)(Cecilia, 16/10/2004)
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From the discussion, the progression of knowledge was found. The participants
started with personal data, and they provided useful information as the discussion
went on. The application of information and data made knowledge and the provided
the basis of in-depth understanding on the issue, as well as related knowledge.
Cognitively speaking, the participants recalled the tacit knowledge they already
learnt and they tried to understand the messages from others, ability on
comprehension showed, and they used what they learnt before to solve the problem
or answer the questions from others. A step-by-step progression of educational
objective was reflected in the discussion. From the affective domain, the participants
became active in the later discussion since they were attracted by the topic. They
showed their attitudes and appreciation by making justifications and sharing, they
also valued on others’ opinion, and this was in fact the ‘valuing’ in the taxonomy.
By analyzing the available explicit knowledge and generalizing the ideas from
existing discussion, participants started to combine the explicit knowledge and make
them into a systematic knowledge set. The combination included concluding similar
opinions and generalizing different opinions to form new ideas. Combination
required high-level of understanding, sorting and editing in performing original idea,
the ability in synthesizing and organizing were critical factor.
In the discussion, some participants suggested the ‘third solution’ and they
combined the ideas from both sides and create new ideas from new angle. A single
correct answer was not required, instead a creative solution helped in stimulating
thinking:

不如在培正搞感恩節慶祝呀！ 一來係基督教性質 二來認識美國文化 三來有更多機會學英文 四來培正將會
成為首間搞感恩節活動的學校，不單成為基督教學校的榜樣… (We can have Thanksgiving Day parties!
…

First, it is related to Christianity; second, we can know more about American culture; third, we
can learn English, and forth, Pui Ching will be the first school to have activities in Thanksgiving
Day in Hong Kong, and we can set a good model to other schools…)(henry_hk007, 5/10/2006)

Most of the participants agreed that it was unsuitable for the school to have
activities on Halloween since Pui Ching was a secondary school with religious
background and there were some other ways for students to learn English, the
activities were not a must. Although not all participants supported that the final
decision was perfect solution, most of them agreed canceling the activities was
suitable. The discussion reflected the ability of solving problem and thinking
creatively with using the knowledge they got from the forum through socialization,
externalization and combination.
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By comparing, relating and synthesizing different values behind the messages,
the participants developed their internally consistent value system. This was not only
to individual but the organization too. From the affective domain, the participant
synthesis of different ideas can be regarded as ‘organization’ in the objectives. They
generalized the modified the explicit knowledge and made it useable to the
organization. The explicit knowledge became a shared value in the organization and
it also embedded into the value system of participants, this was especially true to the
Christians. Although some Christians expressed their uncertainty at the beginning of
the discussion, the discussion provided enough materials and the explicit knowledge
for them to make personal choice and develop philosophy of life. It might be true
that some participants do not take the explicit value into their value system, they
leant more about religious and Halloween by joining the discussion.
The participants understood the values and took a balance between the benefit
of organization and individual, which was a higher level of thinking since they
needed to think thoughtfully on both the positive and negative impacts and make the
crisis to be an opportunity to form organizational norms, they also had a better
understanding about the school.
After the announcement of the final decision, the participants had to make their
own evaluation on the explicit knowledge they learnt from the discussion. They used
the knowledge learnt in setting up the criteria for judging a given phenomena:

基督徒如果第時做野 老闆叫你推廣萬聖節 你會點呢? … (Christians, if your boss asks you to promote
Halloween? What will you do?) (Eric, 26/10/2004)

From their messages, it found that the explicit knowledge had already grown in
the value system and controlled behavior of some participants, and they said that
they would not go to the parties in future. The replies of the participants reflected
that the explicit knowledge was characterized into the value complex of the
participants that not only affected their decision but behavior consistently.
The discussion provided participants with evaluated understanding, which was
a kind of wisdom, and it became the logic of thinking and brought life-long
influence to individual.
By joining the discussion, participants realize that people see things in different
ways, and evaluation is not the end of knowledge but a basis for further analysis and
synthesis. As the discussion showed, the participants discussed from other aspects
on the related social issue and they tried to apply their value on different situations.
The process of discussion reflected the transition of knowledge from data,
information, knowledge and wisdom, the role and the ability of understanding
supported the transition form each stage to the next. Cognitive and affective
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objectives supported each other and made systematic learning process. When there
were more information and knowledge in the discussion, the higher ability and effort
the participants needed for the progression.

Discussions
The e-Community of Pui Ching showed how the online forum in a computer
supported collaborative learning environment foster learning and knowledge
construction, as well as enhanced knowledge progression and higher-order thinking.
e-Community as a Learning Space
The e-Community of Pui Ching is an important component of the virtual
community for linking up the students, parents, teachers, staff, and the outsiders, it
also a space for knowledge construction and collaborative learning. Towell & Towell
(2001), in their study of MOOs noted, the success knowledge creation in the virtual
tools depends on the variety and the involvement of participants, as well as the level
of concentration in discussion. The forum of Pui Ching shows similar characteristics.
It provides an open environment for the participants to communicate directly or
indirectly, even the outsiders or alumnus can join the discussion, it helps in
providing different opinions and angles to the participants so that they can
understand how other people think and comment on certain things. The participants
can leave their opinion on the forum freely without revealing their identity. There
are only two limitations on the forum: foul language is forbidden and message must
relate to the topic. As it is voluntary for the participants to join and they join as they
interested in the topic, and therefore they are more willing to involve and engage in
the discussion. The free environment of the forum not only encourages freedom of
speech but also the variety of opinions, and this is the seed for knowledge
development and higher-order thinking as they stimulate students to think. The
e-Community of Pui Ching provides a stable and secure collaborative environment
for the participants, from the intensive social interaction and debate, they can learn
from each other.
Knowledge Creation in the Forum
Four modes of conversion and the knowledge creation spiral are found in this
study. Socialization is found through the communication of participants, they
exchanged their personal opinion and experiences on the forum which is a kind of
tacit knowledge. The quality of message in socialization affects the later discussion
since richer content messages attract people to join and participants will pay more
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attention on that, they play an active role and react to each other in result. With more
participants joined the discussion, they not only expressed their feelings or ideas,
they needed to make other participants understand their position and therefore
externalization found.
Externalization required higher level of communication and presentation skills,
the participants used different skills like the use of metaphor and story to strengthen
their position. Since the forum is text-based, the ability of the participants in
expressing their idea is critical. The discussion provided a good opportunity for the
participants to learn how to express their idea in a systematic way, practical debate
skills, and persuasion skills by discussing with different participants on the forum. In
fact, it is uneasy for student to have long discussion with people from different fields
in school due to the limitation of time and curriculum, but the forum helps in
breaking down the boundaries of time, space, and identity, teachers, students and the
non-members of the school can come together and show their position freely.
As the discussion goes on, participants showed a deeper understanding to the
topic, detailed, rational, persuasive high quality message found. Participants started
to combine similar ideas into a system of value, some of them combined the opinion
of both sides and form new idea in solving the problem, new explicit knowledge
forms by the exchange of high quality explicit knowledge. On the other hand, the
use of forum speed up the process of knowledge dissimilation among the
organization, new explicit knowledge occurred through the discussion. By receiving
the new explicit knowledge, it changes the value of participants and it affect how
their evaluation. The internalization is obvious to those who have religious belief.
Most of them said that they wouldn’t go to the events that related to Halloween in
future. Although some participants may not change their mind after the discussion,
they also benefited from the discussion since they have a better understanding on the
background of Halloween and Christianity.
Spiral is found in the flow of conversions which reflected by the transition of
modes from socialization to externalization, combination to internalization,
progression of knowledge is observed from each stage: from simply data to more
detailed information, different explicit knowledge to a set of explicit knowledge, and
finally became the wisdom embedded in both individuals and the organization. As
Bohn (1994) noted, continuous learning enhances the progression of knowledge, and
the progression from one stage to another requires the ability in understanding and
processing information. The discussion provides a good chance for the participants
to widen their horizons and obtain extra knowledge that they hardly learn in
classroom, and it also trains their ability in understanding.
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Figure 9.3 Spiral of Knowledge Conversion (Towell & Towell, 2001)
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During the intensive discussion, the existing explicit knowledge is consolidated
among participants by the in-depth reviewing and rethinking, and they got a better
understanding on it. Moreover, the solidified existing knowledge built up the ground
of the new explicit knowledge, as well as the new explicit value. New knowledge
creates and transmits through discussion.
Learning is not only to individuals but also the organization in this case. The
discussion reflects the opposition and opinion of school members, which the school
management never knows before, the forum provides a place for both sides to
discuss and find out the best solution. The forum also acted as an extra
communication channel for school members and the management. Although the
discussion is on the virtual space, it affects the reality.
Achievements in Educational Objectives
Throughout the process of knowledge spiral, it found that the level of
knowledge was getting higher. From cognitive domain, participants started their
discussion with the tacit knowledge they already have, such as their experience and
personal opinion. In respond to other’s message, they need to understand the content
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first and explain, or translate the idea of others by using their own words, this
showed participants’ ability in understanding the message and explaining their mind,
the tacit knowledge became explicit. Moreover, the participants applied the explicit
knowledge they learnt from others in explaining the problem, as well as their
position; this required a full comprehension of the message and the skills in
application of the knowledge.
As the discussion goes on, higher level of cognitive processes is found.
Participants analyzed both the similar or opposite position by discussing with others,
the generalized and tried to make a conclusion based on the existing discussion, the
drew conclusion became the new explicit knowledge and shared in the discussion.
Since the forum can record all the conversion with the flow of time, it would be easy
for the participants to generalize as they can find the information they needed easily.
Participants analyzed both the problem and the ideas of others, and they made some
suggestions to the school: to cancel or to keep the activities. However, some
participants analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of canceling and keeping the
events and they suggested the ‘third proposal’, which created the new idea of
making the Halloween a learning opportunity. The existence of new idea reflected
that the participants not only analyzed the similar idea in making personal choice,
but they took the opposite opinion in consideration in making a suggestion. This is a
bit different from the past discussion.
In fact, whether an individual ‘celebrate’ Halloween or go to the parties or not
is a personal choice which do not have a single correct answer, participants may not
change their mind after joining the discussion, however, it would be the fact that
they learnt more about Halloween and Christianity during the discussion and this
may affect their value judgment on certain things in future. However, since Pui
Ching is a school with religious background and it needed to consider how the
school’s policy would affect the image of Christianity and therefore more factors
needed to take into the consideration, and the evaluation will be different. This can
be observed from the messages that more participants pointed out that it is
unacceptable for the school to have the parties on Halloween. They made the
different evaluation on individual and organizational levels and it reflected the
progression on cognitive domain.
From the affective domain, the discussion started with a few participants and
the others acted as observer on the forum, they review the discussion but did not
take part in it. With more information provided on the forum, they became more
active in making a reply to voice their opinion. Since the discussion was posted in
the religious zone, more Christians react to the post. This is in expectation since the
issue was directly related to them, and they left more messages on the forum and
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more active in the discussion. They showed their attitudes, how they understand the
issue and suggest the solution with their value and belief. In fact, the opinion of both
camps stimulated the rethink on value and belief, with in-depth critical thinking
during the discussion, it strengthen participants’ value system.
By organizing the different values, an internally consistent value system was
built and developed in individuals’ mind. It is impossible that every participant
shared the same value system since people have their own philosophy but the
discussion provide a good opportunity for them to widen their tacit and explicit
knowledge. They combined, compared, generalized, integrated, modified, and
organized the different values from others, and it required high level of ability in
organization.
When the explicit knowledge internalized into individuals’ mind, it becomes
the tacit knowledge again and it will affect the behavior and emotional judgment of
one. From the participants’ message that they changed their mind after joining the
discussion, it is reasonable to believe that the new explicit knowledge and the related
value became a part of their value complex. The new value affects how they judge
other issue, and it reflects by the discussion on social issue and how they analyze,
synthesis other knowledge.
The virtual community provides a space for knowledge development and
creation outside the school area, without textbooks and notes, participants learnt by
discussing the issue with different people. Besides of the explicit knowledge, the
participants also learn communication skills and the ability in analyzing a real live
problems, these are hardly learn in a book and no one can exactly tell how to do. The
discussion shows the participants’ concern on school development and they take the
school as their ‘second home’, it makes a closer relationship among participants too.
However, there are some limitations on this study for further research. Since
the issue took place in a school with religious background, it was predicted that
members with same religious belief would be active in expressing their opposition
as it against to what they believed. This might lead to a slant on opinion, and for
those who did not agree might leave the discussion, or keep silent due to peer
pressure. This may explain the large gap between the number of review and number
of relies.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the experience of Pui Ching reflected how the e-Community – a
school based forum, in helping the students to build kinds of knowledge and step to
higher-order thinking. Dynamic discussion and interaction between members and
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non-members helps in creating new knowledge, and new ideas can be collected and
integrated from past experiences of the organization and the outsiders. Besides, the
forum also helps in breaking down the boundaries between parties, as well as time
and space. The discussion allows people from different countries come together and
exchanges their views whenever they like. In the case of Pui Ching, we can see that
the discussion also breaks down the boundary of identity: teacher, students and
parents join together and seek the best solution of the issue, throughout the processes
of interaction, they learnt from each other and create new concept, knowledge, and
school practice.
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Chapter 10
e-Community &
Academic Performance on Subjects
Introduction
How information technology (IT) can help student in learning remains a topic
for discussion. Educators seek the best use of the IT tools to enhance learning
effectiveness, and they analyzed how the use of IT can help students to achieve
better academic performance. The online forum, as a space for public discussion in
the virtual world, is suggested to be a new tool for learning. Through the
asynchronous communication among participants, the horizontal, vertical,
geographical, and external boundaries can be broken and the transformation of
knowledge occurred. Some studies found students fostered to higher-order thinking
when they took part in the discussion (Yip, Cheung & Sze, 2004; Puntambebar,
2006), but some found that the impact of forum on learning remains a question mark
since there are too many factors affecting learning effectiveness and academic
performance of students, it is difficult to measure the impact of a single factor.
Hanushek (1979) suggested the educational production function to analyze
school effectiveness from economic point of view. In the model, students’ academic
performance at a specific period of time is viewed as the outcome of learning
activities, and it is affected by several inputs including family, peer, school, and the
innate abilities of the student within the time period. However, the existing inputs in
the production function may not perfectly explain the relations between factors and
outcome since globalization and technological advances changed the world on
different aspects, for example how people communicate and learn, and therefore,
new factors should be added and tested to see if they are significant in affecting
academic performance, especially on the use of information technology tools and
student’s learning.
In order to have a better understanding on how the variables impact on
academic performance of students, a research study has been conducted in Pui
Ching Middle School (Pui Ching). Variables, including the participation of the
school forum, are analyzed to see the impacts on students’ academic performances in
different subjects and in general.
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Educational Production Function
Measuring educational performance and understanding its determinants are
important for designing school policies (Hanushek, 1979). The first, and perhaps
still the most influential, study on educational performance and determinants was the
Equality of Education Opportunity, or the “Coloman Report” (1964), which
surveyed information for over half a million students and more than three thousand
schools on the relationship between school inputs and student achievement, and its
determinants (Hanushek, 1987). The input-output analysis in the Coleman Report
clearly reflected the direct policy importance of analysis. Such information was
critical not only to “school management,” but also to such diverse policy issues as
school integration, accountability in school, and the finance of elementary and
secondary schools.
As economists entered this area, the relationships estimated become known as
“educational production functions” instead of simply input-output analysis. This was
more than a semantic change, but special connotations that after the interpretation of
the result. Studies in educational production functions were generally statistical
analyses relating observed student outcomes to characteristics of the students, their
families, and other students in the school, as well as characteristics of schools
(Hanushek, 1979). In most cases, various standardized test scores measure student
learning outcomes, some studies also analyzed attitudes, college continuation, and
attendance patterns. Divergences or even contradictory results are found among
these studies since the differences in actual measured inputs, level of aggregation of
both dependent and interdependent variables, as well as the precise statistical
methods.
The vast majority of production function studies measure output by
standardized achievement test scores, but some also considered other measures, for
example student attitudes, attendance rates and college continuation or dropout rates
(Hanushek, 1979). There was no one single statement in the Coleman Report
underlies the conceptual model of the educational production function, a generally
acceptable equation is suggested (Hanushek, 1972):
(1)

Ait = f (Bi(t), P i(t), S i(t), Ii )

where, for the ith student, Ait = achievement at time t, Bi(t)= vector of family
background influences cumulative to time t, Pi(t) = vector of influences of peers
cumulative to time t, Si(t) = vector of school inputs cumulative to time t, Ii = vector of
innate abilities.
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As suggested by Hanushek (1979), it is uneasy to quarrel with this specification,
only when more detail about the definition and measurement of variables and the
form of the functional relationship are introduced. There are three important points
on this equation, first is that the inputs are relevant to the individual student; second,
is that the educational production relationship is in cumulative, which means that the
inputs have some lasting effect even the value in explaining output may diminish
with more distant input; and finally, without fairly strong assumption about the time
paths of adjustment to change, the data requirements tend to be large.
Regarding to the problem of time and data requirements, an alternative version
of educational production model, which called ‘value-added’ is suggested, a special
time period is measure from t to t*, is added and consider the change in achievement
between t and t* as in equation:
(2)

Ait = f (Bi(t-t*), P i(t-t*t), S i(t-t*), Ii, Ait* )

This formulation apparently lessens the data requirements but it also at expense of
some additional assumptions about the relationship.
By integrating the equation of past studies, the education production function
could be expressed as follow:
(3)

Ait = g (Fi(t), Si(t), Pi(t), Oi(t), Ii(t) )

Where i is the i-th student and measure to time t. Ait refers to educational output at
time, Fi(t) for student’s family background, Si(t) for student’s school input, and Pi(t) for
peer characteristics, and Oi(t) for inputs of outside community, and finally Ii(t) refers
to the initial endowment of the student.
Measurement of Output
Various standardized test scores measure student outcomes, but other measures
like attitudes, college continuation, and attendance patterns have also been analyzed.
Although there is criticism on the problem of external validation, the result of
standardized achievement test is being used in most studies (Levin, 1974). Some
other examinations were used too, for example the Math achievement, educational
aspirations, intelligent tests (IQ test), and locus of control. According to Bridge,
Judd & Moock (1979), over twenty researches used the standardized achievement
tests in measuring student’s academic achievement; eleven of them use math
achievement, and six for educational aspirations.
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While standard production theory concentrates on varying quantities of a
homogeneous output, this is not easily translated into an educational equivalent. It is
because education is a service that transforms mixed quantities of inputs into
individuals with different quality attributes (Hanushek, 1979). As the educational
studies rightfully concentrate on “quality” different, the ordinal ranking in terms of
cognitive test scores does not imply that such measure is appropriated.
Inputs to the Production
Studies included under the rubric educational production functions are
generally statistical analyses relating observed student outcomes to characteristics of
the students, their families, and other students in the school, as well as the
characteristics of schools. Hanushek (1972, 1979) suggested students’ achievement
at time is affected by several inputs like family background, peers influences, school,
and students’ innate abilities should also taken into account. Many educational
inputs, such as family, cannot be measured directly but using the proxy with other
observable attributes, like socioeconomic background of the family.
In the ‘The Equality of Educational opportunity Report’ of Coleman (1966), the
inputs of education were divided into five: student, family background, peers group,
teachers and schools. Bridge, Judd & Moock (1979) reviewed the report of Coleman
and filled in the details of each input. The inputs of ‘student’ included gender,
pre-school learning experience, age, affection, and school attendance. For ‘family’
inputs, the size, parent’s education, occupation, family income, accommodation,
family possessions, and family education environment were included. For ‘peer
group’ inputs, social status, race, and peer turnover were suggested. For ‘teachers’
inputs, the education of teachers, teaching experiences, ability of teachers on
language and personal characteristics, and etc were added. Finally for ‘schools’
inputs, it includes school facilities, size of the class, salary of teachers, library and
related resources, and etc.
The results of past researches on educational production function varied, for
example Lazear (2001) found no significant effect on class size and educational
attainment but Krueger (1999) found the opposite, and the inputs of ‘teachers’ had
little effect on academic performance.

Online Learning & Academic Performance
The impact of the Internet on education becomes an important issue to the
educators recently. As Computer-Mediated-Communication (CMC) becomes
popular to youth and early adults, it is not just communication channels but a newly
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developed learning channel. Quite a lot of researches investigated how, and if, the
online learning was effective, and many studies have been concluded to explore the
effectiveness of web-based distance learning or asynchronous learning (Alavi &
Vogel, 1997; Webster & Hackley, 1997). Most of them found the learning outcomes
of online learning were as effective as, or even better than, the traditional
face-to-face learning (Motiwalla & Tello, 2001; Wilson & Whitelock, 1998;
Yakimovicz & Murphy, 1995; Hiltz & Turoff, 2002). Studies demonstrated that
asynchronous online interaction might provide learners flexibility, stimulate more
innovative ideas, and facilitate learning. Dietz-Uhler & Bishop-Clark (2001) found
face-to-face discussions with using CMC were perceived to be more enjoyable and
included a greater diversity of perspectives. However, the result was not conclusive
since some researches found the opposite or vary. Kubey, Lavin & Barrows (2001)
found heavier recreational use of the Internet was highly correlated with impaired
academic performance, while Internet dependency and impaired academic
performance were both associated with greater use of all Internet application,
particularly with much greater use of synchronous communication like chatrooms
and MUDs, as opposed to asynchronous applications such as e-mail and newsgroup.
Online discussions can be done in a forum, and the forum can be a community
for social interaction. Hammond (2000) argued that there is a particular educational
value on online discussions. Better and longer solutions were found in an
asynchronous network environment (Benbunan-Fich & Hiltz, 1999), online
interactions were found related to the scores on written assignment but the
relationship with final grades was insignificant (Picciano, 2002).
It is suggested that the effects of online discussion on learning effectiveness
was from the collaborative process of human social interaction. On the online forum,
learners actively constructed knowledge by formulating ideas into words, and these
ideas were built on reactions and responses of others, learning was not just active
but interactive (Hiltz & Turoff, 2002). Interpersonal interaction is one of the most
important elements or processes of learning, and therefore analyzing the effects of
social network on performance is important. Guldner & Stone-Winestock (1995)
found social network might increase the student’s learning satisfaction and academic
performance. This idea is applied to the online community, the interaction on the
forum increases learners learning satisfaction, the affective use of a cyber learning
community promotes cognitive knowledge development.
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Research Questions
The use of forum is getting more and more popular among youngsters and it is
suggested by pervious researches that asynchronous communication helps students
in knowledge development, but some studies found different result. This paper, as a
beginning step, tried to study the impacts of variables on academic performances in
different subjects and in general with using the conceptual model of educational
production function.
Based on the pervious literature, the following questions are proposed:
RQ1) if, and how do the variables may impact student’s academic
performance?
a) how does the participation on different types of discussion may impact
academic performance?
b) how does the participation of the sub-forum(s) in academic discussion
may impact academic performance?
c) how does the participation of the sub-forum(s) in the academic
discussion related to the performance on the subject?
d) what is the relation between variables?
The details of measurements will be presented in methods.

Methodology
In this study, we were going to explore the predictors of academic achievement
with using the concept of educational production function, and a regression model is
suggested.
The Model
In the conceptual model of the equation, there were four inputs in predicting
academic achievement of the students, and time control was added in the
value-added model. The examination result of the students would be the independent
variable in the regression model. This study modified from the conceptual model of
Hanushek (1979) and variables of computer uses and participation of forum are
added:
Ai(t) = f (Fi(t), Si(t), Pi(t), Ii)
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where Ai(t) is the weighted average examination result of the i-th student within t
period of time, Fi(t) is vector of family background to time, Si(t) is the vector of
school factors to time, Pi(t) is the participation of the e-community to time, and Ii is
the vector of innate abilities of the student. Referred to the categorization of the
Coleman report and the study of Bridge, Judd & Moock (1979), variables would be
put into different categories for study.
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There are eight independent variables in the regression model and categorized
as five inputs.
Participants
In this study, all participants were students of Pui Ching. However, not all of
them were included. Since the primary six score was used as initial endowment, and
therefore students who did not graduated from Pui Ching Primary School would not
be used as sample. For those who dropped out or turned in during the study period
would not be included too since a lack of full-set information. Moreover, for
students who did not filled in the questionnaire, or filled in with incomplete
information would also be excluded.
Method
A survey with questionnaire was used in collecting information for several
variables, which included: family income, parent’s education level, and computer
uses in school, as well as at home. For information on gender, stream, and academic
performance, as they were provided by the school, no survey is needed. The forum
administrators provided detail information on the students’ participation of the
forum and therefore direct data collection is available. In this study, the Mathematics
performance of student at P.6 is used as initial endorsement in measuring the
learning output of students and it is because ability on Mathematics can reflect the
general ability of the student.
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Measurements
Since the information on gender, stream, and academic performance are
recorded in the schools’ system, all these information can be collected directly. For
family income, parent’s education, and computer uses, online survey is used in
collecting the required information. For family income, it ranged from below $4,000
to above $40,000 per month (1= Below $4000; 2=$4000-$5999; 3= $6000-$7999;
4= $8000-$9999; 5= $10000-$14999; 6= $15000-$19999; 7= $20000-$29999; 8=
$30000-$ 39999; 9= Over $40000). The highest level of education of the parent is
taken as the measure in parent’s education, options from uncultivated to
post-graduate (1= Uncultivated; 2= Primary; 3= Secondary F.1-5; 4= High school &
collage; 5= University or post-graduate). For computer uses, it examined the time
student spent on using computer, ranged from nil to over 3 hours (1= Nil; 2= Less
than one hour per day; 3= One to Two hours per day; 4= Two to Three hours per day,
and 5= Over three hours per day).
The participation of students on the forum is counted from the message they
posted in 2003 to 2005. An average number is used. For those who averagely left
one message per day will be identified as active user (coded with 4), and those who
averagely left one message per week will be identified as normal user (coded with 3),
and for others who average left a message per month would be identified as inactive
user (coded with 2), and for those who left less than one message per month, would
be identified as user (coded with 1), for those who do not left any message will be
coded with 0.
In order to study if discussions with different topic types would impact
academic performance of the students, the sub-forums in the forum are divided into
four types as follow:
Table 10.1 Categorization of sub-forums
Types

I

II

III

IV

Name

The Main Gate of

Academic

Classes, Houses, and

Others

Pui Ching
Contents

Societies

Important school

Academic

Discussion on classes,

issues

discussion

houses, and societies entertainment,

according to
subjects
Notes:
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For stream and gender, coding is needed for data interpretation: the code 1
referred to Art students and 2 for Science students; 1 for male, and 2 for female on
gender.
Data Analysis
Statistic computer software SPSS package is used. A regression test on all
variables was done with Stepwise, and the relationship among variables was under
the correlation tests.

Results
Participants
Totally, there were 180 samples in this study. All of them were students of Pui
Ching Middle School and graduated from Pui Ching Primary School, intake of 2003.
Academic Performance
RQ1) if, and how do the variables may impact students’ academic performance?
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Table 10.2 Academic Performance

Time
Participation

Time

Mathematics spend on spend on

of forum in

Parent’s

performance computer computer education Family

general

Gender

Stream

at P.6

at home

in school

level

income

Chinese

.194**

.347***

.135

.357***

-.045

.053

.023

.046

English

.167*

.306***

.184**

.292***

-.056

.028

.163*

-.002

Mathematics

.013

.026

.422***

.490***

-.034

.065

.026

-.100

.203***

.170**

.314***

339***

.088

-.073

.066

-.067

Geography

.127

.116

.239***

.368***

-.009

.048

.047

.066

History

.100

.115

.244***

.288***

-.073

.025

.026

.040

Chinese

.121

.021

.187*

.288***

-.107

.060

-.031

-.016

Physics

-.001

-.005

.594***

.299***

-.047

.031

.002

-.049

Chemistry

.077

.109

.575***

.204***

-.031

.014

.010

-.011

Biology

.068

.081

.497***

.254***

.026

.068

-.019

.020

Integrated

.065

.082

.503***

.329***

.004

.030

.036

-.035

.121*

.221***

.368***

.418***

-.040

.028

.059

-.015

Computer
Studies

History

Science
All

Notes: *** at p ≤ .001, ** at p ≤ .01, and * at p ≤ .05.

Among eight variables in the model, only four of them are found significant to
academic performance. In general, performance on Mathematics is found most
significant in influencing students’ academic performance (β = .418, p < .001, ΔR2
= .258), this result agreed with the assumption that student’s academic performance
can be closely related to the past score. Followed by stream (β = .368, p < .001,
ΔR2 = .111) and gender (β = .221, p < .001, ΔR2 = .044), both of them are found
significant in predicting academic performance in this study. A positive beta
reflected that science students and female students tended to have better academic
performance in average.
Participation of the forum (β = .121, p < .05, ΔR2 = .014) is found as a
significant variable that influence academic performance, but the power is weaker
than the formers. Family incomes, parent’s education, computer use in school and at
home, are found insignificant to academic performance in this study.
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Performance on Subjects
On subjects, Mathematics performance at P.6, stream, gender, general
participation of forum, and parent’s education level are found significant to
academic performance in different extent. For Chinese, the performance of
mathematics at P.6, gender, and forum participation are found significant to
academic performance. Maths score in P.6 is the strongest one with β = .357, p
< .001, ΔR2 = .106, and gender with β = .347, p < .001, ΔR2 = .108. The
participation of forum is less significant than Maths score in P.6 and gender, with β
= .194, p < .05, ΔR2 = .037.
More variables are found significant to English performance in examination.
Performance of Maths (β = .292, p < .001, ΔR2 = .107) and gender (β = .306, p
< .001, ΔR2 = .080) remain the highest two in affecting academic performance,
followed by stream (β = .184, p < .05, ΔR2 = .048) and participation of forum (β
= .167, p < .05, ΔR2 = .030). Parent’s education level is also found significant to
English score in this study, with β = .163, p < .05, ΔR2 = .025. It reflected that the
highest the education the parent is, the higher mark of the student in English
obtained.
Only two variables found significant to performance of Mathematics. Maths
score at P.6, again, is highly significant (β = .490, p < .001, ΔR2 = .308), it reflects
that student’s performance on Maths in examination influences their performance in
P.6. Stream is another variable affecting Maths performance (β = .422, p < .001,
ΔR2 = .162), it means that the performance on Maths is also affected by the stream,
science students tends to obtain better result on Maths.
For computer, it is found the time that students spend on computer not really
affected their academic performance on this subject, rather, performance on Maths at
P.6, stream, participation of the forum, and gender are found significant to academic
performance of computer. Maths score remains the strongest predictor among four,
with β = .339, p < .001, ΔR2 = .183, and stream with β = .314, p < .001, ΔR2
= .089. Participation of the forum (β = .203, p = .001, ΔR2 = .036) and gender (β
= .170, p < .005, ΔR2 = .028) are less significant.
Academic performance on Geography, History, and Chinese History are
significantly influenced by performance of Maths at P.6 and stream. With β = .368,
p < .001, ΔR2 = .193 and β = .239, p = .001, ΔR2 = .052 respectively on
Geography. History with β = .288, p < .001, ΔR2 = .130 in performance of Maths
at P.6 and β = .244, p = .001, ΔR2 = .054 on stream, which means that science
students tend to performed better in this subject. For Chinese History, with β = .288,
p < .001, ΔR2 = .118 for performance of Maths at P.6, and β = .187, p < .05, ΔR2
= .032 for stream.
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Stream and the Maths performance at P.6 are found significant to academic
performance on integrated science in S.1 and S.2, as well as Physics, Chemistry, and
Biology in S.3. Stream is found has great impact on integrated science with β
= .503, p < .001, ΔR2 = .361, and Maths score at P.6 with β = .329, p < .001, ΔR2
= .098. For Physics, stream (β = .594, p < .001, ΔR2 = .466) and Maths
performance at P.6 (β = .299, p < .001, ΔR2 = .082) are significant. Chemistry
obtains similar result, with β = .575, p < .001, ΔR2 = .405 in stream, and β = .204,
p = .001, ΔR2 = .038 in Maths performance at P.6. Biology at β = .497, p < .001,
ΔR2 = .328 in stream, and β = .254, p < .001, ΔR2 = .059 in Maths performance at
P.6. Take an average in these science subjects, stream and Maths performance at P.6
remain strong in influencing academic performance, with β = .562, p < .001, ΔR2
= .424, and β = .298, p < .001, ΔR2 = .081 respectively. The result reflects that
academic performance of students is strongly affected by stream and their Maths
performance at P.6, it also clearly points out that science students usually obtain
better result among these subject.
a) how does the participation on different types of discussion may impact
academic performance?
In this study, we tried to divide the sub-forums into four types: type I for
important school issues (The main gate of Pui Ching). Type II for academic
(Subjects), type III for class, house, and societies, and type IV for others
(Entertainments)5.

5

For details please refer to methodology.
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Table 10.3 Participation of Forum in Type I & II & Academic Performance on Subjects

Type I The Main Gate of Pui Ching

Type II Academic Discussion

Chinese

.222***

.256***

English

.143*

.241***

Mathematics

.035

.159**

.241***

.232***

Geography

.132*

.192**

History

.120

.207**

Chinese History

.113

.189**

Physics

.044

.042

Chemistry

.136*

.138*

Biology

.103

.109

Integrated Science

.099

.131*

Computer Studies

Notes: *** at p ≤ .001, ** at p ≤ .01, and * at p ≤ .05.

Student’s participation in type I and II discussion are found significant to
academic performance. The participation of academic discussion (type II) is found
significant (β = .215, p < .001, ΔR2 = .057) but less than performance of Maths at
P.6 (β = .379, p < .001, ΔR2 = .258) and stream (β = .357, p < .001, ΔR2 = .111),
and higher than gender (β = .178, p < .05, ΔR2 = .029). For type I, forum
participation is significant (β = .141, p < .05, ΔR2 = .020) but at the least out of
four. The other three are performance of Maths at P.6 (β = .429, p < .001, ΔR2
= .258), stream (β = .365, p < .001, ΔR2 = .111), and gender (β = .225, p < .001,
ΔR2 = .044). The result reflects that the participation of the forum in discussing
academic topics is strongly affecting general academic performance. However, the
effects of joining type III (β = .031, p > .05), and type IV discussion (β = .078, p
> .05) are weak.
Since it is found that the participation on important school issues (type I) and
academic discussion (type II) are significantly affecting academic performance, they
also significant in predicting the academic performance in single subject.
The participation in discussing school issues is found significant to the
academic performance in Chinese, English, Computer, and Geography.
For Chinese, three variables are found significant: performance of Maths at P.6
(β = .373, p < .001, ΔR2 = .106), gender (β = .353, p < .001, ΔR2 = .108), and the
participation of type I discussion (β = .222, p = .001, ΔR2 = .049). There are five
variables found significant to English academic performance, performance of Maths
at P.6 (β = .305, p < .001, ΔR2 = .107), gender (β = .307, p < .001, ΔR2 = .080),
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stream (β = .185, p < .05, ΔR2 = .048), parent’s education (β = .165, p < .05, ΔR2
= .028), and finally participation of discussion on important school issues (β = .143,
p < .05, ΔR2 = .020). Although participation of the discussion is found significant,
the impact is not as strong as others. For computer studies, the discussion of school
issues is found significant but not very strong. Performance of Maths at P.6 is at the
strongest, with β = .358, p < .001, ΔR2 = .183, followed by stream (β = .308, p
< .001, ΔR2 = .089) and participation of the forum in type school issues (β = .241,
p < .001, ΔR2 = .051), gender is the weakest among four at β = .176, p < .01, ΔR2
= .029). There are three variables found significant in affecting academic
performance of geography, performance of Maths at P.6, again, is the strongest one
with β = .371, p < .001, ΔR2 = .193), and then stream (β = .221, p = .001, ΔR2
= .052), the participation of discussion on important school issues is at third (β
= .132, p < .05, ΔR2 = .017).
The participation of the forum in academic discussion is found significant to all
subjects but with different extent. For Chinese, the participation of the academic
discussion (β = .256, p < .001, ΔR2 = .130), the performance of Maths at P.6 (β
= .311, p < .001, ΔR2 = .062), and gender (β = .293, p < .001, ΔR2 = .082) are
found significant. For English, five variables are found significant to English
academic performance: gender (β = .253, p < .001, ΔR2 = .059), participation of
academic discussion in the forum (β = .241, p < .001, ΔR2 = .124), performance in
Maths at P.6 (β = .249, p < .001, ΔR2 = .065), parent’s education (β = .184, p
< .05, ΔR2 = .044), and stream (β = .170, p < .05, ΔR2 = .025). Mathematics
is
significantly influenced by the performance of Maths at P.6, stream, and the
participation of academic discussion in the forum. The performance of Maths at P.6
is the strongest predictor with β = .459, p < .001, ΔR2 = .380, stream at β = .407,
p < .001, ΔR2 = .162, and the participation of academic discussion at β = .159, p
< .05, ΔR2 = .024.
For computer studies, four variables are found significant. The performance of
Maths at P.6 (β = .294, p < .001, ΔR2 = .183) and stream (β = .298, p < .001, ΔR2
= .089) are found strong impacting academic performance. The participation of
academic discussion affected academic performance at β = .232, p < .001, ΔR2
= .051, and followed by time spent on computer at home (β = .128, p < .05, ΔR2
= .016). For geography, Maths performance at P.6, stream, and the participation of
academic discussion are found significant in to academic performance, with results
at β = .330, p < .001, ΔR2 = .193, β = .221, p = .001, ΔR2 = .052, and β = .192,
p < .05, ΔR2 = .035 respectively. There are three variables found significant in to the
academic performance of history. Performance of Maths at P.6 (β = .247, p = .001,
ΔR2 = .130), stream (β = .224, p < .05, ΔR2 = .054), and the participation of
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academic discussion (β = .207, p < .05, ΔR2 = .040) are significant to History score.
Chinese History is affected by performance of Maths at P.6 (β = .250, p = .001,
ΔR2 = .118), the participation of academic discussion on the forum (β = .189, p
< .05, ΔR2 = .040), and stream (β = .169, p < .05, ΔR2 = .026).
However, it is found that general participation of the academic discussion is
insignificant to academic performance on Physics, Chemistry, and Biology, only
stream (β = .590, p < .001, ΔR2 = .448) and the Maths performance at P.6 (β
= .266, p < .001, ΔR2 = .064) are found significant. An interesting finding is that,
although the participation of the academic discussion is insignificant to the academic
performance on physics, chemistry and biology, it is significant to the performance
of integrated sciences, with β = .131, p < .05, ΔR2 = .016, stream at β = .490, p
< .001, ΔR2 = .361 and the P.6 Maths performance at β = .303, p < .001, ΔR2
= .098.
b) how does the participation of the sub-forums in academic discussion may
impact academic performance of corresponding subject?
The participation on the sub-forum of English, Mathematics, Computer studies,
and Physics are found significant influencing the academic performance of
corresponding subjects.
Table 10.4 Participation on sub-forums & Academic Performance on Corresponding Subject
Forum Participation on
Chinese English Mathematics Computer Geography Physics Chemistry Biology
Chinese
English
Mathematics
Computer

.042
.211***
.118*
.123

Geography
Physics
Chemistry
Biology

.122
.214***
.029
.080

Notes: *** at p ≤ .001, ** at p ≤ .01, and * at p ≤ .05.

The academic performance of English is affected by the participation of
English forum at β = .211, p = .001, ΔR2 = .044, with four other variables:
performance of Maths at P.6 (β = .266, p < .001, ΔR2 = .107), gender (β = .268, p
< .001, ΔR2 = .080), stream (β = .193, p < .05, ΔR2 = .048), and education of
parent (β = .168, p < .05, ΔR2 = .027).
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For Mathematics, it is affected by performance of Maths at P.6 (β = .475, p
< .001, ΔR2 = .380), stream (β = .404, p < .001, ΔR2 = .162), and the participation
of Mathematics Forum (β = .118, p < .05, ΔR2 = .013).
Performance on computer studies is influenced by P.6 Maths performance,
stream, and gender. Maths performance at P.6 remains the strongest in power with
β = .351, p < .001, ΔR2 = .183, stream with β = .338, p < .001, ΔR2 = .089,
gender with β = .157, p < .05, ΔR2 = .024.
For Physics, the influences of stream was great at β = .563, p < .001, ΔR2
= .466, followed by P.6 Maths performance β = .298, p < .001, ΔR2 = .082, and the
participation of the Physics forum at β = .214, p = .001, ΔR2 = .045.
c) how the participation of the sub-forum in the academic discussion related to the
performance on the subject?
The participation of English forum is found correlated to the academic
performance of Chinese (r = .333, p < .001), English (r = .300, p < .001), Maths (r
= .264, p < .001), Computer (r = .256, p = .001), Geography (r = .278, p < .001),
History (r = .280, p < .001), Chinese History (r = .288, p < .001), and Physics (r
= .151, p < .05), Chemistry (r = .213, p < .01), as well as Biology (r = .162, p < .05)
and Integrated Science (r = .219, p < .05). The participation of Maths forum is found
correlated to performance on Maths (r = .278, p < .001), Computer (r = .234, p
< .05), and Physics (r = .330, p < .001), Chemistry (r = .235, p < .05), and Biology
(r = .215, p < .05), and Integrated Science (r = .259, p < .001). For Computer, it is
correlated to participation of Computer forum (r = .180, p < .05).

Table 11.5 Correlation Between Participation of Sub-forums and Academic Performance
Participation on Forum
Chinese English

Maths

Computer Physics Chemistry Biology Geography Project

Chinese

.333***

.247***

English

.300***

.170*

.270***

Mathematics

.264***

.278***

.227**

.186*

Computer

.256***

.234**

Geography

.278***

.271***

.267***

History

.280***

.205**

.268***

Chinese History

.288***

.219**

.212**

Integrated Science

.219**

.259***

.279***

.260***

Physics

.151*

.330***

.310***

Chemistry

.213**

.235*

.246***
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.244***

.159*

.203**

.161*

.262***

.250**

.155*
.275***
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Biology

.162*

.215*

.236***

.249**

Notes: *** at p ≤ .001, ** at p ≤ .01, and * at p ≤ .05.

Chinese (r = .247, p = .001), English (r = 170, p < .05), Maths (r = .227, p
< .05), Computer (r = .244, p = .001), Geography (r = .271, p = .001), History (r
= .205, p < .05), Chinese History (r = .219, p < .05), Physics itself (r = .310, p
< .001), Chemistry (r = .246, p = .001), Biology (r = .236, p = .001), and Integrated
Science (r = .279, p < .001) are found correlating to the participation of Physics
forum. Geography is correlated to the performance of Chinese (r = .159, p < .05),
Computer (r = .203, p < .01) and Physics (r = .116, p < .05). The participation of
Biology and Religious forum is found uncorrelated with academic performance to
all subjects.
However, it is found that student’s performance on some subjects is correlated
to their participation on the sub-forum of special topics research project. Chinese (r
= .262, p < .001), English (r = .270, p < .001), Computer (r = .250, p = .001),
Geography (r = .267, p < .001), History (r = .268, p < .001), Physics (r = .155, p
< .05), Chemistry (r = .275, p < .001), Biology (r = .249, p = .001), and Integrated
Science (r = .260, p < .001) are found correlated.
d) what is the relation between variables?
Family income is found significant in relating parent’s education (r = .430, p
< .001) and students’ time spend on computer at home (r = .181, p < .05). Stream is
correlated to student’s performance of Maths at P.6 (r = .298, p < .001) and parent’s
education level (r = .158, p < .05), but a negative correlation is found with gender (r
= -.185, p < .05). Gender is found correlated to performance of Maths at P.6 and
stream, both of them are negatively correlated with r = -.149, p < .05, and r = -.185,
p < .05. Student’s time spend on computer in school is found unrelated to any
variable.

Discussions
In this study, we examined if, and how participation of school forum, gender,
stream, Mathematics achievement at P.6, time spent on computer at home, time
spent on computer in school, parent’s education, and family income influenced
students’ academic performance, the educational production function is used.
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Educational Inputs & Output
For long time, educators tried to find out the factors affecting academic
performance. However, it is a fact that academic performance is decided by lots of
factors, no single one factor is the only factor for learning outcome. Technological
advances brought new factors to learning, new learning tools, and new learning
methods are used in education.
In this study, only four variables are found significant in affecting students’
academic performance. From the result of the study, it is found that students’ past
academic record and stream have strong impacts on student’s academic performance.
This result seems agreeing the assumption that past academic record of the student is
closely relating to, or even predicting, students’ future academic achievement. The
finding reflects students’ academic performance is affected by their innate abilities
and past academic records, for those who get better academic result in primary
school usually perform better in their junior secondary learning.
In this study, stream and gender are found significant to academic performance.
Students who choose to study science stream tend to have better academic
performance in junior study, and female students also obtain better scores in junior
study. In Hong Kong, people tend to have the perception that science students are in
advantage when finding jobs and have better future, and this attracts more parents
and students with better academic performance in junior study choose to study
science stream in high school. This may be one of the reasons in explaining why
stream is a variable that impact academic performance.
Gender is found as a factor significant to academic performance. In this study,
female students tend to have better academic performance. This is because the
output measure in this study is mainly composed the academic performance of
students in junior secondary years, and it is found that female students are usually in
advantage in primary and early secondary study since they have better
concentration.
Participation of the forum influenced students’ academic performance, however,
the effect is not as strong as the pervious. The general participation of the forum has
significant effects on the academic performance of Chinese, English and Computer.
Since the forum is a text-based one, the participants are required to have better
language ability so that they can express what they think clearly, and by joining the
discussion in the forum, it helps them to seek improvement on verbal expression,
and this may be one of the reasons on why the academic performance of Chinese
and English are affected by the general participation of the forum. The general
participation of the forum and the academic discussion on computer studies
sub-forum influenced academic performance in general and in corresponding subject.
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Since the forum is an online platform and communication channel, it attracts
students who are interested in computer to stay, and as they are interested in
computer, it is reasonable for them to take part in the forum and obtain better result
in exam.
Out of the expectation, time spent on computer has no effect on the
participation of forum, or the academic performance of computer studies. Parent’s
education and family income are insignificant to academic performance that reflects
that students’ academic achievements are not determined by these factors.
Forum Participation & Subjects’ Academic Performance
One of the objectives in this study is to see if the participation of the school
forum can be a significant factor in affecting academic performance, and we found
that it is significant to academic performance but in less power.
The topic of discussion is important. Academic discussion is found strongly
influencing student’s performance. It significantly affects the result of Chinese,
English, Mathematics, Computer Studies, Geography, History, Chinese History,
Chemistry, and Integrated Sciences. However, it has insignificant influence on
Physics and Biology. Other types of discussion, like extra curricular activities, and
entertainment, are unlikely to influence academic performance.
It is reasonable that students take part in the academic discussion obtain better
result in the examination since they get more information and knowledge on
corresponding subjects than other student who do not join. The more the students
join the discussion, the better score in general will be.
However, the participation of the forum in particular subject is not always a
significant variable that impact academic performance on that subject. In our
findings, only the participation of English, Mathematics, Computer, and Physics
forum are significantly influencing the academic performance on corresponding
subjects. The influences of the forum are particularly strong on English and Physics,
The vary result on different subjects can be explained from several aspects, for
example the communication climate in each sub-forum, the characteristics of
participants, the natures of the subject, etc. Further studies are needed for finding out
the reason behind.
A correlation study has been conducted on participation of the sub-forum in
different subjects and the academic performance on subjects. Interestingly, it is
found that the participation on English forum and Physics forum are significantly
correlated with the academic performance on most subjects, whatever on language,
mathematics, sciences, or social & humanities like geography and Chinese History.
The results clearly reflect the correlation between English ability and academic
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performance, students with higher English standard obtain better performance in
examinations, and this is not only to a single subject. It is also found that students
who are active in taking part the discussion in Physics forum tend to have better
academic performance in general. In fact, it is reasonable that the participation of
Physics forum correlated to the academic performance on Sciences stream as it
contains some characteristics of Mathematics, what surprised us is the significant
correlation between the participation and the academic performance on Chinese
Language, Geography, History, and even Chinese History, which are insignificant to
the participation of Mathematics forum.
There is a sub-forum for students to discuss the project work, and it is found
that the participation of the discussion correlated to the academic performance on
several subjects, including Chinese, English, Computer, Geography, History,
Integrated Sciences, Physics, Chemistry, and Biology. The findings showed the
correlation between project work and academic performance in general, however, if
the project work on single subject correlated to students’ performance on
corresponding subject remains a question for explore.
Demographics
For long time demographics are suggested as factors that affecting academic
performance. In this study, we found that variables on demographics are
insignificant to academic performance in most case, but English is an exception. It
found that parent’s education level has positive impact on students’ English
performance. A positive correlation is found on stream, performance of Maths at P.6,
and parent’s education level, it may reflect the situation that students with higher
education parents obtain better academic performance in junior studies, and their
parents tend to encourage them to take Science stream in high school.
Limitations
There are some limitations and recommendations for future study. As a
beginning step, only 180 samples are studied, a larger population should be applied
in future studies. This is not only an increase in number of sample but to collect the
data from students in different grades so that a comparison can be made. Number of
message posted on the forum is used in measuring participation in this study,
however, students may still learn from observing the discussion of others. The
differences on learning outputs between active participants and the observers should
also be studied. Moreover, the participation of teachers in the forum is excluded in
this study due to the lack of information, however, as some studies suggested the
participation of teachers motivated students to learn, and the effects of teacher’s,
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parents, and peers participation of the forum should be tested. This study analyzed
the impact of participation in forum of Pui Ching and academic performance,
however, it should be noted that forum design might affect the result, since there is
no sub-forums on subjects History and Chinese History, the impact of forum
participation might only partially explain the situation. The participation rates of
some sub-forums, like English and Computer, are high over time, but some
sub-forums are relatively inactive. In fact, different subjects have different natures
and characteristics, and the participation of the forum is not the single reason in
explaining students’ academic performance.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study provides an understanding on how factors may impact
students’ academic performance on different subjects. Forum can be used as a
supplement of learning, but it can hardly replace the formal learning in classroom
since academic performance is determined and varied by lots of factors.
Technological advances provide new learning channels to learners, but not all of
them have positive impact on learning, and the structure and design of the new
learning tools are important too. In this study, we found the participation of school
forum has positive impact on academic performance, whatever in general or on
different subjects. Although the impact is not very strong, it reflects the potential of
developing the forum as a new learning tool to learners. Further studies on the
relationships between subject nature, participants, environment, communication
climate, participation of forum and academic performances are suggested.
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Chapter 11
Advancing in Academic Achievement:
A ValueValue-added and trend study
Introduction
It is a puzzle for long time that if new technologies really help in enhancing
learning effectiveness. Although schools invested a lot in developing new learning
space with technologies, it seems that there is a lack of theological support on the
impact of IT on learning effectiveness. In fact, it is not easy to measure the impact
of a single factor in learning since it is affected by lots of factors like personal
characteristics, family, school, etc. However, it would be both interesting and
necessary for the educators to have a better understanding on the effects of new
technologies on learning as noted by past research "many innovations in education
have come and gone without fulfilling the promised impact on student learning"
(North Central Regional Educational Laboratory, 1998, as cited in Yip, Cheung &
Sze, 2004), and when academic achievement remains to be a measure valued by
educators and school administrators (Yip, Chenug & Sze, 2004).
It is generally believed by educators that examination result may fail to reflect
a full picture of students' development, however, as Researchers of the Center for
Children & Technology (1998) suggested, it is "by no mean a perfect measure of
students' learning", and they are the "bottom-line measure" widely used by schools
and the indicator in evaluating scholastic achievement of students. The HKCEE,
which is a public examination administered by the Hong Kong Examination &
Assessment Authority (HKEA), is used as an indicator for students' academic
achievement for first five years of secondary education. The examination system is
imperfect but sad to say it stills the basic requirement for further education and for
job finding in Hong Kong.
This research attempted to present how the secondary five students in Pui
Ching would perform in the Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination
(HKCEE). The school started to develop IT in education and adopted
learner-centered learning in late 90’s, and a three-year study has been conducted in
2003. This one, followed by the previous, will analyze data from 2000 to 2007.
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The Measurement
Two kinds of mathematical measurement would be used in the analysis. For
the value-added study, the multi-regression model from Education Bureau
(Education and Manpower Bureau, EMB before 1st July, 2007) will be applied.
For the trend study, a moving average of every three-year examination result is
considered. The HKCEE result of Pui Ching students will be the data for analysis.
According to Education Bureau (2003), the academic subjects are categorized
into eight learning areas regarding to their features (Table 11.1). In this study,
Chinese Language Education includes both Chinese Language and Chinese
Literature; English Language Education refers to English; Mathematics Education
includes Mathematics and Additional Mathematics. Chinese History, Economics,
Geography, and History are in the learning area of Personal, Social and
Humanities Education. Biology, Chemistry and Physics are in Science Education
whereas Computer Studies are in the area of Technology Education. Physical
Education (PE) includes Physical Education and Arts Education includes Art.
Ceramics and Music would be excluded in this study due to the absence of data of
Pui Ching.
Table 11.1 Academic subjects defined in eight key learning areas

Learning areas

Subject included

Chinese Language Education

Chinese Language
Chinese Literature

English Language Education

English Language

Mathematics Education

Additional Mathematics
Mathematics

Personal, Social and Humanities

Chinese History

Education

Economics
Geography
History

Science Education

Biology
Chemistry
Physics

Technology Education

Computer Studies

Arts Education

Art
Ceramics
Music
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Physical Education

Physical Education

Notes: From Education Bureau (2003)

Value-added study
The value-added measurement in the School Value Added Information System
(SAVIS) is conducted by the Education Bureau to present the extent to which the
school added value to the academic progress of its students, and the relative
performance of individuals in terms of expected attainment. The mechanism of the
system is based on the strong assumption that students perform similarly at the end
of a five-year secondary study, and their result in HKCEE can be predicted from
the score of the Academic Ability Index (AAI) taken before they entering
secondary school. Therefore, a multi-level regression model was developed for the
complicated interrelationships among the factors affecting students’ performance,
and provided value-added estimates and confidence intervals. With the formulas
provided by the EMB (2003), the value-added analysis evolves from (1) a simple
regression model and (2) a predicted score measurement:
yi = b0 + b1xi + ei ………….(1)
where i is the i-th student; yi is the independent variable (examination score in this
test); xi is the dependent variable (performance on AAI in this test); b0 is the
intercept of regression line and vertical axis; b1 is the slope; ei is the residual of i-th
student’s actual and predicted score.
Yi = b0 + b1xi……………….(2)
where Yi is the predicted examination score for i-th student.
The multi-level model is then resulted in yij = b0 + b1xij + (uj + eij), which uj is
critical in showing the statistics in school level instead of individual student in his
own school. This formula indicates the difference between the actual intercept of
j-th school and the overall mean value.
In SVAIS, estimates of value-added are obtained from the difference between a
statistically predicted attainment of AAI and an actual attainment of HKCEE. If the
residual is above zero, it means as above average value-added. When the score is
zero, it means the school achieved exactly the same as expected, and there is no
value-added of the student. A negative score means a below average value-added.
Besides comparing to others, schools are then advocated to use their own data in
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knowing the relative achievement of students in different classes, cohorts and
subjects.
Academic subjects are grouped into eight key learning areas and six of them
would be applied in this study (Arts and Physical Education are excluded). The
range of estimates (-10 to 10) is transferred to a stanine which is a standardized
score ranging from 1 to 9 and with mean at 5. As 5 is an expected value, a school
score below 5 would be identified as below performed, and for those who obtain
higher than 5 would mean the school performed higher than expected. If a school
obtains 5, it would mean it act as predicted and expected.

Trend Analysis
Trend study is a kind of time measurement which identifies the nature of a
phenomenon featured by the sequence of observations, and predicts the future value
of the time series variable (StatSoft, 2003, as cited in Yip, Cheung & Sze, 2004). In
this study, examination score will be used as future value for prediction. A moving
average is adopted so as to reduce the fluctuation caused by different variables that
affecting student’s performance at different points of time. Each single point along
the curve is the average of every three-year HKCEE since 2003. Altogether there
were five examination years: 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, and 2007. The average result
of HKCEE is used to reflect the trends of the credit rate (A-C) and pass rate (A-E) of
six learning areas, when there is only one subject in the learning area, the formula
for research will be:
Year 1 A-C/E% Obtained + Year 1 A-C/E% Obtained + Year 1 A-C/E% Obtained
3

An average of a

=

3-year moving

If there is more than one single subject in the learning area, an average
percentage of different subjects will be found before the application of above
formula. The statistical result reflects the general patterns of how the student in a
school performed academically and relatively in the HKCEE, other factors remain
constant. However, the result of the study cannot be used in explaining why a school
attained better or worse than any other point of time.
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Method
A moving average stanine and average percentage of student with credit and
pass will be used in this study, and a comparison between Pui Ching students’ and
the result of all Hong Kong candidates in the same HKCEE (presented as “all
school” in the analysis) will be shown too. This study aimed in assessing the
academic performance of Pui Ching’s students after employing I.T. in education, the
statistical result showed in this study simply reflect the general pattern of students in
Pui Ching performed in the public examination.

Results & Discussions
Based on the eight key learning areas suggested by the EDB (2003), the
investigation on both value-added and trend would be bone according to the learning
areas that the single subject belongs to.
Chinese Language Education
In the area of Chinese Language
Education, Chinese Language and

Fig 11.1a Average Stanine on Chinese Language
Education

Average Stanine

Chinese Literature are composed.
The average stanine ranged from 6.5
to 6.83. Since 5 is the mean and it
reflected that the performance of Pui
Ching’s
students
was
above
expectation among years. Although
there was a decrease at the time slot
04-06, the stanine remained at 6.5.
Generally speaking, the performance
of Pui Ching’s student in the learning

2000- 2001- 2002- 2003- 2004- 20052002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Chinese
Language
Education

area of Chinese Language was stable
and always above expectation (Fig.
11.1a). In fact, the stable stanine
meant the performance of Pui
Ching’s students was also stable.
Compared the HKCEE result
in the learning area Chinese

9
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7
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5
4
3
2
1
0
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6.67

6.83
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01-03
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03-05

04-06

05-07

05-07

2.40

-2.34

0

-2.55

2.62

0

Added in
%
Notes:

Language Education of Pui Ching
with the average and all schools in Hong Kong over years, students of Pui Ching
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performed well better than the average, regardless in the grade obtained (Fig 11.1b).
About 40% of students in
Pui Ching got a credit in Chinese
Language subjects, and the
average of ‘all school’ only at

Fig 11.1b The moving Trend of 2003-2007 HKCEE
Chinese Language Education
100
90
80

17-18%, and around 90% of
students passed the examinations
in this learning area when the

70
Percentage
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average of ‘all school’ only at
about 70%.
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20
10
0

English Language Education
There were two syllabuses in
the HKCEE on English Language
before, but an integrated syllabus
is used since the examination year
2007.
The continuous increase of
average stanine reflected a general
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38.11
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improvement of Pui Ching’s
students in the learning area of English Language. The stanine ranged from 3.33 in
the time slot of 00-02 and kept
Fig 11.2a Average Stanine on English Language Education
increasing up to 5.67 at 04-06, and

Average Stanine

remain stable in 05-07 (Fig 11.2a).
The increase was obvious and
great, a 23.1% of value added is
found at the time slot of 02-04 and
03-05, compared the stanine of
00-02 and 05-07, a 70.3%
improvement is shown, it reflected
that students performed much

ValueAdded in %
Notes:
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better in the latter years.
When we look at the moving
trend on English Language
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found in Pui Ching. A regression
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performance was declining

Fig 11.2b The moving Trend of 2003-2007 HKCEE

compared to pervious years,
although there was 3.24% increase
in passing rate. At the time slot of
03-05, the credit rate of Pui Ching
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however, at the time slot of 05-07,
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on English in past few years. The
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also kept rising from 95.1% at
Notes:
03-05 up to 97.1% at 05-07 (Fig
11.2b). There was 56.22% increase in credit rate and 117.09% of increase compared
00-02 and 05-07.
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Mathematics Education
In the learning area of Mathematics Education, two subjects are included:
Mathematics and Additional Mathematics. The stanine of Mathematics changed over
years and ranged from 3.17 at 00-02,and rose to 5 at 03-05, but fell a little bit to 4.5
at 05-07. Improvement is found when comparing the result of 2000 to 2007 (Fig
11.3a). Comparing 00-02 and
01-03 finds a 42% of increase
found, and the stanine was

11.3a Average Stanine on Mathematics Education
9

increasing in 00-02 & 05-07,
although there was a 13.4% drop
in 03-05 and 04-06, it increased
again in 04-06 and 05-07.
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Average Stanine
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Compared 05-07 and 00-02, a
42% of value-added is found.
About 50% of students in Pui

5
4
3
2
1
0

Ching obtained a credit in
Mathematics
subjects
(Mathematics
&
Additional
Mathematics), and it is a great
number when comparing the
average of ‘all schools’ in Hong
Kong. The average credit rate on
Mathematics was about 32%. It

6

2000- 2001- 2002- 2003- 2004- 20052002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Mathematics
Education

ValueAdded in

3.17

4.5

4.67

5

4.33

4.5

00-02 &

01-03 &

02-04 &

03-05 &

04-06 &

00-02 &

01-03

02-04

03-05

04-06

05-07

05-07

42.0

3.78

7.07

-13.4

3.93

42.0

should be also noted that the
%
passing rate on this learning area
Notes:
was very high and it kept stable.
Over 95% of students in Pui Ching passed the examination while the average was
only at 80% (Fig 11.3b). Compared with the result at 00-02 & 05-07, an 8.22%
increase in credit rate is found with 0.10 dropped in passing rate.
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Personal, Social and Humanities Education
Fig 11.3b The moving Trend of 2003-2007 HKCEE
In this learning area, four
Mathematics Education
subjects are contained: Chinese
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and History. Students of Pui Ching
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outstanding (Fig 11.4a). Since the
stanine already at very high level
in this learning area, the
value-added was not so large;
however, the stanine remained
stable.
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Over 45% of students obtained a credit in this learning area. Although there
was a decrease at the time slot 04-06 (43.83%), but it moved up to 45.29% at 05-07.
Fig 11.4b The moving Trend of 2003-2007 HKCEE
The passing rate in this learning area is
Personal, Social & Humanities Education
appreciated too. More than 95% of
students got a pass in the examinations
and this figure is much higher than the
average of ‘all schools’ in Hong Kong,
the result reflected that students of Pui
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Science Education
Physics, Chemistry, and
Biology are included in the
learning area of Science Education.
The average stanine of Pui Ching

Fig 11.5a Average Stanine on Science Education
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30%, it meant that the credit rate
of Pui Ching was more than a
double of the average.
A more notable figure was
the passing rate in the learning

study these subjects got a pass in
the HKCEE, and this result was
outstanding since the average of
passing rate of ‘all school’ was
below 80% (Fig 11.5b).
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level, a slight decrease is acceptable.
Fig 11.6a Average Stanine on Technology Education
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found on credit and passing rate. The credit rate in technology education has
increased 10.08% and the passing rate also increased 1.41%.
Fig 11.7 shows a full
Fig 11.7 The Average Stanine of Six Learning Areas
picture if the average stanines
of six learning areas. By
9
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see that improvement on
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examination in different subjects. As we see, students obtained great improvement in
English. This rising trend was obvious and clear. The credit rate on Science
Education was at highest which about 60% of students got a credit.
Table 11.2 Average Stanine Value-Added Measurement (In %)
Followed
by
Time Slot
Technology
Education, more than 50% of
students obtained a credit in
Computer
Studies
or
Computer & Information
Technology. Performance on
Chinese Language, Personal,
Social & Humanities, and
Mathematics Education were
relatively stable.
By comparing the result
of 00-02 and 05-07, it is
found
that
English,
Mathematics, Science, and
Technology
Education

00-02 &
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02-04 &

03-05 &

04-06 &

00-02 &

01-03

02-04

03-05

04-06

05-07

05-07

2.40

-2.34

0

-2.55

2.62

0

20.1

8.25
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6.38

0

+70.3
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42.0

3.78

7.07

-13.4

3.93

+42.0
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3.33

-5.42
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-5.6

4.77

-3.33

7.36

1.68

4.95

6.29

-4.44

+16.37

14.13

18.77

-5.21

5.5

0

+35.55

Chinese
Language
English
Language

& Humanities
Science
Education
Technology
Education
Notes:

obtained a positive change, it
meant progresses were found on these learning area and students performed better in
the examinations. As we found, learning areas that already obtained high stanine
Table 11.3 Credit & Passing Rate Percentage Changed on HKCEE
might only got a relative
small increase or just
remained stable in the
value-added analysis. In fact,
there is no much room for
improvement
on
these
subjects and a stable stanine
will mean that students in
different examination years
performed as well as the
pervious year.
The improvement in
English is obvious and it is
reflected by a 117.09%
increase in credit rate and
8.84% in passing rate, it
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means that a double in number of students obtain a credit in English. In past few
years, the school spent lots of resources and efforts in promoting English, extra
courses, learning activities, and supplemental lessons are provided to students. The
improvement reflects the success of the school policies on English learning.
Students also improved a lot on Technology Education and Mathematics, the credit
rate increased with 10.08% and 8.22%. Although regression are found in some
subjects, the scales are relatively small and it is normal to have slight adjustments
since examination result of students is affected by lots of factors, internal and
external.
Pui Ching first introduced I.T. into school in 1998, and the school developed
the e-collaborative learning environment with the e-Academy and e-Community at
2003. Global classroom, mobile classroom, and individualized learning were
introduced recently. It seems that the improvements on Sciences stream (Science
Education, Mathematics Education, and Technology Education) were larger than
Arts stream, this may explain with the nature of subject, as the uses of I.T. provide
visual and audio supports in expression, subjects that required graphic presentation
or can be discussed online will benefit. For English, the I.T. tools provide students
with more opportunities in communicating with the foreigners. Throughout the
communication processes, students can upgrade their language ability. These may
partially explain why Sciences stream and English obtained greater improvement
than other subjects, but there may be some other reasons behind and more studies
are needed as it is hard to use single factor in explaining the academic improvement.

Conclusion
“Estimates of value-added are rarely definitive and never explain why a school
is performing better or worse than expected” (EDB, 2003). Although not all learning
areas obtained same degree of progress in the study, it does not mean that the
performance of student is worse, or there are problems in teaching. As we know, lots
of variable affect academic performance of students, and the processes are highly
complicated, single study is failing to explain everything but it can be good piece of
information for future planning since it provides some insights to the school.
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Chapter 12
Looking Forward: Leading the School into
Future
Introduction
In 1998, the Education and Manpower Bureau (EMB) published the report
“Information Technology for Learning in a New Era Five-Year Strategy 1998/99 to
2002/03” suggested the need for the paradigm shift from textbook-based and
teacher-centered to interactive and learner-centered. Villanueva (2000) pointed out
that the development of information technology moved the policy-makers and
educators to adopt new technologies on teaching, and use them in strengthening
learning effectiveness and promoting lifelong learning. Cheng (2000) suggested the
paradigm shift should go with the changes on curricular, including concept, quality,
and content. Traditional, school bounded learning have to be replaced by new
paradigm that provides students with individualized, localized, and globalized
learning. In past ten years, Pui Ching Middle School spared no effort in promoting
IT in education. New learning environments and new teaching methods were
designed; new leadership with new organizational structure was built. All of these
brought immense changes to the school and its future development. As a conclusion,
we are going to discuss the opportunities brought by information technology on the
learning environments, teachings, school leading, and organization structure of the
school.

Changing on Environments
Garrison (1997) found contextual factors, such as social and technological
contexts, were important to self-directed learning. Building an autonomous learning
environment that supports learner-centered learning is a trend in future education.
Regarding to this trend, Pui Ching started to build the e-Campus in 1996, and
launched a new project “Future School” in 2006.
Campus Environment
In the past decade, the school focused on hardware building in the campus and
now it changed to the development of learning environments, integration of new
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technologies and new education concepts. The creations of new learning spaces
provide students with brand new learning experiences in a multiple intelligential,
digitalized, modernized, and flexible school.
Digitalized Learning Environment
In order to integrate IT into schooling, special rooms are designed and used. In
Pui Ching, there are 36 multi-media classrooms and five multi-media labs, two
multi-media studios for music creation and creative art, a multi-media
language-learning lab, a lab for design and technology and computer labs, and 15
terminal computers. The school is facilitated with fixed network Internet services
and WiFi wireless Internet services, school members can go on to the Internet and
Intranet with using computers, PDA and mobiles.
Multiple Intelligences Learning Environment
Buildings and facilities in promoting multiple intelligences are built in Pui
Ching. Music Center, Visual Art Center, Center for Performing Art, Communication
Learning Center, Exhibition Center, Gym, and Multiple-Function Sport Center
provide learning spaces and environments for students to develop their talents on
music, art, drama, dance, and sports.
Flexible Teaching & Learning Environment
Flexibility on campus design is important to effective teaching and learning,
and it allows the school to develop individualized learning and multiple intelligences.
Some classrooms in Pui Ching can be combined as a bigger room or divided into
small rooms with folding partitions. Classrooms for 18 classes, six classes, three
classes, two classes, one class, half of a class, or quarter of a class are provided.
Soundproof materials are used for the partitions so that activities in one room will
not affect others. Learning trails are set in the school and the content can be changed
by the system, students can learn on the trails in the natural environment by using
their mobiles.
Globalized Learning
The Global Classrooms and Mobile Classrooms in Pui Ching help student to
obtain global visions and local senses. In fact, localized and globalized learning is an
essential part in the knowledge economy. Global Classrooms are transformed from
traditional classrooms, and new facilities including cameras, wireless speakers, LCD
TV, computers, projectors, and smart-board are added. Students can learn through
video-conferencing with the Internet without the limitation of time and space.
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Distance learning can be done with the facilities in the global classrooms. Besides,
the cameras can also be used for security monitoring. There are twelve Global
Classrooms in Pui Ching now and all classrooms will be transformed to Global
Classrooms within a few years.
Mobile Classrooms is the use of cell phones in learning through mobile Internet
services or WiFi. Students can connect to the Intranet of the school to download
learning materials they needed by using the mobiles. Nowadays, mobiles are not just
for communication but it can be a tiny camera and a video too, students can record
something interesting for assignment and upload it to the Intranet of the school or
ask questions to teachers. Since mobiles provide great convenience and lower the
cost in communication, the potential of using mobiles for learning is obvious.
Virtual Learning Environment
The e-Academy and Intelligent Community (e-Community) construct the
e-collaborative learning environment in Pui Ching, and both of them help in
developing students’ autonomy on learning, collaboration and communication ability,
as well as creativity and ability on critical thinking. The e-Academy includes the
e-Learning system, Learning Resource Center, and the e-Portfolio, and they are
linked with the Intranet, Extranet and the Internet. The components provide students
with unlimited learning resources and accurate assessment so that they can adjust
their learning plan according to their needs and abilities. The Intelligent Community
is a school-based online forum that peers, teachers, parents, professionals, and
Web-users can join together and discuss the topic they interested. Since the identity
of the participants is kept ambiguous, they can express what they really think on the
forum. Throughout the interaction among participants, different opinions are
collected and they stimulate students to think, higher-order thinking and critical
thinking can be trained. The flow of conversion is recorded in the system and
become organizational intellectual capital, and students can call them out with using
the search engine. The school controls security and social order on the forum by
necessary means and therefore a friendly, secured but relatively free environment
can be maintained.

Changing on Teaching
For long time, education focused on memorization. Form the Three Character
Classic to Hundred Family Surnames, and the Thousand Character Classic to A
Thousand Master's Poems, all of them emphasize the importance of memorization
as the Chinese believed if someone very familiar with the Three Hundred Tang
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Poems, he or she would know how to write a poem. Till today, examinations remain
the most important concern in learning. However, it is the time to realize the fact
that, it is not enough for students only get good examination result, they have to
learn actively and understand the new knowledge so that they can survive in the
rapid changing knowledge economy. The learning method that focused on
memorization is out of the date. Future education should develop individualized
learning and make students become autonomy lifelong learners who know
self-assessment and build personalized learning profolio. Promoting localized and
globalize learning, and the developing collaborative learning with new technology
can help in achieving these.
Individualized Learning
Autonomous learning, intelligences development, and life education can be
promoted with individualized learning.
Promoting Life Education
In Pui Ching, life education has been a part of the normal curriculum, students
can learn about the meaning of life with in-depth thinking on the relationship
between people, between human and natural environment, and human and God.
Building a green campus with trees and plants provides student the opportunity to
learn about the natural world and how to respect life, they also learn how to grow,
how to protect, as well as the importance of life. Commitment and responsibility can
be built during the learning activities.
Individualized Development & Multiple Intelligences
The new buildings in the campus provide spaces for art and sport activities.
Students are required to choose a kind of arts or sports for professional training. The
sports they can choose include basketball, volleyball, handball, badminton, track and
field activities, swimming, and table tennis. The arts they can choose include wind
music, stringed music, flute, Chinese orchestra, choir, digitalized music creation,
visual art and drama. The new policy helps student in exploring their potentials and
build up healthy living habits, as well as the sense in appreciating arts. The activities
provide opportunities for students to actualize personal goals and develop
self-confidence.
Performance Assessments & Portfolio Building
Both academic and non-academic performances of students in different school
years are recorded in the school system and assessed from six categories: ethics,
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wisdom, physical development, communication & interpersonal skills, art, and soul.
A full record can be obtained easily and students can have a better understanding on
their strengths and weaknesses. Since all learning materials are put on the system,
students who with better ability can learn more than curriculum suggested so that
their potentials can be further developed without limitations.
Localized & Globalized Learning
Social context is a significant factor to effective learning (Garrison, 1997).
Teachers, peers, parents and other stakeholders should include in the process of
learning so that a collaborative learning community can be built. Collaborative
learning is an effective way in enhancing students’ learning ability, transferring
knowledge and creating new knowledge. With the use of information technology,
collaborative learning can be extended to local and global levels so that students can
learn from local and global resources through the interaction processes.
Collaborative learning activities with schools in Mainland, Singapore, and Australia
are designed in Pui Ching, teachers and students can exchange their ideas in the
virtual world or visit each other, and they provide the opportunities for students to
learn the culture of different countries and build global interpersonal network. The
exchange activities also increase students’ interest on learning and teaching
effectiveness.
Collaborative Learning & e-Collaborative Learning
Collaborative learning in Pui Ching is project-leaded. For the junior classes,
students are divided into small groups with four to five people and they are asked to
finish a project on special topic, teachers will guide them to finish it and provide
necessary help if needed. For students in senior Forms, they usually learnt from
organizing school functions. For example, a music concert will be held at the end of
school year and students have to coordinate, to perform, and to prepare every single
part in the concert. They learn from the processes in organizing the activity. The
Intelligent Community allows students, teachers, parents, peers, and the stakeholders
from different parts of the world to have discussions on the topic they interested.
Through the processes of social interaction, knowledge can be transferred and
conversed, and this enlarges students’ knowledge base and develops their wisdom.
Practical and Mobile Learning
Students in Pui Ching not just learn from books but also from practical
experiences and the mobiles. With the use of wireless Internet services and WiFi,
students can learn with cell phone and PDA inside and outside school area without
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the limitation of time. Outdoor learning activities, like on-site visit and orienteering,
can go with mobile learning to achieve better learning outcomes. Teachers can
understand the students’ learning progress and make a feedback immediately, and
they can also use the mobile in locating and contacting students to make sure they
are safe.
Global Learning &Visit
One salient point of global learning is that students can widen their horizons
and build up global interpersonal network at the same time. The designs of Global
Classrooms in Pui Ching provide opportunities for students to have
video-conferencing, meeting, debate, and observation through the Internet. The
visits provide valuable chance for students to develop interpersonal network, they
also help them to upgrade language standard.

Changing Leadership
Cox (1996) suggests there is a positive correlation between the attitude of
Principal and the attitude of teachers towards to IT. The story of Pui Ching reflects
that the Principal’s leadership and literacy in IT are critical factors in promoting IT
in education. The management of the school has to develop e-culture, e-leadership,
and e-leaders so that IT can be implanted in every part of the school.
e-Leadership
As the leaders of a school, it is important for the management to increase and
upgrade their IT knowledge and standard, whatever the hardware building or the
software using. In Pui Ching, e-Leadership is about how the management of the
school promotes changes at organization level, including the building of e-Culture,
the introduction of e-Management and the use of e-Assessment (Yip, Cheung & Sze,
2004). e-Leadership should go with the development of learner-centered learning
and professional development of teachers.
The e-Culture in Pui Ching aims to promote organization members to “learn
about IT”, to “apply IT in teaching and learning”, to “maximize IT utility” and “use
IT flexibility”. Platforms are developed for manage learning and teaching. The
experiences of Pui Ching also reflect the fact that students can be the pilots in the
implement of IT in schooling, and they can support teachers in learning IT. By
digitalizing data of the school, scientific analysis and research can be conducted, the
results provide details information on students’ learning ability and teaching
effectiveness, and they help the management in designing the future of the school.
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The platforms in managing operation of the school covered on school finance,
library, teaching resources, supplemental learning of students, public examinations,
students’ learning effectiveness, students’ performances, assignments and reading
scheme. The systems will save and renew the data every year so that a latest
portfolio on students can be made. The e-Assessment platform provides information
on the students’ learning in every school year. By analyzing the data, school can
have a better understanding on student’s ability, learning effectiveness and the
correlation between teacher’s teaching and students’ learning.
e-Leaders
The e-Management is the promotion of IT from top level while the introduction
of e-Leaders is the promotion of IT from the middle and ground levels. Courses and
opportunities were given so that students and teachers can expand their IT capacity.
The e-Leaders in Pui Ching include IT coordinators, IT pilot teachers, IT technicians,
and IT prefects, and they help the school to promote IT in both learning and teaching.
It is found that the e-Leaders in Pui Ching have already become a professional team
in supporting school’s IT development.
IT Coordinators

The IT Coordinators need to take part in managing, designing and maintaining
the servers, systems, computers and related facilities. Moreover, they also have to
manage the online learning materials, software, systems, and the certificates. The
coordinators also support teachers of different subjects to upgrade their capacity on
IT so that they can have a better understanding on the application and operation of
IT tools in the school.
IT Pilot Teachers
The IT Pilot Teachers are responsible to provide administrative support for
subjects and develop IT resources for teaching. For example, the pilot teachers
suggested the idea of mobile learning, the use of smart-board, and the
communication skills learning with cameras in school. Since they understand the
requirements and the characteristics on the subject they teach and therefore they can
design and create new learning that suit the needs of subject. Although most of the
pilot teachers are not in management level, they are the one who lead the renewal of
curriculum with IT.
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IT Technicians
The role of IT Technicians is to maintain all IT facilities in the school in good
condition and make sure them operate as normal. Besides of computers, they have to
maintain the management systems, security system, facilities in special rooms, and
the learning centers in perfection, which also includes supporting the operation of
stage lighting, audio systems, recording systems, and the production of campus TV.
Specification is developed among technicians so that they can concentrate on the
management in particular parts.
IT Prefects
The IT Prefects are elected by the students in each class and they have to
manage the IT facilities, including computers, projectors, screen, smart-board, TV,
audio system, video-conferencing, and other wireless information technologies tools.
They need to keep the facilities and the remotes of the facilities in good condition
and support teachers to use them during the lessons.

Changing Organization
Organization is the community that with aims, missions and norms. Divided
groups of people and things can join together in a systematic way in the organization,
and this enhances efficiency so that better outcome can be obtained (Wu & Yeung,
2002). Faced the challenges from the knowledge economy, schools have to renew
their organization structure and become boundaryless organization, learning
organization, and intelligence organization.
Boundaryless Organization
The building of Intelligent Community, e-Academy, Global Classrooms,
Mobile Classrooms with the use of Internet, as well as the wireless Internet and
WiFi make Pui Ching become a boundaryless organization. It breaks the vertical,
horizontal, external, and geographical boundaries on learning that widen students’
horizons and bring new learning experiences to them.
Breaking down Vertical Boundary
The boundaries on age and grades can be broken in the Intelligent Community.
Since all students in Pui Ching can join the discussion on the Community without
revealing their identity, junior students can have discussion with senior students or
teachers, or parents and professionals, and there no limitation on topics, participants
can discuss what they really interested. The e-Academy saved the learning materials
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on different subjects at different levels, and students with better ability can speed up
their learning no matter which forms or classes they are.
Breaking down Horizontal Boundary
Drama, music, and art are added into language learning so that students’ ability
on listening, speaking, reading, writing, and expression can be trained. The
boundary between subjects can be removed too. Since students are different in
learning ability, small groups learning are used and students with similar ability can
have lesson together and teachers can design learning materials and lessons that can
better suit the needs of students. Flexible design on classrooms allows teachers to
teach according to students’ ability and needs, bigger classes and small classes can
be made to achieve best teaching outcomes.
Breaking down External Boundary
The Intelligent Community allows people from different social classes with
different backgrounds to join together and have discussions, including peers, parents,
teachers, professionals, and Web-users. Through the social interactions on the
Intelligent Community, students can learn new knowledge and share what they
learnt with others, and they can also build up stronger interpersonal network
thorough the discussions. The comments and ideas from the outsiders also stimulate
higher-order thinking and help in developing analytical ability.
Breaking down Geographical Boundary
The Internet connects learners in different parts of the world without the limits
on time and space. The wide use of mobiles and the development of wireless
network make mobiles become a potential learning tool. Mobile Classrooms in Pui
Ching break down the physical boundary of the school and students can keep on
learning even they are not in school area. Global Classrooms connect the school
with other schools in different countries, interactive and collaborative learning
activities can be done. The visits also enhance interaction between students so that
interpersonal relationship can be built in reality.
Learning Organization
A learning school is the one with clear structure that expands knowledge base,
upgrades teaching skills, enhances ability, develops in-depth thinking, and explores
the new objectives in teaching and learning (Wu & Yeung, 2002). In the knowledge
economy, organization must learn faster than the competitors and therefore learning
ability is a critical factor to success. Organizations must promote knowledge
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building, network building, and capacity building so as to keep the organization in
advantage.
Knowledge Building
The promotion of autonomous learning among students is the critical factor in
knowledge building. The collaborative environment of the Intelligent Community
encourages students to take part in the discussion in voluntary, and the motivation
also helps in the knowledge creation. Collaborative learning, project learning,
explorative learning, and the assessments with IT strengthen students’ ability on
self-learning, and they also help students in building knowledge.
Network Building
Social context is important to learning. Through the communication on the
networks of Pui Ching, students can develop their own interpersonal network at
global level with the Intelligent Community, Global Classrooms, and the visits. They
Interpersonal network can be built in reality and in the virtual world.
Capacity Building
Individual capacity affects organizational learning. The multiple intelligences
curriculum in Pui Ching helps students to obtain a multiple and balance
development on both academic and non-academic aspects. Through the discussions
on the Intelligent Community, the personal capacity of individuals can be developed.
Intelligent Organization
An intelligent organization applies performance, knowledge, and competence
management in enhancing organizational efficiency and seeking future development.
Performance management focuses on individual level, knowledge management
focused on team level, and competence management usually applies at organization
level (Pentti Sydanmaanlakka, 2002). In an intelligent school, it collects the
knowledge from school members and stakeholders, and makes it become
organizational capital for future development.
Performance Management
Performance management in Pui Ching includes targets and objectives setting,
regular measurements, trainings and evaluations are applied and suggestions for
improvement are given. The e-Portfolio records the performances of students and
system in predicting students’ performances in public exanimation is used so that
they can know their standard. Teachers performances are measured with the
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performances of students in examinations, suggestions are given and therefore
improvements can be made.
Knowledge Management
Strategic knowledge management is applied with the building of knowledge
base. Learning materials, teaching experiences, examination questions and solutions
are saved in the system and shared among members, both students and teachers can
benefit from it.
Competence Management
Competence management in Pui Ching focuses on the continuous development
of the school so that visions can be actualized. School members have to keep
learning and upgrade their abilities on different aspects, they also need to further
develop their talents and share the knowledge with others. Members with better
ability are encouraged to learn more and faster and therefore their talents can be
developed and in turn fused the development of the school.

Summary
“Be comfortable of not knowing” is the way in responds to the changes in
knowledge economy. In past ten years, intensive and large-scale reforms have been
experienced in Pui Ching, including the restructuring of campus, building of
learning environments, promoting learner-centered learning, introducing multiple
intelligences and whole-person education to curriculum, and applying the concepts
of individualized, localized, and globalized learning. e-leadership and e-leaders are
suggested in promoting IT in education from all levels. Organizational changes are
found and the school now is going to be a boundaryless school, a learning school,
and an intelligent school. All of the changes greatly support the the school in
providing quality education to students for future challenges.
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